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Abstract
This thesis is primarily concerned with the smoothing properties of dispersive equations and
systems. Smoothing in this context means that the nonlinear part of the solution flow is of higher
regularity than the initial data. We establish this property, and some of its consequences, for several
equations.
The first part of the thesis studies a periodic coupled Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) system. This
system, known as the Majda-Biello system, displays an interesting dependancy on the coupling
coefficient α linking the two KdV equations. Our main result is that the nonlinear part of the
evolution resides in a smoother space for almost every choice of α. The smoothing index depends
on number-theoretic properties of α, which control the behavior of the resonant sets. We then
consider the forced and damped version of the system and obtain similar smoothing estimates.
These estimates are used to show the existence of a global attractor in the energy space. We also
use a modified energy functional to show that when the damping is large, the attractor is trivial.
The next chapter studies the Zakharov and related Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger (KGS) systems
on Euclidean spaces. Again, the main result is that the nonlinear part of the solution is smoother
than the initial data. The proof relies on a new bilinear Bourgain-space estimate, which is proved
using delicate dyadic and angular decompositions of the frequency domain. As an application, we
give a simplified proof of the existence of global attractors for the KGS flow in the energy space for
dimensions two and three. We also use smoothing in conjunction with a high-low decomposition
to show global well-posedness of the KGS evolution on R4 below the energy space for sufficiently
small initial data.
In the final portion of the thesis we consider well-posedness and regularity properties of the
“good” Boussinesq equation on the half line. We obtain local existence, uniqueness and continuous
dependence on initial data in low-regularity spaces. We also establish a smoothing result, obtaining
up to half derivative smoothing of the nonlinear term. The results are sharp within the framework
of the restricted norm method that we use and match known results on the full line.
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chapter 1
Introduction
In the most broad terms, this work studies the dynamics of nonlinear dispersive partial differential
equations (PDE). Linear dispersive equations are characterized by the property that solution com-
ponents of different wavelengths propagate at different speeds. This means that, on unbounded
domains solutions, tend to break apart and decay over time. In the study of nonlinear dispersive
PDE, we seek to exploit this behavior and understand how it interacts with the nonlinear effects.
Specifically, this thesis is concerned largely with smoothing effects of certain dispersive equations
– for some PDE, the nonlinear part of the flow is of higher regularity than the initial data – a
smoothing effect of the nonlinearity.
Consider a PDE of the form
ut “ Lu` F puq, (1.1)
where L is a dispersive spatial differential operator and F puq is a nonlinear term. The operator L
is of the form ihpDq, where D is the operator D “ ´i∇ and h is a real-valued order-m polynomial
hpy1, y2, . . . , ydq “
ÿ
|α|ďm
cα y
α1
1 y
α2
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yαdd .
We will be concerned with the solutions in low-regularity Sobolev spaces. In such spaces, one
cannot expect to find classical solutions, but it is possible to study distributional solutions. We say
that u is a strong Hs solution if it is in C0tH
s
x X C1tHs´mx , where m is the order of the differential
operator L, and u satisfies (1.1) in the Hs´m sense. We frequently use Duhamel’s solution formula
upx, tq “ etLu0 `
ż t
0
ept´sqLF pupx, sqqds,
where etLu0 is the solution to the linear problem with initial data u0. This formula, together with
the Contraction Mapping Theorem, is central to many proofs of existence of solutions for PDE. It
will be vital for the smoothing estimates presented in this work since it provides a formula, albeit
an implicit integral one, for the nonlinear part of the flow.
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For many such dispersive PDE in high-regularity spaces, there are classical well-posedness
results. As regularity decreases, however, more refined approaches become necessary. In 1993,
Bourgain published his influential restricted-norm papers [19, 20]. The spaces he used, called Xs,b
spaces, are L2-based, with weights tailored to the dispersion of the equation. Similar weighted
spaces had been used by Beals [9], Rauch and Reed [86], and Klainerman and Machedon [70] in
works on the wave equation. Use of these spaces enabled Bourgain to prove local theory results
at regularities hitherto unattainable. These spaces continue to be important to dispersive PDE
research. In this work, we use Xs,b spaces extensively – for problems posed on the torus, Rd, and,
in the last chapter, for an equation on the half-line.
In addition to local well-posedness, it may be possible to obtain global existence of solutions.
The simplest way to achieve this is via a conservation law which yields an a priori bound on the
norm of a solution. Iterating the local theory then gives global existence. In the absence of helpful
conservation laws, other approaches, such as Bourgain’s separation of high and low frequencies [22]
or the I-method of Colliander, Keel, Staffilani, Takaoka, and Tao [28] may yield global results. In
this work, we give a result which shows how smoothing estimates can be used with a separation of
high and low frequencies to obtain global existence.
The first result in this thesis is a smoothing result for the periodic Majda-Biello system (1.2)
of coupled KdV-type equations. This is a physical equation used to model global atmospheric and
oceanic currents [75]. Note that when one models such phenomena, the periodic case is of particular
interest. The system is as follows:$’’’’’&’’’’’%
ut ` uxxx ` 12pv2qx “ 0, x P T, t P R
vt ` αvxxx ` puvqx “ 0,
pup¨, 0q, vp¨, 0qq “ pu0, v0q P 9HspTq ˆHspTq.
(1.2)
The well-posedness theory [79] depends heavily on the arithmetic properties of α, particularly a
measure of how well certain paramters c “ cpαq can be approximated by rationals. This occurs
because for α P p0, 1q – a physically important case – the system exhibits complex resonance
relations, far different than those of a single KdV. The proof of the smoothing estimate uses a
refinement of the method of [40], which combines a normal form transformation (see [8]) with Xs,b
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space estimates. This process allows us to use the frequency-space oscillation to overcome the
effects of the derivative nonlinearity – the normal forms transformation allows us to quantify the
oscillatory effects. However, the transformation also leads to third-order nonlinearities instead of
quadratic, and appreciably more difficult resonance relations. These challenges are overcome by a
careful analysis of the frequency interactions.
The same smoothing result also holds for the dissipative Majda-Biello system – i.e. the same
system (1.2) with added forcing and damping terms. Using smoothing, we show that for almost
every α, all solutions will eventually enter a compact set which is an invariant under the evolution,
called the global attractor. The existence of such sets has been studied extensively, but proofs of
their existence are often long and technical. The smoothing allows us to give an simple and elegant
proof in this case. Using a modified energy functional, we also show that when the damping is large
in relation to the forcing terms, the attractor is trivial, consisting of only a single function.
In the next chapter, we establish smoothing estimates in higher-dimensional Euclidean spaces
for the Zakharov and Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger (KGS) systems. The Zakharov equation (1.3) is
a model for Langmuir turbulence in plasma [101], and has been extensively studied. The related
KGS system exhibits similar dispersive dynamics, and has applications in particle physics [46].$’’’’’&’’’’’%
iut `∆u “ un, x P Rd, t P R
ntt ´∆n “ ∆|u|2`
up¨, 0q, np¨, 0q, ntp¨, 0q
˘ “ pu0, n0, n1q P Hs ˆHr ˆHr´1.
(1.3)
Deriving smoothing estimates for these models presents challenges because in Rd, one must con-
trol resonant hypersurfaces rather than merely resonant points or lines. The approach extends
the method used in [26] to prove bilinear estimates for a Schro¨dinger equation on R2. A major
obstacle was the effect of the wave part of the system, which makes the resonances more difficult
to understand and bound. This is overcome by extensive use of Littlewood-Paley and parabolic
decompositions in the frequency space. As applications of the smoothing result, we show a global
well-posedness for the KGS on R4 in regularities below the energy space via Bourgain’s high-low
method. We also provide a simplified proof of the existence of global attractors for the KGS in
dimensions two and three using the smoothing property.
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Finally, in the last chapter we show well-posedness and smoothing results for the “good” Boussi-
nesq equation (1.4) on the half-line. The work on this equation is joint with N. Tzirakis.$’’’’’&’’’’’%
utt ´ uxx ` uxxxx ` pu2qxx “ 0, x P R`, t P R`
up0, tq “ h1ptq, uxp0, tq “ h2ptq,
upx, 0q “ fpxq, utpx, 0q “ gxpxq.
(1.4)
On the full line, local existence has been shown using standard Xs,b space methods for s ą ´14
[42], and sharp local existence, using modified Xs,b spaces, holds for s ě ´12 [68]. On the half-line,
however, the standard Fourier analytic techniques cannot be directly applied, and much less was
known. We show local existence, uniqueness, and smoothing results for negative Sobolev indices
using the methods of [38, 39]. To do so, we extend the initial data to the full line, and write the
Duhamel formula for the solution on R. We then add a forcing term to this formula to ensure
that the boundary conditions are met. The Contraction Mapping Theorem in Xs,b space is used
to obtain a solution. The boundary forcing term requires an explicit solution formula for the
linear initial-boundary-value problem, which we derive using Laplace transforms. We then obtain
a number of Xs,b and Sobolev space estimates to close the contraction argument.
Initial-boundary-value problems present challenges because much of the powerful machinery
which has been developed to study dispersive initial-value problems depends heavily on Fourier
analytic techniques, and it is not clear how these approaches can be generalized to bounded domains.
For relatively smooth data, more classical approaches may prove applicable. For instance, in
1983, Bona and Winther showed well-posedness of a KdV equation on the half-line via a parabolic
regularization argument for initial data in H4pR`q [18]. More recently, Colliander and Kenig [29]
and Holmer [57] adapted the real-line theory of Bourgain [20] and Kenig, Ponce, and Vega [63]
to show well-posedness of the KdV for H´ 34 pR`q initial data. Their approach involves recasting
the problem as a real line problem with forcing. The forcing is a multiple of the Dirac mass at
x “ 0, and is chosen to enforce the boundary condition. This method has also been applied to the
Schro¨dinger equation [56].
Other recent approaches include Fokas’ unified transform method [44, 54, 45]. Bona, Sun,
and Zhang have also recently published works on the initial-boundary-value problem for dispersive
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models, see e.g. [16, 17] for results concerning the KdV and Schro¨dinger equations. An advantage
of our approach is that we apply Xs,b space tools – which a priori appear only applicable to Rd or
Td – to the half-line problem, without the use of a Dirac mass forcing and ensuing technicalities.
5
chapter 2
Notation and Background
2.1 Notation
The Fourier sequence of a function u P L2pTq is defined by
uk “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
upxqe´ikx dx for k P Z.
We use the corresponding periodic Sobolev spaces HspTq, with their norms given by
}u}Hs “ }xkysuk}`2k ,
where xky “ p1 ` |k|2q1{2. The notation 9HspTq indicates the mean-zero counterpart of this space,
i.e. 9HspTq “  u P Hs | ş u dx “ 0(.
The Fourier transform of a Euclidean space function u P L2pRdq is defined similarly:
uˆpξq “
ż
Rd
upxqe´iξ¨x dx.
The Euclidean Sobolev spaces HspRdq have norms given by
}u}Hs “ }xξysuˆpξq}L2 .
We also use the homogeneous space 9HspRdq, with }u} 9Hs “ }|ξ|suˆpξq}L2 .
The expression e´tLu0 will denote the solution to the linear problem ut`Lu “ 0 with up¨, 0q “
u0. Thus, for example, e
it∆u0 is the linear Schro¨dinger flow with initial data u0.
We write a À b to indicate that there is an absolute constant C such that a ď Cb. The symbol
Á is used similarly. The expression a « b means that a À b and a Á b. The notation a » b is used
to indicate that |a ´ b| ď δ for some small δ determined by the context. We write a´ for a ´ 
when  ą 0 is arbitrary; similarly we write a` for a` .
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2.2 Xs,b Theory
We now introduce some general Xs,b space theory. Consider again a PDE of the form
ut “ Lu` F puq.
Suppose for the moment that F “ 0, so that the equation is linear. If the initial condition is a
simple wave eikx for some k, we can find a function ωpkq such that the wave
e
ik
´
x´ωpkq
k
t
¯
is a solution of the linear PDE. This function ω is called the dispersion relation for the PDE, and
the equation is called dispersive if ωpkq{k is not a constant. For instance, for the Airy equation
ut ` uxxx “ 0, we find ωpkq “ k3, so this equation is dispersive, but for the transport equation
ut ` ux “ 0, the dispersion relation is ωpkq “ k, so it is not dispersive.
We can also think of the dispersion relation in another way. Taking the Fourier transform in
space and time, we obtain the equation
τ uˆpξ, τq “ ωpξquˆ.
This means that the Fourier transform of the solution to the linear PDE is supported on the curve
(or hypersurface) τ “ ωpξq in frequency space. If the PDE is nonlinear, of course, this is no longer
true. However, one can hope that, for short times at least, the support of the solution in frequency
space remains near this curve. The definition of Xs,b space is based on this observation. The Xs,b
norm for functions on Rd ˆ R is defined by
}u}
Xs,b
τ“ωpξq
“ }xξysxτ ´ ωpξqybuˆpξ, τq}L2ξ,τ .
Similarly, for functions on Td ˆ R, the norm is defined by
}u}
Xs,b
τ“ωpkq
“ }xkysxτ ´ ωpkqybuˆpk, τq}`2kL2τ .
Thus the norm is similar to an Hs norm, but with an additional weight that inflates the norms of
functions supported far from the τ “ ωpξq surface. We will drop the τ “ ωpξq subscript and write
only Xs,b when the dispersion relation is clear from the context. The following alternate definition
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of the norm can be illuminating. If etL is the linear flow operator corresponding to ut “ Lu, the
Xs,b norm above can be written as
}u}Xs,b “ }e´tLu}HsxHbt .
We now address some useful general properties of Xs,b spaces. This discussion is based on
[94, 50]; proofs and further discussion can be found in these works. To begin, we note that Xs,b is a
Banach space. Using Parseval’s theorem, one can see that that dual of Xs,bτ“ωpξq is X
´s,´b
τ“´ωp´ξq. The
change in the dispersion relation is due to complex conjugation, which flips signs on the frequency
side.
It’s reasonable to ask how Xs,b spaces relate to other, more classical, spaces. For instance, if
we prove well-posedness in Xs,b space, does that say anything about existence in Sobolev spaces?
The answer is often yes, due to the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2.1 ([94]). For b ą 12 , the Xs,b space corresponding to a continuous dispersion relation
ωpξq embeds continuously in C0tHsx.
Thus if we prove existence in Xs,b with b ą 12 , we have existence in C0tHsx automatically.
Sometimes, though, to obtain the estimates necessary for well-posedness, one must work with
b ď 12 . An example of this appears in the last chapter of this work, where we must take b ă 12 in
order to complete the well-posedness argument. In such cases some extra effort is required to show
that the solutions are also Hs solutions.
We now outline the estimates necessary to prove well-posedness in Xs,b spaces. The idea of
Xs,b space is that the support of nonlinear solutions remains close to that of the linear solutions.
This is only expected to hold for short times, so in order to use Xs,b spaces, we multiply by a
time-localization cut-off function η. The well-posedness argument uses the Contraction Mapping
Theorem on the Duhamel operator Φ given by
Φupx, tq “ ηptqetLu0 ` ηptq
ż t
0
ept´t1qLrηpt1{T qF pupx, t1qqsdt. (2.1)
The first term of Φ, the localized linear solution, can be bounded in Xs,b spaces using the
following lemma.
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Lemma 2.2.2. Suppose u0 P Hsx, and let η be a smooth compactly supported function. Then we
have
}ηptqetLu0}Xs,b À }u0}Hs .
Proof. Notice that
}ηptqetLu0}Xs,b “ }xτ ´ ωpξqybηˆpτ ´ ωpξqqxξysuˆ0pξq}L2τL2ξ “ }η}Hb}u0}Hs .
Since η is smooth and compactly supported, its Hb norm is certainly finite and we’re done.
To control the Duhamel integral term, we require the following estimate.
Lemma 2.2.3 ([94]). Let L be a linear differential operator with a real polynomial dispersion
relation. For any b ą 12 and smooth compactly supported function η, we have
}ηptq
ż t
0
ept´t1qLF pupx, t1qqdt1}Xs,b À }F pupx, tqq}Xs,b´1 .
We also have the following result, which allows us to extract a power of the length of the time
interval. This is important in closing the contraction mapping argument – it allows us to control
the norm by choosing a sufficiently small time interval.
Lemma 2.2.4 ([94]). Let η be a Schwarz function. Then for ´12 ă b ´ 1 ď b1 ă 12 and any
0 ă T ď 1, we have
}ηpt{T qu}Xs,b´1 À T 1`b1´b}u}Xs,b1 .
Applying these results to (2.1), we have the bound
}Φu}Xs,b À }u0}Hs ` T 1`b1´b}F puq}Xs,b1
for b ą 12 and b´1 ď b1 ă 12 . To finish the argument, we need an estimate of the form }F puq}Xs,b1 À
}u}β
Xs,b
. The proofs of such estimates can be quite challenging, depending on the specific dispersion
relation and nonlinearity under consideration. However, with such an estimate in hand, we can
close the contraction on a ball tu : }u}Xs,b ď C}u0}Hsu by choosing a sufficiently small time T .
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2.3 Useful Estimates
The following special case of the Sobolev embedding theorem will be used at several stages in the
proofs.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Sobolev Embedding [1]). The space HspRnq is continuously embedded in L8pRnq
for s ą n2 . Similarly, HspTnq is continuously embedded in L8pTnq for s ą n2 .
We also require the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality.
Theorem 2.3.2 (Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev Inequality [77]). Suppose that u P LqpRnq and
Dmu P LrpRnq. For 1 ď q, r ď 8, we have
}Dju}Lp À }Dmu}αLr}u}1´αLq ,
where 1p “ jn ` p1r ´ mn qα` 1´αq and α P r jm , 1s.
If j “ 0, rm ă n, and q “ 8, we require the additional assumption that either u tends to zero at
infinity or u P Ls for some s ą 0. If 1 ă r ă 8 and m´ j ´ nr is a non-negative integer, then we
require that α ă 1.
The following calculus lemmata will be used frequently in the proofs. See, e.g., the appendix
of [40] for proofs of similar results. For periodic problems, we use the summation estimates; the
integral estimates are used for problems posed on Euclidean spaces.
Lemma 2.3.3. 1. If β ě γ ą 1, thenÿ
n
1
xn´ k1yβxn´ k2yγ À xk1 ´ k2y
´γ .
2. If β ą 13 , then ÿ
n
1
xn3 ` an2 ` bn` cyβ À 1,
with the implicit constant independent of a, b, and c.
Lemma 2.3.4. If β ě γ ě 0 and β ` γ ą 1, then we haveż
1
xx´ ayβxx´ byγ dx À xa´ by
´γϕβpa´ bq,
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where
ϕβpcq “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
1 if β ą 1
logp1` xcyq if β “ 1
xcy1´β if β ă 1.
2.4 Normal Forms
In our study of the coupled KdV system, we employ a normal form transformation. The idea has its
roots in the theory of Poincare´ normal forms for ordinary differential equations. This method uses a
sequence of polynomial transformations to eliminate the nonlinearity in the ODE system; see, e.g.,
[6]. The version of the normal forms transformation which we use for our PDE system is similar
to the one introduced by Shatah in [91]. In this work, he uses a transformation to raise the degree
of the nonlinearity of a Klein-Gordon equation on R3, thus rendering the equation susceptible to
analysis by perturbative methods.
For the periodic KdV equation, the normal forms transform method was introduced as an
alternative method to arrive at well-posedness by Babin, Ilyin, and Titi in [8]. Our work using
normal forms to prove a smoothing effect for the Majda-Biello system builds on a similar result of
Erdog˘an and Tzirakis for the KdV and Zakharov equations [36, 40].
There are several steps to the method. The first is to take a Fourier transform in space. This
results in a system of ordinary differential equations for the Fourier coefficients. Multiplying by a
modulation factor, the system can be reduced to a collection of equation of roughly the form
Btv “ eiωtF pvq.
In practice, there will be infinitely many v “ vk and corresponding ODE – one for each frequency
– and the nonlinearity on the right-hand side will depend on all the frequencies. However, this
simple equation is helpful for illustration. Notice that an equation of this form can be written as
Btv “ Bt
„
eiωt
iω
F pvq

´ e
iωt
iω
F 1pvqvt
“ Bt
„
eiωt
iω
F pvq

´ e
2iωt
iω
F pvqF 1pvq ñ
Bt
„
v ´ e
iωt
iω
F pvq

“ ´e
2iωt
iω
F pvqF 1pvq.
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In practice, the form of F is quite complex, and there may be resonances (where ω “ 0) which
must be treated separately. However, the basic result of the transformation should be apparent –
we’ve increased the power of the nonlinearity from F to FF 1, but gained an ω in the denominator.
For the Majda-Biello system, the nonlinearity becomes cubic rather than quadratic, but ω is a
cubic polynomial in the frequency variable. This polynomial in the denominator will allow us to
overcome the effect of the derivative on the nonlinearity and obtain a smoothing result.
2.5 Global Attractors
A global attractor for a dynamical system has three features – it is compact, it is invariant under
the flow, and it eventually attracts all elements in the phase space. Such sets are of interest in
understanding the long term dynamics of dissipative systems. The concept of a global attractor
dates back to the work of Auslander, Bhatia, and Seibert [7] in the 1960s. Previous researchers
in dynamical systems had considered attracting points, but not larger sets which attracted the
flow [76]. Since they’re compact, and sometimes even finite dimensional, global attractors can be
easier to study than the full infinite-dimensional phase space, while still providing valuable insight
into solution behavior. For instance, in the 1980s Ghidaglia showed the the dissipative periodic
Schro¨dinger and Korteweg-de Vries equations have global attractors of finite Hausdorff (and fractal)
dimension [48, 49].
The following definitions and results from the study of dissipative PDE in classical dynamical
systems will be vital to our study of global attractors for the damped Majda-Biello system and
Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger systems. In our context, the phase space is the energy space of the
system, i.e. H1pTq ˆ H1pTq for the Majda-Biello system and H1pRdq ˆ H1pRdq for the KGS
system. The semigroup operator is the solution flow of the PDE system, which is defined globally
in time. A global attractor is then defined as follows.
Definition 2.5.1 ([95]). A compact subset A of the phase space H is called a global attractor for
the semigroup tUptqutě0 if A is invariant under the flow of U and
lim
tÑ8 dpUptqu0,Aq “ 0 for every u0 P H.
We also have the weaker notion of absorbing sets:
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Definition 2.5.2 ([95]). A bounded subset B0 of the phase space H is called absorbing if for any
bounded B Ă H, there exists a time T “ T pBq such that UptqB Ă B0 for all t ě T .
Notice that though a global attractor is necessarily an absorbing set, an absorbing set need not
be a global attractor.
Our global attractors will be shown to be the ω-limit set of the absorbing set B0, which is
defined by
ωpB0q “
č
sě0
ď
těs
UptqB0.
An alternative, and perhaps more intuitively understandable definition of the ω-limit set is that it
is the set of all points u such that there is a function u0 P B0 and an increasing sequence of times
tn Ñ 8 such that Uptnqu0 converges to u in the phase space. Taking the ω-limit set will reduce
the absorbing set, which may be very large, down to its “essential elements”, leaving a compact
invariant set.
We will use the following theorem to show that the ω-limit set is indeed a global attractor.
Theorem 2.5.3 ([95]). Let H be a metric space and Uptq be a continuous semigroup from H
to itself for all t ě 0. Assume that there is an absorbing set B0. If the semigroup tUptqutě0 is
asymptotically compact, i.e. for every bounded sequence txku Ă H and every sequence tk Ñ8, the
set tUptkqxkuk is relatively compact in H, then ωpB0q is a global attractor.
Given an absorbing set, this theorem reduces the problem of existence of attractors to showing
asymptotic compactness of the flow. However, showing asymptotic compactness is not trivial. Most
arguments in previous works required several steps. First, they used functional analysis arguments
to show the existence of a weakly-convergent subsequence. Then properties of the PDE, such as
decay of an energy functional, are used to upgrade this weak convergence to strong convergence.
The arguments can be complex and technical. They often involving proving estimates on truncated
domains, and then showing that the estimates are independent of the domain size. In this work,
we use smoothing to simplify matters. For the periodic Majda-Biello system, we use the method
introduced in [37], which uses smoothing together with the compact embedding of Sobolev spaces
to provide a brief and elegant proof of the existence of an attractor. In the case of the Klein-
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Gordon-Schro¨dinger system, we use smoothing to greatly simplify the energy arguments used to
upgrade weak convergence to strong convergence.
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chapter 3
The Periodic Majda-Biello System
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the system (3.1) of coupled KdV-type equations on the torus. The
results here have appeared in [30].$’’’’’&’’’’’%
ut ` uxxx ` 12pv2qx “ 0, x P T
vt ` αvxxx ` puvqx “ 0,
pup¨, 0q, vp¨, 0qq “ pu0, v0q P 9HspTq ˆHspTq.
(3.1)
This system was introduced by Majda and Biello, [75, 12], as a simplified asymptotic model
for the behavior of certain atmospheric Rossby waves. Rossby waves are long atmospheric or
oceanic waves which have significant effects on weather patterns and ocean currents. The system
(3.1) models such waves in the upper atmosphere. In the model, u corresponds to a Rossby wave
with significant energy in the midlatitudes and v corresponds to a Rossby wave confined to the
equatorial region. The system is designed to capture the nonlinear interactions between the waves
under specific physical conditions – such interaction is relevant in both theoretical atmospheric
science and weather prediction. Majda and Biello obtained numerical estimates of 0.899, 0.960,
and 0.980 for the coupling parameter α in the physical cases they considered. We note that in the
case of atmospheric waves, the periodic problem is physically relevant.
Solutions of the Majda-Biello system have momentum conservation. They also satisfy conser-
vation laws at the L2 and H1 levels. Specifically, the following quantities are constant:
E1 “
ż
u dx E2 “
ż
v dx E3 “
ż
u2 ` v2 dx E4 “
ż
u2x ` αv2x ´ uv2 dx. (3.2)
The last integral above is the Hamiltonian conservation law. However, unlike the KdV, the
system is not completely integrable, even in the relatively simple case α “ 1 – it has been shown
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that there are no higher conservation laws [97]. The system scales like the KdV, leading to a critical
Sobolev index of ´32 .
The original KdV equation ut ` uxxx ` uux “ 0 is a water wave model introduced in the 19th
century [23, 71]. It has long been studied as a canonical example of a dispersive equation with
derivative nonlinearity. Low-regularity results may be traced back to the work of Bona and Smith,
who used parabolic regularization along with energy inequalities to obtain local well-posedness on
R or T for s ě 2 [15]. Kato used similar methods to push this down to s ą 32 on the real line
[62, 61]. This was improved by Kenig, Ponce, and Vega to s ą 34 for the real line problem [65].
Their methods are different, and rely heavily on dispersive decay estimates which fail in the periodic
case. Bourgain’s restricted norm method gave local well-posedness for s ą ´34 on R and s ě ´12 on
T [20, 63]. Using complete integrability methods, Kappeler and Topalov obtained global existence
in H´1 on both R and T [60]. We also have normal forms methods to prove L2 local (and global)
well-posedness in the periodic setting, due to the work of Babin, Ilyin, and Titi [8], as mentioned
previously.
Coupled KdV-type systems have been extensively studied, see e.g. [53, 5, 73, 88, 3], but little of
the work addresses periodic problems with coupling parameter α ‰ 1 such as appears in (3.1). For
the Majda-Biello system on R, and systems with similar coupling, more is known. For the related
Gear-Grimshaw system [47], a model of gravity waves in stratified fluids, Bona, Ponce, Saut, and
Tom proved local well-posedness results in HspRq ˆHspRq for s ě 34 [13]. In [43], the same result
for the Hirota-Satsuma system, another similar coupled KdV system, is proven. In [79], Oh proved
global well-posedness for the Majda-Biello system on R with s ě 0.
The well-posedness of (3.1) on T was also studied in [79], and local well-posedness in Hs for s
above a threshold s˚ established. The value of s˚ is dependent on the arithmetic properties of α,
leading to well-posedness results of markedly different types depending on the nature of α. When
α “ 1, the resonant interactions in the system simplify significantly. In this case, the methods
used by Kenig, Ponce, and Vega in [63] to prove the local well-posedness of the KdV equation can
be applied; see [79]. This gives local well-posedness in H´ 12 ˆH´ 12 for mean zero initial data. A
further argument gives the result for general initial data [79]. Oh also shows that for α ă 0 and
α ą 4, the resonant interactions are easier to control and the KdV theory can be applied.
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For α P p0, 1q Y p1, 4s, the behavior is more complex. Oh used the restricted norm method of
Bourgain [20] to prove local well-posedness in Hs ˆHs for s ě min  1, 12 ` 12 maxtνc, νdu ` ( with
the assumption that the initial data u0 is mean zero. The values νc and νd are number-theoretic
parameters which depend on the properties of α; generically νc “ νd “ 0 for almost every α.
Introducing these parameters gives control over the resonant sets which arise in Bourgain space
estimates. For any α, local well-posedness extends to global for s ě 1 due to conservation of the
Hamiltonian E4. This implies that the system is globally well-posed in H
s for s ě 1 regardless of
the value of α. In [78], global well-posedness for s ą s˚pαq ě 57 was established using the I-method.
Here again, the threshold value depends on properties of α. In the special case α “ 1, global
well-posedness holds for s ą ´12 .
Here we are concerned with the dynamics of solutions to the Majda-Biello system. In the
first part of this chapter, we demonstrate that the difference between the linear evolution and the
nonlinear evolution resides in a higher-regularity space. The result follows from a combination of
the method of normal forms of Babin, Ilyin, and Titi [8] and the restricted norm method. This
approach was first used by Erdog˘an and Tzirakis in [36, 40] on the KdV and the Zakharov system.
The difficulty in applying their methods to this particular system arises from the complexity of the
resonance relations. The coupling of the equations through α makes the resonances significantly
more complex than those of the KdV and the Zakharov system. Unlike the KdV case, the resonance
equations do not factor neatly, and the coupling interactions are considerably more difficult to
control than those of the Zakharov system.
The normal form transformation eliminates the derivative nonlinearity and replaces it with a
third-order power nonlinearity. Controlling this requires trilinear Xs,b estimates, in contrast to the
bilinear estimates necessary for well-posedness. The local theory used multipliers of the form
kxkysxk1y´sxk2y´s
xτ ´ k3y1´bxτ1 ´ αk31y1{2xτ2 ´ αk32y1{2
,
whereas the smoothing results require control over multipliers such as
kpk1 ` k2qxkys1xk1y´sxk2y´sxk3 y´s
pk3 ´ αpk1 ` k2q3 ´ αk33qxτ ´ k3y1´bxτ1 ´ k31y1{2xτ2 ´ αk32y1{2xτ3 ´ αk33y1{2
.
For the latter, we want s1 ą s to obtain smoothing. This means we have no a priori bound on
xkys1xk1y´sxk2y´sxk ´ k1 ´ k2y´s. Furthermore, the differentiation by parts introduces the term
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k3´αpk1` k2q3´αpk´ k1´ k2q3 in the denominator. Unlike the bracketed terms which appear in
the local theory multiplier, this can be arbitrarily small. The estimates require precise control of
multiple terms to ensure that the multiplier remains bounded. Depending on the characteristics of
α, we obtain different levels of smoothing, with a gain of up to half a derivative for α ‰ 1. Again,
the results improve if α “ 1; the KdV results in [36] can be applied to get a gain of nearly a full
derivative.
In the second part, we consider the behavior of the system when forcing and weak damping
terms are included: $’&’%ut ` uxxx ` γu`
1
2pv2qx “ f
vt ` αvxxx ` δv ` puvqx “ g
(3.3)
We take initial data u0, v0 P H1; the functions f and g are in H1 with mean zero and the coefficients
γ and δ are positive. We investigate the long-time dynamics of this equation, and show that for
almost every α, the evolution has a global attractor. For the KdV, global attractors were first
studied by Ghidaglia in H2 [49]. Further work by other authors has established the existence below
the L2 level; see the discussion and references in [37]. To obtain an attractor for the Madja-Biello
system, we use the method of [37] and [40] along with our smoothing estimate to decompose the
solution into two parts: the linear part which decays over time thanks to the damping terms, and
the nonlinear part. We then apply smoothing estimates to the nonlinear part to show that it
resides in a smoother space. This gives a global attractor for almost every α P p0, 1q. For α “ 1,
the estimates in [37] can be applied directly and one can obtain an L2 attractor.
One reason for the interest in global attractors is that they can be finite-dimensional even when
the phase space of the equation is not, making them useful tools in understanding the dynamics of
a system. In the last part of the chapter, we show that the attractor for the Majda-Biello system is
trivial, consisting of a single pair of functions pp, qq P H2 ˆH2, if the damping coefficients δ and γ
are sufficiently large in relation to the forcing terms. This is motivated by the corresponding result
for the forced and damped KdV [25] and for the Zakharov system [34]. We show that for any α, as
long as γ and δ are sufficiently large in relation to }f}H1 and }g}H1 , the time-independent version
of (3.3) has a solution in H1. For values of α at which the system exhibits smoothing, we show that
the solutions to (3.3) converge to this stationary solution in H1. The proof uses a modified version
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of H1 conservation law to obtain control over the difference between a solution and the stationary
evolution. We also prove a similar result for the L2 attractor in the case α “ 1.
3.2 Notation & Function Spaces
The estimates will require the Bourgain spaces corresponding to the u and v evolutions. These are
defined as follows:
}u}
Xs,b1
“ }xkysxτ ´ k3ybukpτq}L2τ `2k
}v}
Xs,bα
“ }xkysxτ ´ αk3ybvkpτq}L2τ `2k .
We also define restricted versions of the norms:
}u}
Xs,b1,δ
“ inf
u“u˜, |t|ďδ
}u˜}
Xs,b1
}v}
Xs,bα,δ
“ inf
v“v˜, |t|ďδ
}v˜}
Xs,bα
.
We write Uptq for the semigroup operator corresponding to the Majda-Biello evolution. The
phase space of this operator is 9Hs ˆ Hs for α ‰ 1; when α “ 1 we work with the phase space
9L2 ˆ 9L2.
The notation
ř˚ indicates summation over all terms for which the denominator of the summand
is nonzero. To simplify calculations, we use the notation Opq to denote a constant of the form C,
where C may depend on α, but not on any of the variables in the calculation.
3.3 Statement of Results
3.3.1 Background
To study well-posedness, Oh in [79] used the minimal type index νρ, a parameter which quantifies
how “close” the number ρ is to being rational. Quantities of this type are heavily studied in
the theory of diophantine approximations to irrational numbers. In our case, it is important in
controlling the resonances which arise in estimates.
Definition 3.3.1 ([6], [79]). A number ρ P R is said to be of type ν if there exists K ą 0 such that
for all m,n P Z, ˇˇˇ
ρ´ m
n
ˇˇˇ
ě K|n|2`ν .
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The minimal type index of a number ρ is defined to be
νρ “
$’&’%8 ρ P Qinftν ą 0 | ρ is of type νu ρ R Q.
Dirichlet’s approximation theorem implies that νρ ě 0 for every real number ρ. Furthermore, it
is known that νρ “ 0 for almost every ρ P R [6]. In general, though, determining the minimal type
index of a specific number is difficult. In fact, it is not even known whether there is any ρ such that
0 ă νρ ă 8. However, for irrational algebraic numbers we have νρ “ 0 due to the Thue-Siegel-Roth
theorem [87].
The local theory depends on the minimal type index of certain parameters c1, c2, d1, and d2
which arise in the resonance equations. The Xs,b estimates yield resonance equations of the form
k3 ´ αk31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3 and αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3. The roots of the former equation are k1 “ c1k,
k1 “ c2k, and k “ 0, where
c1 “ 1
2
`
a´3` 12{α
6
c2 “ 1
2
´
a´3` 12{α
6
.
Note that these are the roots of the quadratic 3αx2´3αx`α´1, so they are algebraic for rational
α. The solutions to the second resonance equation are k1 “ d1k, k1 “ d2k, and k1 “ 0, where
d1 “ c´11 and d2 “ c´12 . These are the roots of the quadratic p1´ αqx2 ` 3αx´ 3α.
For α outside r0, 4s, the roots are not real, meaning that the resonances don’t cause trouble in
the estimates. In this case, the local theory is like that of the KdV. The problem for α P p1, 4s can
be treated in the same way as that for α P p0, 1q. For simplicity, we state results for α P p0, 1q.
To give the local theory precisely, define
νc “ νc1 “ νc2 and νd “ maxtνd1 , νd2u.
Theorem 3.3.2 ([79]). Let α P p0, 1q. For s ě mint1, 12` 12 maxtνc, νdu`u, the Majda-Biello initial
value problem is locally well-posed in 9Hs ˆ Hs. In particular, for any pu0, v0q P 9Hs ˆ Hs, there
exists T Á p}u0}Hs ` }v0}Hsq´3 such that there is a unique solution pu, vq to (3.1) satisfying
pu, vq P Cpr´T, T s;HsxpTqq ˆ Cpr´T, T s;HsxpTqq
and
}u}
X
s,1{2
1,T
` }v}
X
s,1{2
α,T
À }u0}Hs ` }v0}Hs .
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3.3.2 Smoothing Estimate
The smoothing result for the nonlinear part of the Majda-Biello evolution is then as follows.
Theorem 3.3.3. Fix α P p0, 1q and s ą 12 . Consider the solution of (3.1) with initial data
pu0, v0q P 9Hs ˆHs. Let
s1 ´ s ă min
"
1
2
, s´ 1
2
, s´ νc, s´ νd, 2s´ 1´ νc, 2s´ 1´ νd
*
.
If α “ q2{p3ppp´ qq ` q2q for some p, q P Z with p ą q, we must instead take s˚ ď mint12´, s´ 1u.
Then for s1 “ s` s˚, we have
uptq ´ e´tB3xu0 P C0tHs1x
vptq ´ e´αtB3xv0 P C0tHs1x .
In particular, for almost every α, the above statements hold with s1 ´ s ă mint12 , s´ 12u.
If there is a growth bound
}uptq}Hs ` }vptq}Hs À p1` |t|qgpsq,
then we also have
}upT q ´ e´TB3xu0}Hs1 ` }vpT q ´ e´αTB3xv0}Hs1 ď CT 1`6gpsq,
where C “ Cps, s1, α, }u0}Hs , }v0}Hsq.
Remark 3.3.4. When α is a rational number which cannot be written in the form q2{p3ppp´qq`q2q
for some integers p ą q, the coefficients ci and di are irrational algebraic numbers, implying that
νc “ νd “ 0. In this case, the best possible smoothing given by Theorem 3.3.3 is attained. In
contrast, for rationals of the form q2{p3ppp´ qq` q2q, the theorem gives no smoothing unless s ą 1.
For examples of such rationals, notice that no rational of the form `{3k, where ` is not divisible by
3, can be written as q2{p3ppp ´ qq ` q2q. Thus these rationals form a dense subset of r0, 1s. The
rationals which are of the form q2{p3ppp´ qq ` q2q are also dense.
Remark 3.3.5. For α “ 1, the smoothing results for the KdV contained in [36] can be applied to
the system directly as long as we take initial data in 9Hs ˆ 9Hs. This implies that for any s ą ´12
the nonlinear part of the evolution is in C0tH
s1
x for s1 ď mint3s, s` 1u.
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Remark 3.3.6. For s ě 1, well-posedness holds for any choice of α. However, the smoothing in
the theorem above is dependent on α, even for large s. It can be shown that the methods used to
prove this smoothing cannot be applied to get smoothing for α such that νc or νd is large and finite,
regardless of the size of s. The problem of obtaining smoothing for all α when s is large remains
open. The difference between the LWP results and the smoothing arises since well-posedness is
proved in Xs,b spaces, requiring estimates of multipliers such as
kxkys
xk3 ´ αk31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3y1´bxk1ysxk ´ k1ys
.
For sufficiently large s, the estimates can be completed without a contribution from the resonant
term, i.e., one can estimate xk3 ´ αk31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3y Á 1. However, the smoothing estimates are
proved using differentiation by parts, which introduces multipliers of the form
kxkys1
pk3 ´ αk31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3q1´bxk1ysxk ´ k1ys
.
In this case, the denominator can be arbitrarily small, and the estimates cannot be completed without
controlling it in some way.
Smoothing estimates can be used to obtain rough bounds on higher-order Sobolev norms by
an iterative argument. Such bounds are of particular interest since the system is not completely
integrable and no high regularity conservation laws exist.
Corollary 3.3.7. For almost every α P p0, 1q and for any s ě 1, the global solution of (3.1) with
9Hs ˆHs initial data satisfies the growth bound
}uptq}Hs ` }vptq}Hs ď Cp1` |t|qC˜ ,
where C “ Cps, α, }u0}Hs , }v0}Hsq and C˜ “ C˜psq.
Proof. For s “ 1, the solution is bounded in H1 for all time by the conservation of the Hamiltonian.
Take α such that νc “ νd “ 0. Assume inductively that the statement of the corollary holds for
some s0 ě 1. Then for s P ps0, s0 ` 12q and initial data in 9Hs ˆHs, solutions satisfy
}uptq}Hs ` }vptq}Hs ď }u0}Hs ` }uptq ´ e´tB3xu0}Hs ` }v0}Hs ` }vptq ´ e´αtB3xv0}Hs
ď Cp}u0}Hs , }v0}Hsq ` Cps, s0, α, }u0}Hs0 , }v0}Hs0 q|t|1`6Cps0q.
Repeating this argument, we can obtain the statement of the corollary for any s ě 1.
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Polynomial bounds for higher Sobolev norms of solutions to the KdV equation have been studied
by Bourgain [21] and Staffilani [92]. Their methods use careful Xs,b space estimates and are much
more refined than the simple induction used to prove Corollary 3.3.7. More recently, Kappeler,
Schaad, and Topalov obtained uniform bounds for KdV solutions in all Sobolev spaces Hs with
s ě 0 using perturbative expansions of the Fourier coefficients [59]. Their methods used Birkhoff
normal forms, relying on the integrability of the KdV.
3.3.3 Existence of a Global Attractor
We use smoothing estimates for the dissipative version of the Majda-Biello system to derive the
existence of a global attractor. In the following, Uptq will denote the evolution operator corre-
sponding to (3.3). Note that the notion of a global attractor is only reasonable when the system
is globally well-posed. For the forced and weakly damped system, global well-posedness holds by
the restricted norm argument of Bourgain using the estimates established in [79]; see [37, Section
2] for a similar argument.
Recall Definitions 2.5.1–2.5.2, which defined global attractors and absorbing sets. Using energy
estimates, we show that the system (3.3) has an absorbing set in 9H1 ˆH1. Our global attractor
is the ω-limit set of the absorbing ball. We use Theorem 2.5.3 to establish this. This theorem
requires asymptotic compactness of the flow, which we will prove using a smoothing estimate for
the dissipative system. This yields the following result.
Theorem 3.3.8. For almost every α P p0, 1q, the dissipative Majda-Biello system (3.3) has a global
attractor in 9H1ˆH1. Moreover, the global attractor is a compact subset of HsˆHs for any s ă 32 .
Remark 3.3.9. For α “ 1 and forcing terms in 9L2, the arguments in [37] immediately yield a
global attractor in 9L2 ˆ 9L2 which is compact in Hs ˆHs for any s ă 1.
When the damping terms are sufficiently large in relation to the forcing, the attractor is trivial:
Theorem 3.3.10. Assume mintγ, δu ě
?
αC3
8 , where C the norm of the embedding H
1 ãÑ L8. If
}f}H1 , }g}H1 !
`
mintγ, δu˘4{3, the global attractor given by Theorem 4.3.6 consists of a single pair
of functions pp, qq P H2pTq ˆH2pTq.
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Remark 3.3.11. When α “ 1 and the forcing terms f and g are in 9L2, the statement of the
theorem holds if }f}L2 , }g}L2 ! mintγ, δu.
This theorem is proved using a modification of the Hamiltonian conservation law to show that a
solution to (3.3) converges to the solution of the corresponding time-independent system as tÑ8.
3.4 Proof of Theorem 3.3.3: Smoothing Result
To prove the smoothing estimate, we begin by establishing an equivalent formulation of (3.1) via
differentiation by parts. This formulation decomposes the equation into several terms which will
be estimated separately.
Proposition 3.4.1. Assume u0 P 9Hs. The system (3.1) can be written in the following form:$’&’%Bt
“
e´ik3tpuk `B1pv, vqkq
‰ “ e´ik3t“ρ1pv, vqk `R1pu, v, vqk‰
Bt
“
e´iαk3tpvk `B2pu, vqkq
‰ “ e´iαk3t“ρ2pu, vqk `R2pv, v, vqk `R3pu, u, vqk‰,
where
B1pu, vqk “ ´k
2
ÿ˚
k1`k2“k
uk1vk2
k3 ´ αk31 ´ αk32
B2pu, vqk “ ´k
ÿ˚
k1`k2“k
uk1vk2
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αk32
R1pu, v, wqk “ ´ i
3α
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
pk1 ` k2quk1vk2wk3
pk1 ` k2 ´ c1kqpk1 ` k2 ´ c2kq
R2pu, v, wqk “ ik
2
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
pk1 ` k2quk1vk2wk3
αk3 ´ pk1 ` k2q3 ´ αk33
R3pu, v, wqk “ ik
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
pk2 ` k3quk1vk2wk3
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk2 ` k3q3
ρ1pu, vqk “ ´ik
`
uc1kvc2k
˘
ρ2pu, vqk “ ´ik
`
ud1kvp1´d1qk ` ud2kvp1´d2qk
˘
.
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Proof. Taking the spatial Fourier transform of (3.1) yields$’’’’&’’’’%
Btuk ´ ik3uk ` ik
2
ÿ
k1`k2“k
vk1vk2 “ 0
Btvk ´ iαk3vk ` ik
ÿ
k1`k2“k
uk1vk2 “ 0.
Change variables by setting mkptq “ e´ik3tukptq and nkptq “ e´iαk3vkptq. Then the system
becomes $’’’’&’’’’%
Btmk “ ´ik
2
ÿ
k1`k2“k
e´itpk3´αk31´αk32qnk1nk2
Btnk “ ´ik
ÿ
k1`k2“k
e´itpαk3´k31´αk32qmk1nk2 .
Differentiate the equation for Btmk by parts:
Btmk “ k
2
ÿ˚
k1`k2“k
Btpe´itpk3´αk31´αk32qnk1nk2q
k3 ´ αk31 ´ αk32
´k
2
ÿ˚
k1`k2“k
e´itpk3´αk31´αk32qBtpnk1nk2q
k3 ´ αk31 ´ αk32
´ iknc1knc2k.
Rewrite second sum using equation for Btnk. Recall that the constants c1 and c2 arise from the
solving k3 ´ αk31 ´ αk32 “ 0. The k “ 0 solution does not appear in the resonant term since we
assume that u0, and hence u, is mean zero. Furthermore, the resonant term only appears when c1
and c2 are rational and c1k is an integer. In particular, c1, c2 P Q only if α “ q2{p3ppp ´ qq ` q2q
for some p, q P Z with p ą q.
Using the differential equation, we find that the second sum in Btmk is
ik
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
pk1 ` k2qe
´itpk3´k31´αk32´αk33qmk1nk2nk3
k3 ´ αpk1 ` k2q3 ´ αk33
“ ´ i
3α
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
pk1 ` k2q e
´itpk3´k31´αk32´αk33qmk1nk2nk3
pk1 ` k2 ´ c1kqpk1 ` k2 ´ c2kq .
Moving to the equation for Btn, differentiate by parts again to find
Btnk “ k
ÿ˚
k1`k2“k
Btpe´itpαk3´k31´αk32qmk1nk2q
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αk32
´ k
ÿ˚
k1`k2“k
Btpmk1nk2qe´itpαk3´k31´αk32q
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αk32
´ikmd1knp1´d1qk ´ ikmd2knp1´d2qk.
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Here again, the last terms in the equality only appear when d1 and d2 are rational and d1k, d2k P Z.
Using the differential equation, rewrite the second sum in Btnk as
ik
2
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
e´itpαk3´αk31´αk32´αk33q pk1 ` k2qnk1nk2nk3
αk3 ´ pk1 ` k2q3 ´ αk33
`ik
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
e´itpαk3´k31´k32´αk33q pk2 ` k3qmk1mk2nk3
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk2 ` k3q3
.
Collecting all these terms and returning to u and v variables gives the statement of the proposition.
We use the transformed system to get bounds on the norm of the difference between the linear
and nonlinear evolution. First, integrate the new system from 0 to t to obtain$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’%
ukptq ´ eik3tukp0q “ ´B1pv, vqkptq ` eik3tB1pv, vqkp0q
` şt0 eik3pt´rq rR1pu, v, vqkprq ` ρ1pv, vqkprqs dr
vkptq ´ eiαk3tvkp0q “ ´B2pu, vqkptq ` eiαk3tB2pu, vqkp0q
` şt0 eiαk3pt´rq rR2pv, v, vqkprq `R3pu, u, vqkprq ` ρ2pu, vqkprqs dr.
To control these expressions, we use the following estimates. Propositions 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 are proved
in Section 3.7; Proposition 3.4.4 is immediate from the definitions of ρ1 and ρ2.
Proposition 3.4.2. If s ą 12 and s1 ´ s ă mint1, s´ νcu, then
}B1pu, vq}Hs1x À }u}Hsx}v}Hsx .
When α “ q2{p3ppp´ qq ` q2q for some p, q P Z with p ą q, we only require that s1 ´ s ď 1.
Proposition 3.4.3. Let u P 9Hs. If s ą 12 and s1 ´ s ă mint1, s´ νdu, then
}B2pu, vq}Hs1x À }u}Hsx}v}Hsx .
When α “ q2{p3ppp´ qq ` q2q for some p, q P Z with p ą q, we only need s1 ´ s ď mint1, s´u.
Proposition 3.4.4. If s1 ´ s ď s´ 1, then
}ρ1pu, vq}Hs1x À }u}Hsx}v}Hsx and }ρ2pu, vq}Hs1x À }u}Hsx}v}Hsx .
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Using Propositions 3.4.2-3.4.4 on the equations found above, write, for s1´ s sufficiently small,
}uptq ´ e´tB3xu0}Hs1x À }vptq}2Hsx ` }vp0q}2Hsx `
ż t
0
}vprq}2Hsx dr
`
››››ż t
0
e´pt´rqB3xR1pu, v, vqprq dr
››››
H
s1
x
}vptq ´ e´αtB3xv0}Hs1x À }uptq}Hsx}vptq}Hsx ` }up0q}Hsx}vp0q}Hsx `
ż t
0
}uprq}Hsx}vprq}Hsx dr
`
››››ż t
0
e´αpt´rqB3xrR2pv, v, vqprq `R3pu, u, vqprqs dr
››››
H
s1
x
.
To complete the estimates, we need the following bounds for R1, R2, and R3. See Section 3.7
for proofs.
Proposition 3.4.5. Let u P 9Hs. For b´ 12 sufficiently small, s ą 12 , and s1 ´ s ă mint1, 2s´ 1´
νc1 , s´ 12 , s` 12 ´ νc1u, we have
}R1pu, v, wq}Xs1,b´11 À }u}Xs,1{21 }v}Xs,1{2α }w}Xs,1{2α .
When α “ q2{p3ppp´ qq ` q2q for p, q P Z with p ą q, we only need s1 ´ s ď mint1, s´ 12u.
Proposition 3.4.6. For b´ 12 sufficiently small, s ą 12 , and s1 ´ s ă mint2s´ 1´ νd, s` 12 ´ νdu,
}R2pu, v, wq}Xs1,b´1α À }u}Xs,1{2α }v}Xs,1{2α }w}Xs,1{2α .
When α “ q2{p3ppp´ qq ` q2q for p, q P Z with p ą q, we only need s1 ´ s ď 1.
Proposition 3.4.7. Let u P 9Hs. For b ´ 12 sufficiently small, s ą 12 , and s1 ´ s ă mint12 , s ´
1
2 , 2s´ 1´ νd, s` 12 ´ νdu,
}R3pu, u, vq}Xs1,b´1α À }u}
2
X
s,1{2
1
}v}
X
s,1{2
α
.
When α “ q2{p3ppp´ qq ` q2q for p, q P Z with p ą q, we only need s1 ´ s ď mint12´, s´ 12u.
We will use these estimates, the embeddings Xs1,b1 , X
s1,b
α ãÑ L8t Hs1x for b ą 12 , and the following
standard lemma to complete the proof. Here η is a smooth function supported on r´2, 2s with η “ 1
on r´1, 1s, and ηδ is defined by ηδptq “ ηpt{δq.
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Lemma 3.4.8 ([51]). For b P p12 , 1s, we have››››ηptq ż t
0
e´pt´rqB3xF prq dr
››››
X
s1,b
1
À }F }
X
s1,b´1
1,δ››››ηptq ż t
0
e´αpt´rqB3xF prq dr
››››
X
s1,b
α
À }F }
X
s1,b´1
α,δ
.
Let δ be the existence time for the system from the local theory. Then for t P r´δ{2, δ{2s, we
have ››››ż t
0
e´pt´rqB3xR1pu, v, vqprq dr
››››
H
s1
x
ď
››››ηδptq ż t
0
e´pt´rqB3xR1pu, v, vqprq dr
››››
L8t H
s1
x
À
››››ηδptq ż t
0
e´pt´rqB3xR1pu, v, vqprq dr
››››
X
s1,b
1
À }R1pu, v, vq}Xs1,b´11,δ À }u}Xs,1{21,δ }v}
2
X
s,1{2
α,δ
.
Similarly, from the second equation we find››››ż t
0
e´αpt´rqB3xrR2pv, v, vqprq `R3pu, u, vqprqs dr
››››
H
s1
x
ď
››››ηδptq ż t
0
e´αpt´rqB3xrR2p, v, v, vqprq `R3pu, u, vqprqs dr
››››
L8t H
s1
x
À
››››ηδptq ż t
0
e´αpt´rqB3xrR2pv, v, vqprq `R3pu, u, vqprqs dr
››››
X
s1,b
α
À }R2pv, v, vq}Xs1,b´1α,δ ` }R3pu, u, vq}Xs1,b´1α,δ À }v}
3
X
s,1{2
α,δ
` }u}2
X
s,1{2
1,δ
}v}
X
s,1{2
α,δ
.
Thus, collecting these estimates, we have
}uptq ´ e´tB3xu0}Hs1x À }vptq}2Hsx ` }vp0q}2Hsx `
ż t
0
}vprq}2Hsx dr ` }u}Xs,1{21,δ }v}
2
X
s,1{2
α,δ
}vptq ´ e´αtB3xv0}Hs1x À }uptq}Hsx}vptq}Hsx ` }up0q}Hsx}vp0q}Hsx `
ż t
0
}uprq}Hsx}vprq}Hsx dr
` }v}3
X
s,1{2
α,δ
` }u}2
X
s,1{2
1,δ
}v}
X
s,1{2
α,δ
.
Combining the estimates for the two equations, we may write
}uptq ´ e´tB3xu0}Hs1x ` }vptq ´ e´αtB
3
xv0}Hs1x À
`}up0q}Hsx ` }vp0q}Hsx˘2
` `}uptq}Hsx ` }vptq}Hsx˘2 ` ż t
0
´
}uprq}Hsx ` }vprq}Hsx
¯2
dr `
´
}u}
X
s,1{2
1,δ
` }v}
X
s,1{2
α,δ
¯3
.
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We demonstrate the polynomial growth bound and then the continuity. Fix T large. For t ď T ,
we have the bound
}uptq}Hsx ` }vptq}Hsx À p1` |t|qgpsq À T gpsq.
Then for δ „ T´3gpsq and any j ď T {δ „ T 1`3gpsq, we have
}upjδq ´ e´tB3xuppj ´ 1qδq}Hs1x ` }vpjδq ´ e´αtB
3
xvppj ´ 1qδq}Hs1x À T 3gpsq,
using the local theory bound
}u}
X
s,1{2
1,rpj´1qδ,jδs
` }v}
X
s,1{2
α,rpj´1qδ,jδs
À }uppj ´ 1qδq}Hs ` }vppj ´ 1qδq}Hs À T gpsq.
Now let J “ T {δ „ T 1`3gpsq and write
}upJδq ´ e´JδB3xu0}Hs1 ď
Jÿ
j“1
}upjδq ´ e´tB3xuppj ´ 1qδq}Hs1x À T 1`6gpsq.
The corresponding estimate for v completes the proof of the growth bound.
To prove continuity, write
ukptq ´ ukpt1q “ peik3t ´ eik3t1q
“
ukp0q `B1pv, vqkp0q
‰`B1pv, vqkpt1q ´B1pv, vqkptq
`
ż t
0
eik
3pt´rqR1pu, v, vqkprq dr ´
ż t1
0
eik
3pt1´rqR1pu, v, vqkprq dr
`
ż t
0
eik
3pt´rqρ1pv, vqkprq dr ´
ż t1
0
eik
3pt1´rqρ1pv, vqkprq dr.
The continuity follows by applying the estimates stated previously along with the continuity of u
in Hs; see [36]. Continuity of v is proved in the same way.
3.5 Proof of Existence of Global Attractors
We will consider the forced and damped version (3.3) of the Majda-Biello system with γ, δ ą 0.
For simplicity, take γ “ δ; minor modifications to the calculations extend them to the general case.
The first step is to obtain bounds on the H1 norms for the dissipative system. This will imply
the existence of an absorbing set (see Definition 2.5.2). Recall the conservation laws (3.2) for the
original Majda-Biello system. To get a bound in the dissipative case, we study E3 and E4 in the
presence of dissipation.
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Lemma 3.5.1. Solutions to (3.3) satisfy
}uptq}H1 ` }vptq}H1 ď C “ Cp}u0}H1 , }v0}H1 , }f}H1 ` }g}H1 , γ, αq.
Proof. In the following manipulations, C and C˜ are positive constants whose value may change
from one side of an inequality to the other. Recall that E3 “
ş
u2 ` v2 dx. Then
BtE3 ` 2γE3 “ 2
ż
fu` gv dx ď 2}f}L2}u}L2 ` 2}g}L2}v}L2 ď 4
`}f}L2 ` }g}L2˘aE3.
Let F3 “ e2γtE3. The above inequality gives BtF3 ď 4eγt
`}f}L2 ` }g}L2˘?F3, or
Bt
a
F3 ď 2eγt
`}f}L2 ` }g}L2˘.
Integrating this inequality and rewriting F3 in terms of u and v norms givesb
}uptq}2
L2
` }vptq}2
L2
ď e´γt
b
}u0}2L2 ` }v0}2L2 ` 2
}f}L2 ` }g}L2
γ
p1´ e´γtq
ď C “ Cp}u0}L2 , }v0}L2 , p}f}L2 ` }g}L2q, γq.
Thus the L2 norms of the u and v are bounded in the dissipative case. Next consider E4 “ş
u2x ` αv2x ´ uv2 dx. First notice that E4 is bounded below due to the bound on }v}L2 and the
embedding H1 ãÑ L8. To get an upper bound, use the embedding again to write
BtE4`2γE4 “ 2
ż
fxux ` gxvx dx´
ż
fv2 ` guv dx` γ
ż
uv2 dx
À }f}H1}ux}L2 ` }g}H1}vx}L2 ` }f}H1}v}2L2 ` }g}H1}u}L2}v}L2 ` }u}H1}v}2L2
ď C ` C˜`}ux}L2 ` }vx}L2˘.
The constants in second inequality depend on the bounds on }u}L2 and }v}L2 and on the value of
}f}H1 . Now note that
}ux}2L2 ` α}vx}2L2 “ E4 `
ż
uv2 dx ď E4 ` C}v}2L2}u}H1
ď E4 ` Cp}ux}2L2 ` Cq1{2 ď pE4 ` Cq ` C˜}ux}2.
The second inequality uses the L2 bounds on u and v. Then we have
}vx}L2 À
b`}ux}L2 ´ C˜{2˘2 ` α}vx}2L2 ďbE4 ` C ` C˜2{4 Àa|E4| ` C,
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and similarly
}ux}L2 ´ C˜{2 À
b`}ux}L2 ´ C˜{2˘2 ` α}vx}2L2 Àa|E4| ` C.
This implies that }ux}L2 ` }vx}L2 À
a|E4| ` C. Using this bound with the change of variables
F4 “ e2γtE4, we have
BtF4 ď eγt
”
Ceγt ` C˜a|F4|ı .
Then
E4ptq ď e´2γtE4p0q ` C 1´ e
´2γt
2γ
` C˜
ż t
0
e´2γpt´sq
a|E4psq| ds
ď E4p0q ` C ` C˜}
a
E4}L8pr0,tsq.
Now take M " 1, and suppose E4 attains the value M . Let t be the first time the value is
attained. Then M ď C ` C˜?M , which is impossible for sufficiently large M . Thus E4 is bounded
above.
With this lemma, we conclude that solutions of the dissipative Majda-Biello system remain in
a ball, say B0, in the space H1 ˆH1. We now show that the ω-limit set of the ball,
ωpB0q “
č
sě0
ď
těs
UptqB0,
is a global attractor in the sense of Definition 2.5.1. Lemma 3.5.1 gives the existence of an absorbing
set for (3.3), so by Theorem 2.5.3 we only need prove asymptotic compactness of Uptq. To do so,
we use the following general smoothing estimate. Notice that it gives a bound on the nonlinear
evolution minus a correction involving the resonant terms ρi. In Theorem 4.3.6, we consider only
the full-measure set of α such that ρ1 “ ρ2 “ 0. In this situation, the correction terms vanish.
Theorem 3.5.2. Consider the solution of (3.3) with initial data pu0, v0q P 9H1ˆH1. Then for any
a ă mint1´ νc, 1´ νdu, we have››››uptq ´ e´tB3x´γtu0 ´ ż t
0
ep´B3x´γqpt´rqρ1pv, vqprqdr
››››
H1`a
`
››››vptq ´ e´αtB3x´γtv0 ´ ż t
0
ep´αB3x´γqpt´rqρ2pu, vqprqdr
››››
H1`a
ď Cpa, γ, }f}H1 , }g}H1 , }u0}H1 , }v0}H1q.
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Proof. Taking the Fourier transform of (3.3) yields$’’’’&’’’’%
Btuk ´ ik3uk ` γuk ` ik
2
ÿ
k1`k2“k
vk1vk2 “ fk
Btvk ´ iαk3vk ` γvk ` ik
ÿ
k1`k2“k
uk1vk2 “ gk.
Change variables by setting mk “ e´ik3t`γtuk and nk “ e´iαk3t`γtvk, with pkptq “ e´ik3t`γtfk
and qkptq “ e´iαk3t`γtgk. After the change of variables, the system is$’’’’&’’’’%
Btmk “ ´ ik
2
ÿ
k1`k2“k
e´itpk3´αk31´αk32qnk1nk2 ` pk
Btnk “ ´ik
ÿ
k1`k2“k
e´itpαk3´k31´αk32qmk1nk2 ` qk.
Then differentiating by parts as before gives the equivalent formulation$’’’’’&’’’’’%
Bt
”
e´ik3t`γt
`
uk `B1pv, vqk
˘ı “ e´ik3t`γt”ρ1pv, vqk `R1pu, vqk `B1pg, vqk ` fkı
Bt
”
e´iαk3t`γt
`
vk `B2pu, vqk
˘ı “
e´iαk3t`γt
”
ρ2pu, vqk `R2pv, v, vqk `R3pu, u, vqk `B2pf, vqk `B2pg, uqk ` gk
ı
,
where ρj , Bj , and Rj are defined as in Proposition 3.4.1. Integrating from 0 to t yields the equations
ukptq ´ eik3t´γtukp0q “ ´B1pv, vqk ` eik3t´γtB1pv0, v0q
`
ż t
0
epik3´γqpt´sq
”
ρ1pv, vqk ` fk `R1pu, vqk `B1pv, gqk
ı
ds
vkptq ´ e´αk3t´γtvkp0q “ ´B2pu, vqkptq ` eiαk3t´γtB2pu0, v0q
`
ż t
0
epiαk3´γqpt´sq
”
ρ2pu, vqk `B2pf, vqk `B2pu, gqk `R2pv, v, vqk `R3pu, u, vqk ` gk
ı
ds.
Note that ››››ż t
0
epik3´γqpt´sqfk ds
››››
Hs`a
“
›››››epik
3´γqt ´ 1
ik3 ´ γ fk
›››››
Hs`a
À }f}Hs´2 .
This, the corresponding estimate for epiαk3´γqpt´sqgk, the estimates used for the previous smoothing
result, and Lemma 3.5.1 give the following estimates for t ă δ, where δ is the existence time from
the local theory: ››››uptq ´ e´tB3x´γtu0 ´ ż t
0
ep´B3x´γqpt´rqρ1pv, vqprq dr
››››
H1`a
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ď C
´
a, γ, }f}H1 , }g}H1 , }u0}H1 , }v0}H1
¯
››››vptq ´ e´αtB3x´γtv0 ´ ż t
0
ep´αB3x´γqpt´rqρ2pu, vqprq dr
››››
H1`a
ď C
´
a, γ, }f}H1 , }g}H1 , }u0}H1 , }v0}H1
¯
.
This bound extends to large times by breaking the time interval down into δ-length pieces. Due
to the dissipation, the norm over the short intervals decays over time so that the sum remains
uniformly bounded. For details of the argument, see Section 6 in [40].
We now show that Ut is asymptotically compact, i.e., for any bounded sequence
 pu0,k, v0,kq(
in 9H1 ˆ H1 and sequence of times tk Ñ 8, the sequence
 
Uptkqpu0,k, v0,kq
(
k
has a convergent
subsequence in 9H1ˆH1. It suffices to consider sequences  pu0,k, v0,kq( which lie within the absorbing
set B0. By Theorem 3.5.2, for any α such that the resonant terms ρ1 and ρ2 are zero (i.e. ci, di R Q),
we have
Utkpu0,k, v0,kq “ pe´tkB
3
x´γtku0,k, e´αtkB
3
x´γtkv0,kq `Ntkpu0,k, v0,kq,
where Ntkpu0,k, v0,kq is in a ball in H1`a ˆH1`a. Note we can take a “ 12´ for almost every α. In
the following, we assume a “ 12´.
By Rellich’s theorem, there is a subsequence of
 
Ntkpu0,k, v0,kq
(
which converges in H1 ˆH1.
Furthermore
}e´tkB3x´γtku0,n}H1x ` }e´αtkB
3
x´γtkv0,n}H1x À e´γtk
´
}u0,n}H1x ` }v0,n}H1x
¯
À e´γtk
converges to zero uniformly as k Ñ8. Thus Utkpu0,k, v0,kq has a convergent subsequence and Ut is
asymptotically compact.
To show that the attractor is compact in H1`aˆH1`a, it suffices, by Rellich’s theorem, to show
that it is is bounded in H1`a` ˆH1`a` for some  ą 0. To do this, choose  ą 0 small so that
the nonlinear part of the solution lies in H1`a` ˆH1`a`, e.g. take  “ p12 ´ aq{2. We show that
the attractor is contained in a closed ball, say B, in this space.
Define Vτ “ YtěτUtB0 so that the attractor isč
τě0
ď
těτ
UtB0 “
č
τě0
Vτ .
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Using the smoothing result again, elements in Vτ can be broken into two pieces – the linear evolution
which is converging uniformly to zero in H1 by the argument above, and the nonlinear evolution
which lives in some ball in H1`a` ˆH1`a`.
Thus as a subset of 9H1 ˆ H1, the set Vτ is contained in a δτ -neighborhood Nτ of a ball B
in H1`a` ˆH1`a`. The uniform convergence of the linear parts to zero implies that δτ Ñ 0 as
τ Ñ8. Therefore the attractor is inside B:č
τě0
Vτ Ă
č
τě0
Nτ “ B.
3.6 Trivial Attractor for γ, δ Large
In this section, we show that when the damping is large relative to the forcing terms in the dissi-
pative system (3.3), the global attractor consists of a single function, namely the solution to the
time-independent system. We focus on the α ‰ 1 case with a global attractor in 9H1 ˆH1, noting
along the way where the argument differs for α “ 1 and the 9L2 ˆ 9L2 attractor.
Consider the stationary version of the forced and weakly damped Majda-Biello system:$’&’%pxxx ` γp` qqx “ fαqxxx ` δq ` ppqqx “ g. (3.4)
We will take γ “ δ to simplify the notation; the arguments can be applied to the general case
by replacing γ by mintγ, δu in the estimates. The first step is to demonstrate the existence of a
solution to (3.4) under certain conditions on γ, f , and g.
Proposition 3.6.1. If }f}H1 ! α1{3γ4{3 and }g}H1 ! α1{2γ4{3, then (3.4) has a unique solution
on a ball in H2pTq. The same statement holds if }f}L2 ! α1{3γ and }g}L2 ! α5{6γ.
Proof. The proof uses a fixed point argument. To construct the contraction operator, begin by
taking the Fourier transform of the stationary system:$’&’%´ik
3pk ` γpk ` pqqxqk “ fk
´iαk3qk ` γqk ` pppqqxqk “ gk
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Define Fourier multiplier operators M1 and M2 as follows:
M1 : wk ÞÑ wk
γ ´ ik3 M2 : wk ÞÑ
wk
γ ´ iαk3 .
We have }M1w}Hs`1 À 1γ2{3 }w}Hs and }M2w}Hs`1 À 1α1{3γ2{3 }w}Hs . To see this, write
}M1w}Hs`1 “
››››xkys`1wkγ ´ ik3
››››
`2
ď
›››› xkyγ ´ ik3
››››
`8
}w}Hs
ď 1
γ2{3
›››› xkypγ ´ ik3q1{3
››››
`8
}w}Hs ď
?
2
γ2{3
}w}Hs .
The constant in the last inequality is
?
2 and not maxtp1{γq1{3,?2u because we’re working with
mean zero functions. The arguments go through without this assumption, but the power of γ will
change slightly. The other estimate is proved in the same way. Now notice that a solution to (3.4)
must satisfy p “M1pf ´ qqxq. Substituting this into the evolution equation for q, we find that q
must satisfy
q “M2pg ´ ppqqxq “M2
´
g ´ `M1pf ´ qqxqq˘x¯.
Let T pqq “M2
´
g ´ `M1pf ´ qqxqq˘x¯. We will find a fixed point of T . Estimate T pqq as follows:
}T pqq}H2 À 1
α1{3γ2{3
}g ´ pM1pf ´ qqxqqqx}H1 ď 1
α1{3γ2{3
ˆ
}g}H1 ` }M1pf ´ qqxqq}H2
˙
ď 1
α1{3γ2{3
ˆ
}g}H1 ` }M1pf ´ qqxq}H2}q}H2
˙
ď 1
α1{3γ2{3
ˆ
}g}H1 ` 1
γ2{3
}pf ´ qqxq}H1}q}H2
˙
À }g}H1
α1{3γ2{3
` }q}H2
α1{3γ4{3
´
}f}H1 ` }q}2H2
¯
.
Now we make the contraction estimate:
}T pwq ´ T pw˜q}H2 “
››››M2ˆ´M1pf ´ w˜w˜xqw˜ ´M1pf ´ wwxqw¯x
˙››››
H2
À 1
α1{3γ2{3
›››M1pf ´ w˜w˜xqw˜ ´M1pf ´ wwxqw›››
H2
“ 1
α1{3γ2{3
›››M1pf ´ w˜w˜xqpw˜ ´ wq `M1`pw ´ w˜qwx ` w˜pw ´ w˜qx˘w›››
H2
ď 1
α1{3γ4{3
´
}f ´ w˜w˜x}H1}w ´ w˜}H2 ` }pw ´ w˜qwx}H1}w}H2 ` }w˜pw ´ w˜qx}H1}w}H2
¯
À }w ´ w˜}H2
α1{3γ4{3
´
}f}H1 ` }w˜}2H2 ` }w}2H2 ` }w˜}H2}w}H2
¯
.
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Thus to close the contraction on a ball tq P H2 : }q}H2 ď Ru, two inequalities must hold:
}g}H1
α1{3γ2{3
` }f}H1R`R
3
α1{3γ4{3
ď R
C
and
}f}H1 ` 3R2
α1{3γ4{3
ă 1
C
.
These can be satisfied by taking R “ 1
2
?
C
α1{6γ2{3 as long as }f}H1 ă 14Cα1{3γ4{3 and }g}H1 ď
1
4C3{2α
1{2γ4{3.
The proof for the L2 statement is similar. The only difference is that one uses the estimates
}M1f}Hs`2 ď 1γ1{3 }f}Hs and }M2g}Hs`2 ď 1α2{3γ1{3 }g}Hs .
Remark 3.6.2. If g “ 0, the existence of a stationary solution is trivial; the solution is pM1pfq, 0q.
The convergence arguments are also greatly simplified in this case.
We now show that solutions to (3.3) converge to the stationary solution under certain conditions
on f , g, and γ, implying that the attractor is trivial. Let pu, vq be a solution of the dissipative
Majda-Biello system (3.3) and define y “ u´ p and z “ v ´ q. We show that if f and g are small
relative to γ, then y and z converge to zero in H1 if u, v P H1. Notice that y and z satisfy$’&’%yt ` yxxx ` γy ` zzx ` pqzqx “ 0zt ` αzxxx ` γz ` pyzqx ` ppz ` qyqx “ 0. (3.5)
Recall that
ş
u2 ` v2 dx and ş u2x ` αv2x ´ uv2 dx are conserved for the original Majda-Biello
system. Our estimates will be based on these conservation laws. Recall E3 “
ş
y2 ` z2 dx. Then
we have
B
BtE3 “ ´2
ż
y
`
γy ` pqzqx
˘` z`γz ` ppz ` qyqx˘ dx
“ ´2γE3 ´ 2
ż
qyzx ` qxyz ` pxz2 ` pzzx ` qyxz ` qxyz dx
“ ´2γE3 ´ 2
ż
2qxyz ` qpyzqx ` 1
2
pxz
2 dx
“ ´2γE3 ´
ż
2qxyz ` pxz2 dx
ď ´2γE3 ` }px}L8}z}2L2 ` 2}qx}L8}y}L2}z}L2
ď p´2γ ` C}p}H2 ` C}q}H2qE3.
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So to ensure that E3 Ñ 0 as tÑ8, i.e. that pu, vq Ñ pp, qq in L2, we need C}p}H2 `C}q}H2 ă 2γ.
The contraction argument for the existence of q was carried out in a ball of radius R “ 1
2
?
C
α1{6γ2{3,
so we have C}q}H2 ă γ as long as γ1{3 ą
?
Cα1{6
2 . Also notice that
C}p}H2 ď C
γ2{3
p}f}H1 ` }qqx}H1q ď C
γ2{3
p}f}H1 ` }q}2H2q.
This is bounded by γ when C}f}H1 ă γ5{32 and 8γ ą α. So we have a stationary solution and
L2 convergence to it whenever }f}H1 , }g}H1 ! γ4{3 and γ ą
?
C3α{8. The same holds when
}f}L2 , }g}L2 ! γ and γ ą
?
C3α{8, which completes the proof for the α “ 1 case.
For the H1 convergence, we use a modification of the Hamiltonian integral E4:
H4 “
ż
y2x ` αz2x ´ yz2 ´ 2qyz ´ pz2 dx.
The last two terms are added to make the time derivative well-behaved. Calculating this derivative,
we find
B
BtH4 “ ´2
ż
yx
´
γyx ` pqzqxx
¯
dx´ 2α
ż
zx
´
γzx ` ppz ` qyqxx
¯
dx
`
ż
z2
´
γy ` pqzqx
¯
dx` 2
ż
yz
´
γz ` ppz ` qyqx
¯
dx
` 2
ż
qy
´
αzxxx ` γz ` pyzqx ` ppz ` qyqx
¯
dx
` 2
ż
qz
´
yxxx ` γy ` zzx ` pqzqx
¯
dx` 2
ż
pz
´
αzxxx ` γz ` pyzqx ` ppz ` qyqx
¯
dx
“ ´2γH4 ` γ
ż
yz2 dx.
Notice that ż
yz2 dx À }y}H1}z}2L2 À e´at
by the embedding L8 ãÑ H1, the bound on the H1 norm of y (which follows from Lemma 3.5.1),
and the decay of the L2 norm of z. Here a “ ´2γ ` C}p}H2 ` C}q}H2 ą 0. Thus we have
Btre2γtH4s À e´at.
Integrating this inequality gives H4ptq À e´2γt. Furthermore, since }y}2L2 ` }z}2L2 Ñ 0 as t Ñ 8
and the L2 norms of p, q, y, and z are bounded, we haveˇˇˇˇż
yz2 ` 2qyz ` pz2 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
À }y}H1}z}2L2 ` 2}q}H1}y}L2}z}L2 ` }p}H1}z}2L2 Ñ 0 as tÑ8.
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Thus we have ˇˇˇˇż
y2x ` αz2x dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |H4| `
ˇˇˇˇż
yz2 ` 2qyz ` pz2 dx
ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0 as tÑ8.
This, along with the L2 convergence show above, implies that y “ u´ p and z “ v ´ q converge to
zero in H1.
3.7 Proofs of Smoothing Estimates
Before beginning, we note that the proofs for the cases where α “ q2
3ppp´qq`q2 are much easier than
those for the general cases, and are therefore not explicitly included.
3.7.1 Proof of Proposition 3.4.2
By symmetry, it suffices to consider |k1| Á |k2|. Then we need to bound››››››››
ÿ˚
k1`k2“k|k1|Á|k2|
xky1`s1uk1vk2
k3 ´ αk31 ´ αk32
››››››››
`2k
Case 1. |k1 ´ c1k| ě 12 and |k1 ´ c2k| ě 12
Note that
|k3 ´ αk31 ´ αk32| “ |3αkpk1 ´ c1kqpk1 ´ c2kq| Á |k| ¨maxt|k1 ´ c1k|, |k1 ´ c2k|u
Á |k| ¨ pc1 ´ c2q|k| Á |k|2.
Then using |k1| Á k, the assumption that s1 ´ s´ 1 ď 0, and Young’s inequality, we find
}B1pu, vq}Hs1x À
››››››››
ÿ
k1`k2“k|k1|Á|k2|
xkys1´s´1 |uk1 |xk1y
s|vk2 |xk2ys
xk2ys
››››››››
`2k
ď
››››› ÿ
k1`k2“k
|uk1 |xk1ys|vk2 |xk2ys
xk2ys
›››››
`2k
ď }u}Hsx
››››vkxkysxkys
››››
`1k
ď }u}Hsx}v}Hsx}xky´s}`2k À }u}Hsx}v}Hsx .
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Case 2. |k1 ´ c1k| ă 12 or |k1 ´ c2k| ă 12
Assume that |k1 ´ c1k| ă 12 . The other case is parallel. Note that |k1 ´ c1k| ěM0 |k|´1´νc1´0
for any 0 ą 0, where νc1 is the minimal type index of c1. This holds because
|k1 ´ c1k| “ |k|
ˇˇˇˇ
k1
k
´ c1
ˇˇˇˇ
ě |k| M0|k|2`νc1`0
for any positive 0 by definition of the minimal type. Therefore
|k3 ´ αk31 ´ αk32| “ 3α|kpk1 ´ c1kqpk1 ´ c2kq| ě 3αM0 |k|´νc1´0
´
pc1 ´ c2q|k| ´ 1
2
¯
Á |k|1´νc1´0 .
In this region there is only one term in the sum – the one with k1 » c1k and k2 » p1´ c1qk. Using
Cauchy-Schwartz with the fact that |k| « |k1| « |k2|, we get for this part of the sum
}B1pu, vq}Hs1x À
››xkys1`νc1`0uk1vk2››`2k À ›››xkyps1`νc1`0q{2uk›››`4k
›››xkyps1`νc1`0q{2vk›››
`4k
À
›››xkyps1`νc1`0q{2uk›››
`2k
›››xkyps1`νc1`0q{2vk›››
`2k
À }u}Hsx}v}Hsx ,
where the third inequality holds when s1 ´ s ă s´ νc1 .
3.7.2 Proof of Proposition 3.4.3
Write
}B2pu, vq}Hs1x À
››››› ÿ˚
k1`k2“k
xky1`s1uk1vk2
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αk32
›››››
`2k
.
Case 1. |k1 ´ d1k|, |k1 ´ d2k| ě  and |k1| ě |k|
In this case, |k1| Á |k2| and
|αk3 ´ k31 ´ αk32| “ |p1´ αqk1pk1 ´ d1kqpk1 ´ d2kq| Á |kk1|.
The argument in Case 1 of the B1 estimate gives the bound when s1 ´ s ď 1 and s ą 12 .
Case 2. |k1| ď |k|
Recall that k1 ‰ 0 since u is mean zero and write
k1 “ µk for some |µ| P r1{|k|, s.
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Then
|αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3| “ |µk3||3αp1´ µq ´ µ2p1´ αq| ě k2
`
3αp1´ q ´ 2p1´ αq˘ Á k2.
Apply the argument from Case 1 of the B1 proof again to get the bound when s1´s ď 1 and s ą 12 .
Case 3. |k1 ´ d1k| ď  or |k1 ´ d2k| ď , with |k1| ě |k|
Assume |k1 ´ d1k| ď . The other case is parallel. Note that in this region |k| „ |k1| „ |k2|
and the values of k1 and k2 are determined by k. We need only bound the following sum, where
k1 » d1k and k1 ` k2 “ k,˜ÿ
k
xky2ps1`νd1`0qu2k1v2k2
¸1{2
À ››xkys1`νd1`0u2k››1{2`2k ››xkys1`νd1`0v2k››1{2`2k
“
›››xkyps1`νd1`0q{2uk›››
`4k
›››xkyps1`νd1`0q{2vk›››
`4k
ď
›››xkyps1`νd1`0q{2uk›››
`2k
›››xkyps1`νd1`0q{2vk›››
`2k
À }u}Hsx}v}Hsx .
The last inequality holds when s1 ` νd ` 0 ď 2s, i.e. when s1 ´ s ă s´ νd.
3.7.3 Proof of Proposition 3.4.5
We need to establish››››› ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
pk1 ` k2quk1vk2wk3
pk1 ` k2 ´ c1kqpk1 ` k2 ´ c2kq
›››››
X
s1,b´1
1
À }u}
X
s,1{2
1
}v}
X
s,1{2
α
}w}
X
s,1{2
α
. (3.6)
Define the following functions
fpk, τq “ xkysxτ ´ k3y1{2uk
gpk, τq “ xkysxτ ´ αk3y1{2vk
hpk, τq “ xkysxτ ´ αk3y1{2wk.
Then (3.6) amounts to showing that›››››››
ż
ř
τi“τ
ÿ˚
ř
ki“k
M fpk1, τ1qgpk2, τ2qhpk3, τ3q dτ1 dτ2 dτ3
›››››››
2
L2τ `
2
k
À }f}2L2τ `2k}g}
2
L2τ `
2
k
}h}2L2τ `2k (3.7)
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where the multiplier M “Mpk1, k2, k3, k, τ1, τ2, τ3, τq is
M “ pk1 ` k2qxky
s1xk1y´sxk2y´sxk3y´s
pk1 ` k2 ´ c1kqpk1 ` k2 ´ c2kqxτ ´ k3y1´bxτ1 ´ k31y1{2xτ2 ´ αk32y1{2xτ3 ´ αk33y1{2
.
Apply Cauchy-Schwartz in the τ1, τ2, τ3, k1, k2, and k3 variables to bound the left-hand side of
(3.7) by
sup
k,τ
ˆ ż
ř
τi“τ
ÿ˚
ř
ki“k
M2
˙›››››››
ż
ř
τi“τ
ÿ˚
ř
ki“k
f2pk1, τ1qg2pk2, τ2qh2pk3, τ3q dτ1 dτ2 dτ3
›››››››
L1τ `
1
k
Using Young’s inequality twice bounds the L1`1 norm above by }f}2
L2τ `
2
k
}g}2
L2τ `
2
k
}h}2
L2τ `
2
k
. Thus it
suffices to show that the supremum on the left is finite. We can further simplify matters by
repeatedly using the calculus estimateż
R
1
xxyβxx´ by dx À xby
´β,
which holds for β P p0, 1s (see Lemma 2.3.4), to eliminate the τ dependence and bound the supre-
mum by
sup
k
ÿ˚
k1,k2
xky2s1xk1y´2sxk2y´2sxk ´ k1 ´ k2y´2s|k1 ` k2|2
pk1 ` k2 ´ c1kq2pk1 ` k2 ´ c2kq2xk3 ´ k31 ´ αk32 ´ αpk ´ k1 ´ k2q3y2´2b´
,
or equivalently, using the change of variables k2 ÞÑ n´ k1,
sup
k
ÿ˚
k1,n
xky2s1xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2sn2
pn´ c1kq2pn´ c2kq2xk3 ´ k31 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b´
.
We will show that this supremum is finite by considering a number of cases. In the following, to
simplfiy notation we will write 2 ´ 2b instead of the technically correct 2 ´ 2b´. Since we take
b “ 12`, this -difference has no effect on the calculations.
Case 1. k1 “ k
In this case, the supremum becomes
sup
k
ÿ˚
n
xky2s1´2sxn´ ky´4sn2
pn´ c1kq2pn´ c2kq2 .
Case 1.1. kn ą 0
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Since c2 ă 0, we cancel n2 with pn´ c2kq2 to obtain
sup
k
ÿ˚
n
xky2s1´2sxn´ ky´4s
pn´ c1kq2 .
If |n´ c1k| ě , with  small but fixed, then the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
n
xn´ ky´4s
xn´ c1ky2 À supk xky
2s1´2sxpc1 ´ 1qky´2 À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´2,
which is finite for s1 ´ s ď 1. In the first inequality, we used Lemma 2.3.3(a).
If |n´ c1k| ă , then there’s only one term in the sum since n » c1, and we have |n´ k| Á |k|.
Using the minimal type index, the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´6s`2`2νc1`20 ,
which is finite when s1 ´ s ă 2s´ 1´ νc1 .
Case 1.2. kn ă 0
For this case, cancel n2 with pn´ c1kq2 and repeat the argument from Case 1.1.
Case 1.3. kn “ 0
The supremum is immediately bounded in this case.
Case 2. kn ą 0 with k1 ‰ k
In this region, the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
ÿ˚
k1,n
xky2s1xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s
pn´ c1kq2xk3 ´ k31 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
Case 2.1 |n´ c1k| ě |k|
Here the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2
ÿ
k1,n
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s À sup
k
xky2s1´2´2s ă 8
for s1 ´ s ď 1. This estimate comes from applying Lemma 2.3.3(a) repeatedly.
Case 2.2.  ď |n´ c1k| ă |k|
Note that |n| P `pc1´ q|k|, pc1` q|k|˘. Choose  ă c1´ 1 so that |n´ k| Á |k|. The supremum
is then bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
k1,|n|ě|k|
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2s À sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
|n|ě|k|
xny´2s À sup
k
xky2s1´4s`1.
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This is finite when s1 ´ s ď s´ 12 .
Case 2.3. |n´ c1k| ă 
Case 2.3a. |k1|, |k1 ´ n| ě |k|
In this case, the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νc1`20´6s
ÿ
k1pn»c1kq
xk3 ´ k31 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ` αpn´ kq3y´p2´2bq
À sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νc1`20´6s,
which is finite for s1 ´ s ă 2s´ 1´ νc1 . This estimate comes from Lemma 2.3.3(b).
Case 2.3b. |k1| ă |k|
Note that in this case
|k1 ´ n| ě c1|k| ´ |n´ c1k| ´ |k1| ą pc1 ´ q|k| ´ 
so that |k1 ´ n| Á |k|. Recall k1 ‰ 0 by the mean zero assumption on u, and write
n “ c1k ` δ for some |δ| ă , k1 “ µk for some |µ| P r1{|k|, q.
Then use the fact that 1´ α “ 3αc1pc1 ´ 1q to calculate that
|k3 ´ k31 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ` αpn´ kq3|
“ |k ´ k1|
ˇˇ
µk2rp1´ αqp1` µq ` 3αc1s ` 3αδr1` µ´ 2c1sk ´ 3αδ2
ˇˇ
ě |k ´ k1|
“p3αc1 ` p1´ αqp1´ qq|k| ´ 3αp2c1 ` ´ 1q|k| ´ 3α2‰ Á |k1 ´ k||k|.
Using Lemma 2.3.3(a) again, the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νc1`20´4s
ÿ
k1
xk1y´2s
xpk ´ k1qky2´2b
À sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νc1`20´4s´p2´2bq
ÿ
k1
xk1y´2s
xk ´ k1y2´2b À supk xky
2s1`2`2νc1`20´4s´2p2´2bq,
which is finite when s1 ´ s ă s` 1´ 2b´ νc1 .
Case 2.3c. |n´ k1| ă |k|
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In this case we have |k1| ě |n| ´ |n´ k1| ě pc1 ´ q|k| ´  so that |k1| ě |k|. The supremum is
bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νc1`20´4s
ÿ
k1
n»c1k
xn´ k1y´2s
xk3 ´ k31 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
We may assume, since pk, k1, nq Ñ p´k,´k1,´nq is a symmetry for the supremum, that k1 ą 0.
Then in our case of kn ą 0, we must have k, n ą 0, since otherwise |k1 ´ n| ą |n| » c1|k|.
Notice that the following three inequalities hold:
k2 ` k1k ` k21 ě k2, 3αn ą 0, and k1 ´ pn´ kq ě p1´ qk ´ 2.
Thus we have
p1´ αqpk2 ` kk1 ` k21q ´ 3αnpn´ n´ k1q Á k2,
which implies that
k3 ´ k31 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3 Á |k ´ k1|k2.
The supremum is therefore bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νc1`20´4s
ÿ
k1
n»c1k
xn´ k1y´2s
xk2pk ´ k1qy2´2b À supk xky
2s1`2`2νc1`20´4s´6`6b,
which is finite if s1 ´ s ă s` 2´ 3b´ νc1 .
Case 3. kn ă 0 and k1 ‰ k
In this case, the supremum can be bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ˚
k1ą0
n
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2s
pn´ c2kq2xk3 ´ k31αpn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
Case 3.1. |n´ c2k| ě |k|
If s ą 12 and s1 ´ s ď 1, the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s´2
ÿ
k1ą0
n
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2s À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´2 ă 8,
.
Case 3.2.  ď |n´ c2k| ă |k|
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Note that |n| ě p|c2| ´ q|k| « |k|. When s1 ´ s ď s´ 12 , the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
k1ą0|n|Á|k|
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2s ă sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
|n|Á|k|
xny´2s ă 8.
Case 3.3. |n´ c2k| ă 
Case 3.3a. |k1|, |k1 ´ n| ě |k|
As in Case 2.3a, the supremum is finite if s1 ´ s ă 2s´ 1´ νc1 .
Case 3.3b. |k1| ă |k|
Here |k1 ´ n| ě p|c2| ´ q|k| ´ , so |k1 ´ n| Á |k|. Write
k1 “ µk for some |µ| P r1{|k|, q, n “ c2k ` δ for some |δ| ă .
Expanding the resonance equation with this notation gives
|k3 ´ k31 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3|
“ |k ´ k1|
ˇˇ
µk2p3αc22 ` µp1´ αqq ` 3αδp1` µ´ 2c2qk ´ 3αδ2
ˇˇ
ě |k ´ k1|
“`
3αc22 ´ p1´ αq ´ 3αr1` ´ 2c2s
˘ |k| ´ 3α2‰ Á |k ´ k1||k|.
Notice that, depending on α, we may have |c2| ! 1, but by choosing  small enough, we can ensure
that “`
3αc22 ´ p1´ αq ´ 3αr1` ´ 2c2s
˘ |k| ´ 3α2‰ Á |k|
to get the last inequality above. Then as in Case 2.3b, the supremum is finite if s1´s ă s`1´2b´νc1 .
Case 3.3c. |k1 ´ n| ď |k|
Note |k1| ě |n| ´ |k1 ´ n| ě p|c2| ´ q|k| ´ , so for  small enough, |k1| ě |k|. Write
n´ k1 “ µk for some |µ| P t0u Y r1{|k|, s, n “ c2k ` δ for some |δ| ă .
With this notation,
|k3 ´ αpn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3| “
ˇˇ
αpc32 ´ µ3qk3 ` 3αδp1´ c2q2k2 ´ 3αδ2p1´ c2qk ` αδ3
ˇˇ
ě αp|c2|3 ´ 3q|k|3 ´ 3αp1´ c2q2k2 ´ 3α2p1´ c2q|k| ´ α3 Á |k|3,
for  small. Then the supremum is finite for s1 ´ s ă s ` 2 ´ 3b ´ νc1 by the same reasoning as
before.
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Case 4. kn “ 0
The bound is immediate in this case.
3.7.4 Proof of Proposition 3.4.6
As in the previous proof, it suffices to show that the supremum of the following quantity is finite:
xky2`2s1
ÿ˚
k1,k2
xk1y´2sxk2y´2sxk ´ k1 ´ k2y´2s|k1 ` k2|2
pαk3 ´ pk1 ` k2q2 ´ αpk ´ k1 ´ k2q3q2xαpk3 ´ k31 ´ k32 ´ pk ´ k1 ´ k2q3qy2´2b
.
We will work with the equivalent supremum
sup
k
xky2`2s1
ÿ˚
k1
n‰0
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s
pn´ d1kq2pn´ d2kq2xpk ´ k1qpk ` k1 ´ nqny2´2b ,
which results from changing variables k2 ÞÑ n´ k1 and canceling a factor of n2 from the quotient.
Case 1. k1 “ k
In this case, the supremum becomes
sup
k
xky2`2s1´2s
ÿ˚
n‰0
xk ´ ny´4s
pn´ d1kq2pn´ d2kq2 .
Repeat the arguments from Case 1 of the R1 estimate to show that the supremum is finite if
s1 ´ s ď 1 and s´ s1 ă 2s´ νd ´ 1.
Case 2. n´ k1 “ k
The supremum becomes
sup
k
xky2`2s1´2s
ÿ˚
n‰0
xn´ ky´4s
pn´ d1kq2pn´ d2kq2 ,
which is the same as that in Case 1.
Case 3. pk ´ k1qpk ` k1 ´ nqn ‰ 0
In this case, the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2`2s1
ÿ˚
k1
n‰0
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s
pn´ d1kq2pn´ d2kq2xk ´ k1y2´2bxk ` k1 ´ ny2´2bxny2´2b .
Case 3.1. kn ą 0
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Here |n´ d2k| ą k, so the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1
ÿ˚
k1
n‰0
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s
pn´ d1kq2xk ´ k1y2´2bxk ` k1 ´ ny2´2bxny2´2b .
Case 3.1a. |n´ d1k| ě |k|
In this case we have the bound
sup
k
xky2s1´2
ÿ
k1
n‰0
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s À sup
k
xky2s1´s´2.
This is finite if s1 ´ s ď 1.
Case 3.1b.  ď |n´ d1k| ă |k|
Note that |n| P rpd1 ´ q|k|, pd1 ` q|k|s. Thus for  small, |n´ k| Á |k|. The supremum is finite
when s1 ´ s ď 3´ 3b:
sup
k
xky2s1´2s´2`2b
ÿ
k1
n‰0
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2s
xk ´ k1y2´2bxk ` k1 ´ ny2´2b À supk xky
2s1´2s´4`4bÿ
k1
xk1y´2s
xk ´ k1y2´2b
À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´6`6b ă 8
Case 3.1c. |n´ d1k| ă 
The supremum can be estimated by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νd1`20´2s´p2´2bq
ÿ
k1pn»d1kq
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2s
xk ´ k1y2´2bxk ` k1 ´ ny2´2b .
If all four factors in the summation are of order at least |k|, this is easy to estimate. Furthermore,
if any one factor in the summation is of order ! |k|, then the other three factors are all Á |k|. This
implies that the sum over k1 can always be controlled by a sum of the form
xky´2p2´2bq´2s
ÿ
m
xmy´2s À xky´2p2´2bq´2s,
which means that the supremum is finite whenever
2s1 ` 2` 2νd1 ` 20 ´ 4s´ 3p2´ 2bq ă 0,
which holds when s1 ´ s ă s` 12 ´ νd1 .
Case 3.2. kn ă 0
Cancel xky2 with pn´ d1kq2 and repeat the arguments from Case 3.1.
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3.7.5 Proof of Proposition 3.4.7
Decompose R3 into two sums based on whether or not k1 ` k2 is zero:
R3pu, vqk “ ik
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
k1‰0
uk1uk2vk3pk2 ` k3q
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk2 ` k3q3
“ ik
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
k1`k2‰0
k1‰0
uk1uk2vk3pk2 ` k3q
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk2 ` k3q3
` ikvk
ÿ˚
k1‰0
uk1u´k1pk ´ k1q
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3
“ ik
ÿ˚
k1`k2`k3“k
k1`k2‰0
k1‰0
uk1uk2vk3pk2 ` k3q
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk2 ` k3q3
` ikvk
ÿ˚
k1ą0
|uk1 |2
„
k ´ k1
αk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3
` k ` k1
αk3 ` k31 ´ αpk ` k1q3

“ I` II.
To bound II in Xs1,b´1α , note that the bracketed sum is equal to
2p1´ αqk41
k21pk1 ´ d1kqpk1 ´ d2kqpk1 ` d1kqpk1 ` d2kq
and by an application of Cauchy-Schwartz and Young’s inequalities, it suffices to show that
sup
k
xky2`2s1´2s
ÿ˚
k1ą0
xk1y4´4s
pk1 ´ d1kq2pk1 ´ d2kq2pk1 ` d1kq2pk1 ` d2kq2 ă 8.
Case 1. k ą 0
In this case, |k1 ´ d2k|, |k1 ` d1k| ą k1, k and the supremum can be estimated by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ˚
k1ą0
xk1y2´4s
pk1 ´ d1kq2pk1 ` d2kq2 .
Case 1.1. |k1 ´ d1k|, |k1 ` d2k| ě k
Here we have the estimates |k1| ď
”
p|d1| ` q{
ı
|k1 ´ d1k| and |k1| ď
”
p|d2| ` q{
ı
|k1 ` d2k|.
The supremum can thus be bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s´2
ÿ
k1ą0
xk1y´4s ă 8
for s1 ´ s ď 1.
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Case 1.2. |k1 ´ d1k| ě k,  ď |k1 ` d2k| ă k (or vice versa)
In this case, note that k1 ě pd1 ´ qk and bound the supremum by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s´1
ÿ
k1Ák
xk1y´4s`1 À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´1´4s`2 ă 8
when s1 ´ s ď 2s´ 12 .
Case 1.3. |k1 ´ d1k| ě k, |k1 ` d2k| ă  (or vice versa)
There is only one term in the sum in this case since k1 » ´d2k. The supremum can be bounded
by
sup
k
xky2s1´6s`2`2νd2`20 ,
which is finite when s1 ´ s ă 2s´ 1´ νd2 .
This exhausts the cases with k ą 0 since by choosing  small, we may ensure that |k1´d1k| ď k
and |k1 ` d2k| ď k cannot occur simultaneously.
Case 2. k ă 0
Note that |k1 ´ d1k|, |k1 ` d2k| ą k1, |k| and proceed as in Case 1. This completes the proof of
the estimate for II.
To complete the proof, we must bound I in Xs1,b´1α . As before, it suffices to show that the
following supremum is finite:
sup
k
xky2`2s1
ÿ
k1‰0,k2
k1`k2‰0
xk1y´2sxk2y´2sxk ´ k1 ´ k2y´2s|k ´ k1|2
pαk3 ´ k31 ´ αpk ´ k1q3q2xαk3 ´ k31 ´ k32 ´ αpk ´ k1 ´ k2q3y2´2b
,
or equivalently
sup
k
xky2`2s1
ÿ
k1‰0
n‰0
xk1y´2s´2xn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s|k ´ k1|2
pk1 ´ d1kq2pk1 ´ d2kq2xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
Case 1. |k1 ´ d1k| ă  or |k1 ´ d2k| ă 
Assume that |k1 ´ d1k| ă . The other case is parallel. Note that
|k1 ´ d2k| ě pd1 ´ d2q|k| ´ |k1 ´ d1k|
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so that |k1 ´ d2k| Á |k|. Also we have |k1 ´ k| ď |k1 ´ d1k| ` |d1 ´ 1||k| À |k|. The supremum may
thus be bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νd1`20´2s
ÿ
n‰0
pk1»d1kq
xn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
Case 1.1. |n´ k1| ě |k|, |n´ k| ě |k|
In this case, the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νd1`20´6s
ÿ
n‰0
pk1»d1kq
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y´p2´2bq.
This is finite when 2s1 ` 2` 2νd1 ´ 6s ă 0, i.e. when s1 ´ s ă 2s´ 1´ νd1 .
Case 1.2. |n´ k| ă |k|
Note that in this region |n´ k1| Á |k| since
|n´ k1| ě p1´ d1q|k| ´ |k ´ n| ´ |k1 ´ d1k| ą p1´ d1 ´ q|k| ´ .
Write
n´ k “ µk for some |µ| ă , k1 “ d1k ` δ for some |δ| ă .
Then
|αk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3| “
ˇˇ
αk3 ´ pd1k ` δq3 ´ rp1´ d1 ` µqk ´ δs3 ` αµ3k3
ˇˇ
“ ˇˇk3rα´ 1` 3d1 ´ 3d21 `Opqs `Opqk2 `Op2qk `Op3qˇˇ Á |k3|.
The supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νd1`20´4s
ÿ
n‰0
pk1»d1kq
xn´ ky´2s
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
À sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νd1`20´4s
ÿ
n‰0
xn´ ky´2s
xk3y2´2b À supk xky
2s1`2`2νd1`20´4s´6`6b ă 8,
for s1 ´ s ă s` 2´ 3b´ νd1 .
Case 1.3. |n´ k1| ă |k|
In this case, |n´ k| Á |k|. Write
n´ k “ µk for some |µ| P r1{|k|, s k1 ´ d1k “ δ for some |δ| ă .
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Then
|αk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3| “ |αk3 ´ pd1k ` δq3 ´ rp1´ d1 ` µqk ´ δs3 ` αµ3k3|
“ ˇˇrα´ 1` 3d1 ´ 3d21 `Opqsk3 `Opqk2 `Op2qk `Op3qˇˇ Á |k3|.
Thus the supremum is finite when s1 ´ s ă s` 2´ 3b´ νd1 :
sup
k
xky2s1`2`2νd1`20´4s
ÿ
n‰0
pk1»d1kq
xn´ k1y´2s
xk3y2´2b À supk xky
2s1`2`2νd1`20´4s´6`6b ă8.
Case 2.  ď |k1 ´ d1k| ă |k| or  ď |k1 ´ d2k| ă |k|
Assume that  ď |k1 ´ d1k| ă |k|; the other case is similar. Note that we have |k1 ´ k| À |k|
and |k1 ´ d2k| Á |k| so that the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1
ÿ
|k1|Á|k|
n‰0
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
Case 2.1. |n´ k1| ě |k|, |n´ k| ě |k|
Here the supremum is bounded for s1 ´ s ď 2s´ 12 :
sup
k
xky2s1´4s
ÿ
|k1|Á|k|
n‰0
xk1y´2s
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
À sup
k
xky2s1´4s
ÿ
|k1|Á|k|
xk1y´2s À sup
k
xky2s1´4s´2s`1 ă 8.
Case 2.2. |n´ k| ă |k|
In this case, notice that |n´ k1| ě |k1 ´ k| ´ |n´ k| ě p1´ d1 ´ 2q|k| Á |k| and write
n´ k “ µk for some |µ| ă  k1 ´ d1k “ µ1k for some |µ1| ă .
Then
|αk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3| “ |k3rα´ pd1 ` µ1q3 ´ p1´ d1 ` µ´ µ1q3 ` αµ3s|
“ |k3rp1´ αq ` 3pd21 ´ d1q `Opqs| Á |k|3.
Thus the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
|k1|Á|k|
|n|À|k|
xk1y´2s
xk3y2´2b À supk xky
2s1´2s`1´3p2´2bq´2s`1 ă 8
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if s1 ´ s ď s` 2´ 3b.
Case 2.3. |n´ k1| ă |k|
Here |n´ k| Á |k|, so the supremum can be estimated as follows for s1 ´ s ď s´ 12 :
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
|k1|Á|k|
n‰0
xk1y´2s
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´2s`1 ă 8.
Case 3. |k1 ´ d1k| ě |k|, |k1 ´ d2k| ě |k|
In this case, we need to bound
sup
k
xky2s1´2
ÿ
k1‰0
n‰0
xk1y´2s´2xn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s|k ´ k1|2
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
Case 3.1. |k1| ě |k|
Here we have |k ´ k1| À |k1| so that for s1 ´ s ď 1, the supremum can be estimated by
sup
k
xky2s1´2
ÿ
k1‰0
n‰0
xk1y´2sxn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´2 ă 8.
Case 3.2. |k1| ď |k|
Here the supremum may be bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1
ÿ
k1‰0
n‰0
xk1y´2s´2xn´ k1y´2sxn´ ky´2s
xαk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3y2´2b
.
Case 3.2a. |n´ k1| ď |k|
Note that we have |n´ k| ě |k1 ´ k| ´ |k1 ´ n| ě p1´ 2q|k| and write
k1 “ µ1k for some |µ1| P r1{|k|, s
n´ k1 “ µ2k for some |µ2| P r1{|k|, s
µ “ µ1 ` µ2 where |µ| P r1{|k|, 2s.
The lower bounds on µ1 and µ2 are positive because of the mean zero assumption on u. The lower
bound on µ comes from the fact that n ‰ 0. With this notation,
ˇˇ
αk3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3
ˇˇ “ |µk3| ˇˇpα´ 1qµ2 ` 3αp1´ µq ` 3µ1µ2 ˇˇ Á |k2|.
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Then the supremum is bounded by
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
k1‰0|n|À|k|
xk1y´2s´2
xk2y2´2b À supk xky
2s1´2s´4`4b ÿ
k1‰0|n|À|k|
xk1y´2s´2
À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´4`4b`1
ÿ
k1‰0
xk1y´2s´2 À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´4`4b`1,
which is finite for s1 ´ s ď 32 ´ 2b.
Case 3.2b. |n´ k| ď |k|
In this case, note that |n´ k1| ě |k ´ k1| ´ |k ´ n| ě p1´ 2q|k| Á |k| and write
k1 “ µ1k for some |µ1| P r1{|k|, s, n´ k “ µ2k for some |µ2| P r0, s.
Then
α
ˇˇ
k3 ´ k31 ´ pn´ k1q3 ´ αpk ´ nq3
ˇˇ “ |k3| ˇˇα´ µ31 ´ p1´ µ1 ` µ2q3 ` αµ32 ˇˇ
“ |k3| |1´ α`Opq| Á |k3|.
Thus for s1 ´ s ď 52 ´ 3b, the supremum is bounded:
sup
k
xky2s1´2s
ÿ
k1‰0|n|À|k|
xky´2s´2
xk3y2´2b À supk xky
2s1´2s´6`6b`1 ÿ
k1‰0
xk1y´2s´2
À sup
k
xky2s1´2s´6`6b`1 ă 8.
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chapter 4
The Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger & Zakharov Systems on Rd
4.1 Introduction
In this work, we derive smoothing estimates for the Klein-Gordon Schro¨dinger system (KGS) with
Yukawa coupling: $’’’’’&’’’’’%
iut `∆u “ ´uv, x P Rd, t P R
vtt ` p´∆` 1qv “ |u|2´
up¨, 0q, vp¨, 0q, vtp¨, 0q
¯
“ pu0, v0, v1q P Hs ˆHr ˆHr´1.
(4.1)
We also consider the closely-related Zakharov system:$’’’’’&’’’’’%
iut `∆u “ un, x P Rd, t P R
ntt ´∆n “ ∆|u|2´
up¨, 0q, np¨, 0q, ntp¨, 0q
¯
“ pu0, n0, n1q P Hs ˆHr ˆHr´1.
(4.2)
The results here have appeared in [31]. The KGS system (4.1) is a model from classical particle
physics, in which u represents a complex nucleon field and v a real meson field [46]. The Zakharov
system (4.2) was introduced in [101] to model Langmuir turbulence in ionized plasma. In it, the
function u represents the envelope of a oscillating electric field while n represents the deviation of
ion density from its average value.
Solutions of the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system conserve the mass and the Hamiltonian en-
ergy:
Mpuq “ }u}L2
Epu, v, vtq “ }∇u}2L2 `
1
2
´
}v}2L2 ` }vt}2L2 ` }∇v}2L2
¯
´
ż
|u|2v dx.
Note that the energy space for the KGS system is H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2. Similarly, the Zakharov system
has the following conservation laws:
Mpuq “ }u}L2
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rEpu, n, ntq “ }∇u}2L2 ` 12´}n}2L2 ` }p´∆q´1{2nt}2L2¯`
ż
|u|2n dx.
This law identifies the energy space as H1 ˆ L2 ˆ 9H´1.
The wellposedness theory for the Zakharov system on Euclidean spaces has been extensively
studied. Sulem and Sulem derived existence results for smooth solutions in dimensions d ď 3
[93]. The regularity assumptions and dimension restrictions were weakened in [2, 80, 66, 90]. In
[51], Ginibre, Tsutsumi, and Velo applied Bourgain’s restricted norm method [19] to obtain local
existence results in all dimensions, covering the full subcritical regularity range (excluding the
endpoints) for d ě 4. In dimension d “ 1, they obtained local existence at the critical regularity
L2ˆH´ 12 ˆH´ 32 . In [58], local ill-posedness results were obtained for some regularities outside the
well-posedness regime established in [51]. In dimensions two and three, the local well-posedness
was obtained in the critical space L2 ˆH´ 12 ˆH´ 32 in [11] and [10] respectively. These results are
sharp in the sense that the data-to-solution map fails to be analytic at lower regularity levels.
In one dimension, the Hamiltonian conservation law upgrades local existence to global for
initial data in H1ˆL2ˆp´∆q 12L2. This result was improved in [83, 82] using Bourgain’s high-low
decomposition [22] method and the I-method [28] respectively. It was lowered further to global
existence in L2ˆH´1{2ˆH´3{2 in [27] using an iteration method relying on the L2 conservation of
u. In two and three dimensions, global existence in the energy space follows from the Hamiltonian
conservation as long as }u0}L2 is sufficiently small. In two dimensions, global well-posedness for
some regularities below the energy space was obtained in [67] using the I-method.
Unlike the Zakharov, the nonlinearity in the wave part of the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system
contains no derivative. Thus we have well-posedness at somewhat lower regularity levels for this
system. For the two-dimensional KGS, local well-posedness holds in H´ 14` ˆ H´ 12 ˆ H´ 32 ; see
[85]. The same result, up to endpoints, hold in three dimensions [84]. Local existence in higher
dimensions follows from the estimates derived for the Zakharov in [51].
For the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system in dimensions d ď 3, global existence in H1ˆH1ˆL2
follows from the Hamiltonian conservation law. In three dimensions, global existence somewhat
below the energy was proved using Bourgain’s high-low decomposition method in [81]. This was
improved in [96], where the I-method was used to obtain global existence below the energy for
d ď 3. Global existence for the three-dimensional KGS in L2 ˆ L2 ˆ H´1 was obtained in [27],
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again relying on the L2 conservation law for u. This was lowered to L2 ˆH´ 12 ˆH´ 32 for d “ 2
and to L2 ˆ H´ 12` ˆ H´ 32` for d “ 3 in [85]. We also note that global existence for the closely
related wave-Schro¨dinger system on Hs ˆHr ˆHr´1 for some s, r ă 0 was shown in [4].
This chapter is concerned with the dynamics of solutions to (4.1) and (4.2). The main result
is that the difference between the linear evolution and the nonlinear evolution resides in a higher-
regularity space. This follows from a refinement of the bilinear Xs,b local theory estimates, similar
to that contained in [26] for two dimensional nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations with quadratic non-
linearities. The difficulty in this case is that the addition of a Klein-Gordon or wave equation to the
Schro¨dinger to obtain (4.1) or (4.2) respectively complicates the resonance relations in the system,
making the estimates more challenging. As in [26], the proof depends on delicate decompositions
of the frequency space to control the nonlinear interactions, with especial care being required near
the resonant sets of the interaction.
In the remainder of the chapter we present some consequences of the smoothing estimate. One
of these is a simplified proof of the existence of a global attractor for the forced and damped Klein-
Gordon-Schro¨dinger equation in dimensions d “ 2, 3. This result is known [74], but the existing
proof relies on truncation arguments to obtain the necessary compactness. The truncation step
can be eliminated by the employment of the smoothing effect of the nonlinear flow, significantly
simplifying the argument. Secondly, we show global existence below the energy space for the
four-dimensional Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system for }u0}L2 sufficiently small using a variant of
Bourgain’s high-low argument [22]. Similar smoothing estimates have been used with high-low
decomposition method to prove global existence for other equations – see e.g. [33] for results on the
periodic fractional Schro¨dinger equation. We remark that method of [27] to obtain global existence
for the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger does not apply; in four dimensions, there is not sufficient slack in
the wave equation estimates to iterate that scheme. The refinement used in [85], which uses Xs,b
estimates instead of Strichartz space controls, also cannot be directly applied. Smoothing estimates
provide a straightforward proof of the global existence.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce the function spaces required
for the estimates, and in Section 4.3, we state our results. Sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 contain the
proofs of the main smoothing estimate, the existence of the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger attractor,
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and global well-posedness in R4 respectively. Finally, in Section 4.7, we prove the main bilinear
estimate.
4.2 Notation & Function Spaces
To prove the desired estimates, we work with transformed versions of the systems (4.1) and (4.2).
Define A “ p1´∆q1{2. For the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system, let v˘ “ v˘ iA´1vt. Under this
transformation, (4.1) becomes$’’’’’&’’’’’%
iut `∆u “ ´12upv` ` v´q,
ivt˘ ¯Av˘ “ ¯A´1|u|2´
up¨, 0q, v˘p¨, 0q
¯
“ pu0, v˘0 q P Hs ˆHr.
(4.3)
For the Zakharov system (4.2), we similarly define n˘ “ n˘ iA´1nt. After this transformation,
(4.2) becomes $’’’’’&’’’’’%
iut `∆u “ 12upn` ` n´q,
int˘ ¯An˘ “ ¯A´1∆|u|2 ¯A´1 Ren˘´
up¨, 0q, n˘p¨, 0q, ntp¨, 0q
¯
“ pu0, n˘0 q P Hs ˆHr.
(4.4)
Notice that we can recover the original function v and n by taking the real part of v˘ and n˘
respectively. The corresponding Bourgain spaces are defined by the norms
}u}Xs,b “ }xξysxτ ` |ξ|2ybuˆpξ, τq}L2ξ,τ
}v}
Xs,b˘
“ }xξysxτ ˘ |ξ|ybuˆpξ, τq}L2ξ,τ .
The multiplier for the Klein-Gordon evolution is technically xτ ˘ xξyy rather than xτ ˘ |ξ|y, but
xτ ˘ xξyy « xτ ˘ |ξ|y and using the latter multiplier results in a cleaner exposition. We also define
the time-restricted versions of these norms:
}u}
Xs,bδ
“ inf
u“u˜,|t|ďδ
}u˜}Xs,b }v}Xs,b˘,δ “ infv“v˜,|t|ďδ }v˜}Xs,b˘ .
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4.3 Statement of Results
In the first part of this section, we give the main theorems which demonstrate the smoothing effect
of the nonlinear flow. We then give two results which show some of the implications of smoothing
for the global dynamics of the system. First, we state the theorem for the Zakharov system.
Theorem 4.3.1. Consider the Zakharov evolution (4.4) on Rd. If d “ 2, 3, assume that r ě ´12
with 2s´ r ě 12 and r ă s ă r ` 1. Then
uptq ´ eit∆u0 P CtHs`αx
n˘ptq ´ e¯itJn˘0 P CtHr`βx
on the interval of existence as long as α ă mint12 , r´s`1, r`2´ d2u and β ă mint2s´r´ 12 , s´ru.
If d ě 4, assume r ą d´44 and 2s´ r ą d´22 with r ď s ď r ` 1. Then the same statement holds if
β ă mint2s´ r ´ d´22 , s´ ru.
The restrictions on r and s are necessary to ensure well-posedness of the equation. The values
α and β represent the smoothing effect. For instance, in dimensions d “ 2, 3, for initial data in
H
1
2 ˆ L2, the nonlinear part of the evolution lies in H1´ ˆ H 12´. A similar result holds for the
Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system.
Theorem 4.3.2. Consider the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger evolution (4.3) on Rd. If d “ 2, 3,
assume s ą ´14 and r ą ´12 with 2s´ r ě ´32 and r ´ 2 ă s ă r ` 1. Then we have
uptq ´ eit∆u0 P CtHs`αx
v˘ptq ´ e¯itAv˘0 P CtHr`βx
on the interval of existence as long as α ă mint12 , r´s`1, r`2´ d2u and β ă mint2s´r` 32 , s´r`2u.
If d ě 4, assume r ą d´44 and 2s´ r ą d´62 with r´ 2 ď s ď r` 1. Then the same statement holds
if β ă mint2s´ r ´ d´62 , s´ r ` 2u.
For the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system, the smoothing effect on the wave part is much
stronger than that on the Zakharov because of the lack of derivatives in the nonlinearity. For
instance, in dimensions d “ 2, 3 and initial data in L2 ˆ L2, the nonlinear part is in H 12´ ˆH 32´.
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The proof of these results is in Section 4.4. It depends on the following new bilinear estimate for
the Schro¨dinger nonlinearity, together with the known local theory estimates for the wave equation
nonlinearity.
Proposition 4.3.3. Assume d ě 2 and b “ 12` with s, r ą ´12 . Then the estimate
}uv}Xs`α,b´1 À }u}Xs,b}v}Xr,b˘ (4.5)
holds for α ă mint12 , r´ s` 1, r` 2´ d2u. The same result holds with the restricted versions of the
norms.
We also state the estimates for the wave and Klein-Gordon nonlinear terms:
Proposition 4.3.4 ([10, 11, 51]). Let b “ 12`. If d “ 2, 3, assume s ą ´14 with 2s ´ σ ą 12 and
s ą σ. If d ě 4, assume 2s´ σ ą d´22 and σ ď s, s ě 0. Then
}Ap|u|2q}
Xσ,b´1˘
À }u}2Xs,b .
The same result holds for the restricted versions of the norms.
Proposition 4.3.5 ([51, 85, 84]). Let b “ 12`. If d “ 2, 3, assume s ą ´14 with 2s´ σ ą ´32 and
σ ´ 2 ă s. If d ě 4, assume that 2s´ σ ą d´62 and σ ´ 2 ď s, s ě 0. Then
}A´1p|u|2q}
Xσ,b´1˘
À }u}2Xs,b . (4.6)
The same result holds for the restricted versions of the norms.
We remark that a half derivative gain is the best that can be hoped for in the Schro¨dinger
evolution from the use of such bilinear estimates. To see that the bilinear estimate (4.5) fails for
α ą 12 , let uˆ “ χB1 and vˆ “ χB2 , where
B1 “
!
pξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξd, τq P Rd`1 : |ξ1 ´N | ă N´1, |ξi| ă 1 for i ě 2, |τ `N2| ă 1
)
,
B2 “
!
pξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξd, τq P Rd`1 : |ξ1| ă N´1, |ξi| ă 1 for i ě 2, |τ | ă 1
)
for some N " 1. Then }u}Xs,b « N s´ 12 and }v}Xs,b˘ « N
´ 1
2 , while xuv is roughly N´1χB1 , so that
}uv}Xs`α,b « N s`α´ 32 . This can only be bounded by }u}Xs,b}v}Xs,b˘ « N
s´1 when α ď 12 .
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As an application of the smoothing estimate, we study the existence of global attractors for the
dissipative Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger evolution. Proofs generally use the dissipative property to
obtain decay of solutions, followed by a weak-convergence argument to show compactness of the
absorbing set. This second step is particularly challenging on noncompact spaces such as Rd, where
proving compactness can be difficult. For the dissipative Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger evolution on
Rd, d ď 3, the existence of a global attractor was proved in [74]. In the following, we simplify the
proof using our smoothing estimate.
With the addition of damping and forcing terms, the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger (4.1) system
becomes $’&’%iut `∆u` iγu “ ´uv ` f, x P R
d
vtt ` p´∆` 1qv ` δvt “ |u|2 ` g.
(4.7)
We will be concerned with d “ 2, 3 and initial data `upx, 0q, vpx, 0q, vtpx, 0q˘ in the energy space
H1ˆH1ˆL2 with damping coefficients γ, δ ą 0 and forcing terms f, g P H1. In the following, Uptq
will denote the evolution operator corresponding to (4.7). Note that the notion of a global attractor
is only reasonable when the system is globally well-posed. For the forced and weakly damped
system, global well-posedness holds in the energy space H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2 by a minor modification of
the nondissipative local theory arguments together with decay of the Hamiltonian energy (see [40]
for details).
Recall Definitions 2.5.1-2.5.2, which defined the global attractor and absorbing set. Using energy
estimates, it can be shown that (4.7) has an absorbing set in the energy space H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2. We
will show, using Theorem 2.5.3, that the ω-limit set of this absorbing set is a global attractor.
This theorem uses asymptotic compactness of the solution flow, which we will demonstrate using
a smoothing estimate for the dissipative system. We obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.3.6. The Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger evolution in dimensions d “ 2, 3 has a global
attractor in H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2 which is compact in H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´.
The existence of a global attractor is known [74]. However, the compactness statement appears
to be new. We remark that the existence of a global attractor for the dissipative Zakharov system
(without a mass term) on Euclidean spaces appears to be an interesting open problem. The
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methods we use cannot be applied to the Zakharov because of difficulties in controlling the low-
frequency components of the wave equation. We also remark that our proof method also applies
to (4.7) with forcing f, g P H´ 12`. In this case, we obtain a global attractor which is compact in
H
3
2
´ ˆH 32` ˆH 12`.
As a second application, we use a variant of the high-low decomposition method together with
the smoothing estimate to obtain global existence for the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger equation in
four dimensions.
Theorem 4.3.7. The Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger evolution (4.3) is globally well-posed on HsˆHr
for s, r ą 9{10 as long as }u0}L2 ă
?
2C1C
2
2 , where C1 and C2 are the optimal constants in the
four-dimensional L4 and L8{3 Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequalities respectively.
The constraint on the norm of the u0 is necessary to ensure that the energy functional is
positive definite. The optimal constants in the Gagliardo-Nirenburg-Sobolev inequalities have been
established by Weinstein [98]. The proof of this result is in Section 4.6.
4.4 Proof of Theorems 4.3.1 & 4.3.2: Smoothing Results
In this section, we give the proof of the smoothing theorem for the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger
flow. The proof for the Zakharov equation has the same structure; it is obtained by adding two
derivatives to the wave nonlinearity which appears in the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system. Since
the calculations for the Zakharov equation are similar, they are omitted.
Writing the solution to the transformed Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger equation (4.3) in its Duhamel
form yields
uptq ´ eit∆u0 “ ´1
2
ż t
0
eipt´t1q∆
´
upv` ` v´q
¯
dt1
v˘ptq ´ e¯itAv˘0 “ ¯
ż t
0
e¯ipt´t1qA
´
A´1|u|2
¯
dt1.
Let δ be the local existence time of the solution. Then on r0, δs we have
}u}
Xs,bδ
` }v˘}
Xr,b˘,δ
À }u0}Hs ` }v˘0 }Hr . (4.8)
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To control the Duhamel integral terms, we use the embeddingsXs,b ãÑ C0Hs andXr,b˘ ãÑ C0Hr,
which hold for b ą 12 , along with Lemma 2.2.3 for the Schro¨dinger and Klein-Gordon Xs,b space
norms, which can be found explicitly in [51]. Using these estimates yields
}uptq ´ eit∆u0}L8r0,δsHs`α À }uv`}Xs`α,b´1δ ` }uv
´}
Xs`α,b´1δ
}v˘ptq ´ e¯itAv˘0 }L8r0,δsHr`β À }A
´1|u|2}
Xr`β,b´1˘,δ
.
Using the estimates from Propositions 4.3.3 and 4.3.5, we have
}uptq ´ eit∆u0}L8r0,δsHs`α À }u}Xs,bδ
´
}v`}
Xr,b`,δ
` }v´}
Xr,b´,δ
¯
}v˘ptq ´ e¯itAv˘0 }L8r0,δsHr`β À }u}
2
Xsδ
.
Using the local theory bound (4.8), we conclude
}uptq ´ eit∆u0}L8r0,δsHs`α À
´
}u0}Hs ` }v˘0 }Hr
¯2
}v˘ptq ´ e¯itAv˘0 }L8r0,δsHr`β À
´
}u0}Hs ` }v˘0 }Hr
¯2
.
Repeating this process shows that the nonlinear part of the solution remains in Hs`α ˆHr`β for
the full interval of existence.
To prove continuity, write´
uptq ´ e´t∆u0
¯
´
´
upt` q ´ eipt`q∆u0
¯
“ 1
2
ż t`
0
eipt`´t1q∆
´
upv` ` v´q
¯
dt1 ´ 1
2
ż t
0
eipt´t1q∆
´
upv` ` v´q
¯
dt1
“ 1
2
`
ei∆ ´ Id ˘ ż t
0
eipt´t1q∆
´
upv` ` v´q
¯
dt1 ` 1
2
ż t`
t
eipt`´t1q∆
´
upv` ` v´q
¯
dt1
The continuity follows by applying the estimates stated previously along with the continuity of
pu, v˘q in Hs ˆHr; see [36]. Continuity of the nonlinear part of v is proved in the same way.
4.5 Proof of the Existence of a Global Attractor
In this section, we use smoothing estimates to simplify the proof of the existence of a global attractor
for the dissipative Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger flow in two and three dimensions. To prove this result,
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we need to establish boundedness and asymptotic compactness of the flow. The boundedness follows
from the energy equation; compactness is the challenging part. To prove this, we use boundedness
to obtain a weakly convergent sequence of solutions. The energy equation is used to upgrade the
weak convergence to strong convergence, yielding the desired compactness. The energy functional
contains cubic terms which can easily be bounded using our smoothing result and the embedding
H
3
2
` ãÑ L8. In the existing proof, an extensive argument, involving uniform estimates of the
solution restricted to compact sets, is required to control these terms.
First we establish a weak continuity result for the evolution operator which will be needed to
work with the energy equations. A slightly weaker form of the following lemma is in [74, Lemma
3.1].
Lemma 4.5.1. Let d “ 2, 3. Let §ptq denote the semigroup operator for (4.7), and let Lptq denote
the linear part of the semigroup operator. If pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q á pu0, v0, w0q weakly in H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2,
then for any T ą 0,
Lptqpun0 , vn0 , wn0 q á Lptqpu0, v0, w0q weakly in L2pr0, T s, H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2q“§ptq ´ Lptq‰pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q á “§ptq ´ Lptq‰pu0, v0, w0q weakly in L2pr0, T s, H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´q.
Furthermore, we have pointwise weak convergence: for any t P r0, T s,
Lptqpun0 , vn0 , wn0 q á Lptqpu0, v0, w0q weakly in H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2“§ptq ´ Lptq‰pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q á “§ptq ´ Lptq‰pu0, v0, w0q weakly in H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´.
Proof. The statements for the linear part of the flow can be verified using the Fourier multiplier
representation of the linear solutions. To work on the nonlinear part, we transform the equation
(4.7). Set f˜ “ p1´∆q´1f and g˜ “ p1´∆q´1g. Let u˜ “ u` f˜ and v˜ “ v´ g˜ with w “ av` vt. We
will choose 0 ă a ! 1 later. This transformation yields$’’’’’&’’’’’%
iu˜t `∆u˜` iγu˜ “ ´pu˜´ f˜qpv˜ ` g˜q ` p1` iγqf˜
v˜t ` av˜ ` ag˜ “ w
wt ` pδ ´ aqw `
´
1` apa´ δq ´∆
¯
v˜ “ |u˜´ f˜ |2 ´ apa´ δqg˜.
(4.9)
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The transformation allows us to replace the H1 forcing terms by H3 forcing terms, in exchange for
more complex nonlinearities. The introduction of w is convenient for energy calculations.
Consider the homogeneous linear system$’’’’’&’’’’’%
ipt `∆p` iγp “ 0
qt ` aq “ r
rt ` pδ ´ aqr `
´
1` apa´ δq ´∆
¯
q “ 0.
(4.10)
In the following, we abuse notation and let L also denote the semigroup associated with this
equation. The nonlinear parts pU, V,W q “ pu˜´ p, v˜ ´ q, w ´ rq satisfy$’’’’’&’’’’’%
iUt `∆U ` iγU “ ´pU ` p´ f˜qpV ` q ` g˜q ` p1` iγqf˜
Vt ` aV ` ag˜ “W
Wt ` pδ ´ aqW `
´
1` apa´ δq ´∆
¯
V “ |U ` p´ f˜ |2 ´ apa´ δqg˜,
(4.11)
with zero initial data. Just as in Section 4.4, we can use bilinear estimates, together with the
smoothness of f˜ and g˜, to conclude that pU, V,W q P H 32´ˆH3´ˆH2´ for initial data H1ˆH1ˆL2
in dimensions d “ 2, 3.
We will show that every subsequence of
“§ptq ´ Lptq‰pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q has a further subsequence
which converges weakly to the solution of the KGS, which implies that the full sequence converges
weakly to that solution.
Note that the sequence pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q is uniformly bounded in the energy space. Denote by
ppn, qn, rnq the solution to linear system (4.10) with initial data pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q. Let pUn, V n,Wnq be
the nonlinear part of the flow. For the nonlinear part, smoothing estimates along with the uniform
bound on the initial data imply that, for any T ą 0,!
pUn, V n,Wnq
)
is bounded in
Cpr´T, T s, H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´q X C1pr´T, T s, H´ 12´ ˆH2´ ˆH1´q. (4.12)
This has several implications:
(i) The Banach-Alaoglu theorem implies weak* convergence of a subsequence of pUn, V n,Wnq( in L8pr´T, T s, H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´q.
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(ii) The Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that
 pUn, V n,Wnq( is precompact in Cpr´T, T s, H´ 12´loc ˆ
H2´loc ˆ H1´loc q. By interpolation between this and (4.12), we find strongly convergent subse-
quence of  pUn, V n,Wnq( in Cpr´T, T s, H 32´loc ˆH3´loc ˆH2´loc q.
Similar statements hold for the linear parts ppn, qn, rnq in H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2. By passing to a further
subsequence, we obtain a sequence, which we still call
 pUn, V n,Wnq(, which is weak* convergent
in L8pr´T, T s, H 32´ ˆ H3´ ˆ H2´q and strongly convergent in Cpr´T, T s, H 32´loc ˆ H3´loc ˆ H2´loc q.
Denote the limit by pU, V,W q.
To see that the limit is a distributional solution, multiply the equations for pUn, V n,Wnq by an
arbitrary test function φ P C8c pr´T, T s ˆRdq, integrate in space and time, and take the limit in n.
For Un, we haveĳ „
´iUφt ` U∆φ` iγUφ` φ
´
pU ` p´ f˜qpV ` q ` g˜q ´ p1` iγqf˜
¯
dx dt
“ lim
nÑ8
ĳ „
´iUnφt ` Un∆φ` iγUnφ` φ
´
pUn ` pn ´ f˜qpV n ` qn ` g˜q ´ p1` iγqf˜
¯
dx dt “ 0.
The equality is a consequence of the local strong convergence ((ii)) of Un and V n and strong local
convergence of pn and qn in Cpr´T, T s, H1´q. To verify the limit for the nonlinear term, note thatˇˇˇˇĳ
φ
”
pUn ` pn ´ f˜qpV n ` qn ` g˜q ´ pU ` p´ f˜qpV ` q ` g˜q
ı
dx dt
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇĳ
φ
”
pUn ` pn ´ f˜q“V n ´ V ` qn ´ q‰` “Un ´ U ` pn ´ p‰pV ` q ` g˜qıdx dtˇˇˇˇ
ď}φ}L8x,t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ĳ
suppφ
”
pUn ` pn ´ f˜q“V n ´ V ` qn ´ q‰` “Un ´ U ` pn ´ p‰pV ` q ` g˜qıdx dt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ,
which decays by local strong convergence. For V n and Wn, we haveĳ „
´V φt ` φ
´
aV ` ag˜ ´W
¯
dx dt “ lim
nÑ8
ĳ „
´V nφt ` φ
´
aV n ` ag˜ ´Wn
¯
dx dt “ 0
andĳ „
´Wφt ´ V∆φ` φ
´
pδ ´ aqW ` `1` apa´ δq˘V ¯´ φ´|U ` p` f˜ |2 ´ apa´ δqg˜¯dx dt
“ lim
nÑ8
ĳ „
Wnφt ´ V n∆φ` φ
´
pδ ´ aqWn ` `1` apa´ δq˘V n¯
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´ φ
´
|Un ` pn ` f˜ |2 ´ apa´ δqg˜
¯
dx dt “ 0.
Again, convergence of the nonlinear terms follows from strong local convergence. Thus pU, V,W q is
a distributional solution of (4.11) with pUp0q, V p0q,W p0qq “ p0, 0, 0q. Furthermore, by the weak*
convergence ((i)), we see that pU, V,W q is in the uniqueness class Cpr´T, T s, H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´q.
Thus pU, V,W q “ “§ptq ´ Lptq‰pu0, v0, w0q. The weak* convergence ((i)) implies weak convergence
in L2pr´T, T s, H 32´ˆH3´ˆH2´q as desired since L2pr´T, T s, H 32´ˆH3´ˆH2´q is contained in
the dual of Cpr´T, T s, H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´q.
To show pointwise weak convergence, fix a t0 P r0, T s. By again applying the Banach-Alaoglu
theorem and passing to a further subsequence if necessary, we can ensure that the convergence de-
scribed above still holds, along with weakH
3
2
´ˆH3´ˆH2´ convergence of “§pt0q´Lpt0q‰pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q,
say to pu˚, v˚, w˚q. Recall that we have shown weak* convergence of “§ptq ´ Lptq‰pun0 , vn0 , wn0 q to
pU, V,W q “ “§ptq ´ Lptq‰pu0, v0, w0q in Cpr0, T s, H 32´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´q. Thus we have pu˚, v˚, w˚q ““§ptq ´ Lptq‰pu0, v0, w0q.
In the remainder of this section, we work with the following transformation of (4.7):$’’’’’&’’’’’%
iut `∆u` iγu “ ´uv ` f
vt ` av “ w
wt ` pδ ´ aqw `
´
1` apa´ δq ´∆
¯
v “ |u|2 ` g.
(4.13)
Again, let §ptq denote the semigroup operator for (4.13), and let Lptq denote the linear flow operator.
The evolution (4.13) has the absorbing ball property in dimensions d “ 2, 3. For a proof of this,
see [74, Section 2]. Thus to obtain a global attractor, it suffices to prove that the evolution is
asymptotically compact – that is, that for every sequence of initial data tpun0 , vn0 , wn0 qun in the
energy space with corresponding solutions tpun, vn, wnqun and every sequence of times tn Ñ8, the
sequence tpunptnq, vnptnq, wnptnqqun has a convergent subsequence in the energy space.
Let pun, vn, wnq P H1ˆH1ˆL2 be a sequence of initial data. We may assume that the data lies
within the absorbing ball. Also let tn Ñ 8 be a sequence of times. The Banach-Alaoglu theorem
implies that the sequence §ptnqpun, vn, wnq has weakly convergent subsequence in H1 ˆ H1 ˆ L2.
Smoothing estimates together with bounds on the initial data imply that the nonlinear parts are
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bounded in H
3
2
´ˆH3´ˆH2´. Thus we may choose a subsequence such that these nonlinear parts
§ptnqpun, vn, wnq ´ Lptnqpun, vn, wnq also converge weakly in H3{2´ ˆH3´ ˆH2´. Since the linear
part decays to zero, these two limits must be equal. Call the limit pu, v, wq.
For any T , we can, by passing to a further subsequence, conclude that §ptn ´ T qpun, vn, wnq
converges weakly in H1ˆH1ˆL2 and that §ptn´T qpun, vn, wnq´Lptn´T qpun, vn, wnq converges
weakly in H3{2´ˆH3´ˆH2´. Again, dissipative decay of the linear part implies that the two limits
are equal; we denote the limit by puT , vT , wT q. Weak continuity of the semigroup (Lemma 4.5.1)
implies that §pT qpuT , vT , wT q “ pu, v, wq. Note that by a diagonalization argument, we can obtain
such weak convergence of §ptn´T qpun, vn, wnq and §ptn´T qpun, vn, wnq´Lptn´T qpun, vn, wnq as
above for a countable set of T simultaneously, e.g. tT P Nu. This will be important later when we
take T Ñ8.
The L2 law for the evolution of §ptq gives
}§ptnqun}2L2 “ e´2γT }§ptn ´ T qun}2L2 ´ 2 Re i
ż T
0
e2γps´T q
A
§ptn ´ T ` squn, f
E
L2x
ds,
}§pT quT }2L2 “ e´2γT }uT }2L2 ´ 2 Re i
ż T
0
e2γps´T q
A
§psquT , f
E
L2x
ds.
Combining the two equations yields
}§ptnqun}2L2 ´ }§pT quT }2L2 “ e´2γT
´
}§ptn ´ T qun}2L2 ´ }uT }2L2
¯
` 2 Re i
ż T
0
e2γps´T q
A
§psquT ´ §ptn ´ T ` squn, f
E
L2x
ds.
The first term on the right-hand side can be made arbitrarily small by increasing T since the un
are uniformly bounded in L2. The second term decays to zero as nÑ8 by the weak continuity of
§ in L2tH1x. Thus we conclude that
lim sup
nÑ8
”
}§ptnqun}2L2 ´ }§pT quT }2L2
ı
“ lim sup
nÑ8
”
}§ptnqun}2L2 ´ }u}2L2
ı
ď 0.
With the weak convergence of Sptnqun to u, this implies that §ptnqun Ñ u strongly in L2.
Now consider the full 9H1 ˆ H1 ˆ L2 energy equation. Define the energy functional H “
Hpu0, v0, w0qptq as follows:
H “ 2}∇§ptqu0}2L2 `
´
1` apa´ δq
¯
}§ptqv0}2L2 ` }∇§ptqv0}2L2 ` }§ptqw0}2L2
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´ 2
ż
|§ptqu0|2§ptqv0 dx` 4
ż
fSptqu0 dx.
Then the time derivative dH{d t is given by
´4γ}∇§ptqu0}2L2 ´ 2a
´
1` apa´ δq
¯
}§ptqv0}2L2 ´ 2a}∇§ptqv0}2L2 ´ 2pδ ´ aq}§ptqw0}2L2
`p4γ ` 2aq
ż
|§ptqu0|2§ptqv0 dx´ 4γ Re
ż
fSptqu0 dx` 2
ż
gSptqw0 dx.
This implies that
Hpun, vn, wnqptnq ´HpuT , vT , wT qpT q “ I` II` III` IV`V,
where
I “ e´2aT
´
Hpun, vn, wnqptn ´ T q ´HpuT , vT , wT qp0q
¯
II “´ 4pγ ´ aq
ż T
0
e2aps´T q
”
}∇§ptn ´ T ` squn}2L2 ´ }∇§psquT }2L2
ı
ds
´ 2pδ ´ 2aq
ż T
0
e2aps´T q
”
}§ptn ´ T ` sqwn}2L2 ´ }SpsqwT }2L2
ı
ds
III “ 2p2γ ´ aq
ż T
0
ż
e2aps´T q
”ˇˇ§ptn ´ T ` squn ˇˇ2§ptn ´ T ` sqvn ´ ˇˇ§psquT ˇˇ2§psqvT ıdx ds
IV “´ 4pγ ´ 2aqRe
ż T
0
e2aps´T q
A
§ptn ´ T ` squn ´ SpsquT , f
E
L2x
ds
V “ 2
ż T
0
e2aps´T q
A
§ptn ´ T ` sqwn ´ SpsqwT , g
E
L2x
ds.
The term I is negligible for large T . For II, weak convergence implies that
lim inf
nÑ8 }∇§ptn ´ T ` squn}
2
L2 ´ }∇§psquT }2L2 ě 0,
lim inf
nÑ8 }§ptn ´ T ` sqwn}
2
L2 ´ }§psqwT }2L2 ě 0
for each s, so the lim sup over n of II is nonpositive. Write the integral in III asż T
0
ż
e2aps´T q
”ˇˇ§ptn ´ T ` squn ˇˇ2 ´ ˇˇ§psquT ˇˇ2ıLptn ´ T ` sqvn dx ds
`
ż T
0
ż
e2aps´T q
”ˇˇ§ptn ´ T ` squn ˇˇ2 ´ ˇˇ§psquT ˇˇ2ı“§´ L‰ptn ´ T ` sqvn dx ds
`
ż T
0
ż
e2aps´T q
ˇˇ§psquT ˇˇ2”§ptn ´ T ` sqvn ´ §psqvT ıdx ds.
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To see that the first line vanishes in the limit, apply the L3 Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality }h}L3 À
}∇h}d{6
L2
}h}p6´dq{6
L2
with the fact that Lptn ´ T ` sqvn Ñ 0 uniformly in H1. For the second line,
extract
“§´L‰ptn´T ` sqvn in the H3´ ãÑ L8 norm and use the strong L2 convergence of §ptnqun
to §pT quT and strong continuity of §ps´ T q. The last line decays by weak continuity of §psq since
|§psquT |2 is an L2 function by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality }h}L4 À }∇h}d{4L2 }h}p4´dq{4L2 . The
remaining terms IV and V vanish in the limit by weak continuity of the semigroup.
Thus we conclude that
lim sup
nÑ8
”
Hpun, vn, wnqptnq ´HpuT , vT , wT qpT q
ı
“ lim sup
nÑ8
”
Hpun, vn, wnqptnq ´Hpu, v, wqp0q
ı
ď 0.
This, together with the weak convergence of Sptnqpun0 , vn0 , wn0 q to pu, v, wq in H1ˆH1ˆL2, implies
that Sptnqpun0 , vn0 , wn0 q converges strongly to pu, v, wq in H1 ˆH1 ˆ L2. This completes the proof
of asymptotic compactness, and thus of the existence of a global attractor.
4.6 Proof of Global Existence in R4
In this section, we prove global existence for the Klein-Gordon-Schro¨dinger system in four dimen-
sions. We work with the form of the equation given in (4.3) in dimension d “ 4. In the following,
we drop the ˘ superscripts on n to simplify the notation. Suppose we have pu0, n0q P Hs ˆHr for
some s, r ą 9{10 with }u0}L2 small. Fix T large. We wish to show that the solution pu, nq exists
on r0, T s. To do so, we decompose the solution into two parts: one with low-frequency initial data
and one with the complementary high-frequency data. Specifically, recall that A “ p1´∆q1{2 and
write u “ φ` µ and n “ ψ ` λ, where$’&’%iφt `∆φ “ ´
1
2 Repψqφ
iψt ¯Aψ “ ¯A´1|φ|2,
(4.14)
$’&’%iµt `∆µ “ ´
1
2 Repλ` ψqµ´ 12 Repλqφ
iλt ¯Aλ “ ¯A´1|µ|2 ¯ 2 ReA´1µφ.
(4.15)
The initial data for these two systems is pφ0, ψ0q “ pPďNu0, PďNn0q and pµ0, λ0q “ pu0´φ0, n0´ψ0q,
where PďN is the projection onto Fourier modes less than N . We will allow these equations to
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evolve a local-theory time step δ. Then we add the nonlinear part of pµ, λq to pφ, ψq and start
again, i.e. evolve (4.14) and (4.15) another local time step with initial data
pφ1, ψ1q “
´
φpδq ` “µpδq ´ eiδ∆µ0‰, ψpδq ` “λpδq ´ e¯iδAλ0‰¯
pµ1, λ1q “ peiδ∆µ0, e¯iδAλ0q.
To iterate this process, we use smoothing estimates to show that the nonlinear part of pµ, λq is in
H1 ˆH1 and that relevant norms do not grow too rapidly, so that a uniform time step δ can be
used to cover r0, T s.
We will need the following observations, which hold for s0 ď s ď 1 and r0 ď r ď 1 to carry out
the local theory estimates:
}φ0}H1 ď N1´s}u0}Hs À N1´s }ψ0}H1 ď N1´r}n0}Hr À N1´r
}µ0}Hs0 ď N s0´s}u0}Hs À N s0´s }λ0}Hr0 ď N r0´r}n0}Hr À N r0´r.
(4.16)
In the following, we let m “ mints, ru and s0 “ r0 “ 12`.
In four dimensions, the relevant nonlinear estimates for the local theory are in [51]. In particular,
from [51, Lemma 3.4], we obtain
}un}
Xk,´
1
2` À T θ}u}Xk, 12`}n}X`, 12`˘
where θ “ mint12 , `2 ´ p1´ 11`2qu and k ď `` 1´ 2. From [51, Lemma 3.5], we have also
}A´1|u|2}
X
`,´ 12`˘
“ }|u|2}
X
`´1,´ 12`˘
À T θ}u}2
Xk,
1
2`
as long as 2k ´ `` 1 ą 0 with θ “ p2k ´ `` 1q{2´ 2{p1` 2q. Thus a time step
δ À N´2p1´mq{r0´ À @}µ0}Hs0 ` }λ˘0 }Hr0 ` }φ0}H1 ` }ψ˘0 }H1D´2{r0´ .
yields local existence for (4.14) in H1 ˆH1 on r0, δs with
}φ}
X
1, 12`
δ
` }ψ}
X
1, 12`˘,δ
À }φ0}H1 ` }ψ0}H1 À N1´m,
and local existence for (4.15) in Hs0 ˆHr0 with
}µ}
X
s0,
1
2`
δ
` }λ}
X
r0,
1
2`˘,δ
À }µ0}Hs0 ` }λ0}Hr0 À Nmaxts0´s,r0´ru “ N1{2´m`.
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Next write µ “ eitδ∆µ0 ` wptq and λ “ e¯itAλ0 ` zptq, where w and z are the Duhamel terms
wptq “ ´1
2
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆
”
Repλ` ψqµ` Repλqφ
ı
ds,
zptq “
ż t
0
e¯ipt´sqA
”
¯A´1|µ|2 ¯ 2 ReA´1µφ
ı
ds.
Then for r0 “ s0 “ 12` and m “ mints, ru, we have, using the estimates (4.5) and (4.6) along with
the local theory bounds,
}w}L8r0,δsH1 À }w}X1, 12`δ
À }µ}
X
s0,
1
2`
δ
´
}λ}
X
r0,
1
2`˘,δ
` }ψ}
X
1, 12`˘,δ
¯
` }φ}
X
1, 12`
δ
}λ}
X
r0,
1
2`˘,δ
À Nmaxts0´s,r0´ruN1´m “ N3{2´2m`
}z}L8r0,δsH1 À }w}X1, 12`˘,δ
À }µ}
X
s0,
1
2`
δ
´
}µ}
X
s0,
1
2`
δ
` }φ}
X
1, 12`
δ
¯
À Nmaxts0´s,r0´ruN1´m “ N3{2´2m`.
(4.17)
To iterate, we must ensure that estimates (4.16) and (4.17) remain valid for each time step.
This is immediate for the pµ, λq initial data, since it is always simply a linear flow. Thus proving
the requisite bounds amounts to showing that the H1ˆH1 norm of pφ, ψq is bounded by N1´m over
each time step. To do so, we use the L2 conservation and the Hamiltonian energy. Notice that the
initial data for φ at time step k is upkδq´ eikδ∆µ0, and the L2 conservation gives }u´ eikδ∆µ0}L2 ď
}u0}L2p1`N´sq. Thus we have uniform control over }φ}L2 . To control the remaining components
of the H1 ˆH1 norm, use the Hamiltonian
Epu, nq “ }An}2L2 ` 2}∇u}2L2 ´ 2
ż
|u|2 Repnqdx.
This is conserved for the flow of (4.14), so we need only check that it does not grow too much
due to the addition of the nonlinear terms. Using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and Cauchy-
Schwarz, the increment of the energy is bounded as follows, where the norms are all evaluated at
time δ: ˇˇˇ
Epφpδq ` wpδq, ψ˘pδq ` z˘pδqq ´ Epφpδq, ψ˘pδqq
ˇˇˇ
À }Az˘}L2
´
}Az˘}L2 ` 2}An˘}L2
¯
` 2}∇w}L2
´
}∇w}L2 ` 2}∇φ}L2
¯
` }∇z˘}L2}φ` w}L2}∇
`
φ` w˘}L2
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` }∇ψ˘}L2
´
}w}L2}∇w}L2 ` }φ` w}L2}∇w}L2
¯
Noting that }φ ` w}L2 “ }u ´ eit∆µ0}L2 À 1 and }w}L2 À 1, this quantity can be controlled by
N3{2´2m`N1´m, so for E to remain bounded by N2p1´mq, we require
N3{2´2m`N1´mN2p1´mq{r0` À N2p1´mq,
which holds if m ą 9{10. To complete the proof, we need to show that the energy controls the
9H1 ˆH1 norm at each time step. This depends on the smallness assumption on u in L2. By the
Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, we haveˇˇˇˇż
|φ|2ψ dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }φ}2L8{3}ψ}L4 ď C1C22}φ}L2}∇φ}L2}∇ψ}L2 ď C1C22}φ}L2}∇φ}L2}Aψ}L2 ,
where C1 and C2 are the sharp constants of the following inequalities:
}f}L4pR4q ď C1}∇f}L2pR4q }f}L8{3pR4q ď C2}f}1{2L2pR4q}∇f}1{2L2pR4q.
By our construction of φ and the assumption that }u0}L2 ă
?
2{pC1C22 q, we have at each time step
}φ} ă p1`N´sq?2{pC1C22 q. By choosing N large, we also have }φ}L2 ă
?
2{pC1C22 q at each step.
Choose C0 ă 1 so that }φ}L2C1C22 ă
?
2C0. Then we have
Epφ, ψq “ }Aψ}2L2 ` 2}∇φ}2L2 ´ 2
?
2C0}∇φ}L2}Aψ}L2 Á }Aψ}2L2 ` 2}∇u}2L2 .
Thus Epφ, ψq « }φ}29H1 ` }ψ}2H1 at each time step.
4.7 Proof of Proposition 4.3.3: Bilinear Estimate
By duality, to obtain the smoothing estimate (4.5) it suffices to show thatĳ
uvw dx dt “
ĳ xuvpξ0, τ0q qwpξ0, τ0qdξ0 dτ0 À }u}Xs,b}v}Xr,b˘ }w}X´ps`αq,1´b .
We introduce the functions fi, which allow us to state the estimate in terms of L
2 norms:
f1 “ xξysxτ ` |ξ|2ybuˆ, f2 “ xξyrxτ ˘ |ξ|ybvˆ, and f3 “ xξy´ps`αqxτ ` |ξ|2y1´bwˆ.
Using these functions and the convolution structure of xuv, the required estimate takes the formżżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
xξ0ys`αxξ1y´sxξ2y´rf0pξ0, τ0qf1pξ1, τ1qf2pξ2, τ2q
xτ0 ´ |ξ0|2y1´bxτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybxτ2 ˘ |ξ2|yb dξ1 dξ2 dτ1 dτ2 À
2ź
i“0
}fi}L2ξ,τ . (4.18)
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We proceed with the proof by breaking the integration region into many components and consid-
ering each separately.
CASE 0. |ξ1|, |ξ2| À 1. We ignore the order one multipliers xξ0ys`αxξ1y´sxξ2y´r on the left-hand
side of (4.18) and work withżżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
f0pξ0, τ0qf1pξ1, τ1qf2pξ2, τ2q
xτ0 ´ |ξ0|2y1´bxτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybxτ2 ˘ |ξ2|yb dξ1 dξ2 dτ1 dτ2
À }f0}L2
››››xτ0 ´ |ξ0|2yb´1 ĳ f1pξ1, τ1qf2p´ξ0 ´ ξ1,´τ0 ´ τ1qxτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybx´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|yb dξ1 dτ1
››››
L2ξ0,τ0
.
Using Cauchy-Schwartz in dξ1 dτ1 and then in dξ0 dτ0, the ξ0, τ0 norm in the previous line is
bounded by››››ĳ f21 pξ1, τ1qf22 p´ξ0 ´ ξ1,´τ0 ´ τ1q dξ1 dτ1 ĳ xτ0 ´ |ξ0|2y2b´2 dξ1 dτ1xτ1 ` |ξ1|2y2bx´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y2b
››››1{2
L1ξ0,τ0
À
˜
sup
ξ0,τ0
ĳ xτ0 ´ |ξ0|2y2b´2
xτ1 ` |ξ1|2y2bx´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y2b dτ1 dξ1
¸1{2
ˆ
››››ĳ f21 pξ1, τ1qf22 p´ξ0 ´ ξ1,´τ0 ´ τ1q dξ1 dτ1››››1{2
L1ξ0,τ0
.
Notice that the L1 norm on the last line is
`}f21 }L1ξ,τ }f22 }L1ξ,τ ˘1{2 “ }f1}L2ξ,τ }f2}L2ξ,τ , so we need
only show that the supremum is finite. This is simple when |ξ1| À 1. First use the fact that
xa` by À xayxby to obtainĳ xτ0 ´ |ξ0|2y2b´2xτ1 ` |ξ1|2y´2b
x´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y2b dτ1 dξ1 À
ĳ xτ0 ` τ1 ´ |ξ0|2 ` |ξ1|2y2b´2
x´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y2b dτ1 dξ1.
Apply Lemma 2.3.4 and the fact that the integral is constrained to the region |ξ1| À 1 to bound
the supremum by
sup
ξ0
ż
x|ξ1|2 ´ |ξ0|2 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y2b´2 dξ1 À 1.
This finishes with the region where all the ξi are small. The argument holds in any dimension
and puts no constraints on s, r, or α.
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For the remaining cases, the resonances of the equation play a significant role. To deal with
them, we need a few definitions. Let α denote the angle between ξ1 and ξ2. We define the maximum
modulation M as follows, and use the fact that τ0 ` τ1 ` τ2 “ 0 and ξ0 ` ξ1 ` ξ2 “ 0 to bound it:
M “ max  |τ0 ´ |ξ0|2|, |τ1 ` |ξ1|2|, |τ2 ˘ |ξ2||( Á ˇˇ|ξ0|2 ´ |ξ1|2 ¯ |ξ2|ˇˇ
“ 2|ξ1||ξ2|
ˇˇˇˇ
cosα` |ξ2| ¯ 1
2|ξ1|
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 2|ξ1||ξ2|A.
We also need a dyadic decomposition. Let fM
j
i “ fi
ˇˇ
t|ξ|«Mju for M
j dyadic so that fi “ řMj fMji .
Then from (4.18), it suffices to show that
ÿ
Mji
dyadic
żżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
f
Mj0
0 pξ0, τ0qfM
j
1
1 pξ1, τ1qfM
j
2
2 pξ2, τ2qdξ1 dξ2 dτ1 dτ2
xξ0y´ps`αqxξ1ysxξ2yrxτ0 ´ |ξ0|2y1´bxτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybxτ2 ˘ |ξ2|yb À
2ź
i“0
}fi}L2ξ,τ . (4.19)
In the following cases, we drop the M ji superscript to lighten the notation, and implicitly assume
that fi is supported on the dyadic shell |ξ| « Mi. This results in estimates which depend on the
Mi. To finish the proof, we show in each case that these estimates can be dyadically summed to
yield (4.19).
CASE 1. M “ |τ0 ´ |ξ0|2|. In this case, we must control
xM0ys`αxM1y´sxM2y´r
żżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
f0pξ0, τ0qf1pξ1, τ1qf2pξ2, τ2q
xMy1´bxτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybxτ2 ˘ |ξ2|yb dξ1 dξ2 dτ1 dτ2. (4.20)
Recall that M ÁM1M2|A|. We first consider the nonresonant regions, i.e. where |A| Á 1.
Case 1.1. M0 ÀM1 «M2 and |A| Á 1. Estimate the maximum M by M1M2. Decompose the
functions f1 and f2 parabolically:
f1 “
ÿ
nPZ
fn1 , where f
n
1 “ f1χtτ1`|ξ1|2“n`Op1qu
f2 “
ÿ
mPZ
fm2 , where f
m
2 “ f2χtτ2˘|ξ2|“m`Op1qu.
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Using this decomposition, controlling the integral in (4.20) amounts to boundingÿ
nPZ
ÿ
mPZ
xny´bxmy´b
żżżż
θi“Op1q
f0p´ξ1 ´ ξ2, |ξ1|2 ˘ |ξ2| ´ n´m´ θ1 ´ θ2q
ˆ fn1 pξ1,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1qfm2 pξ2,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2qdξ1 dξ2 dθ1 dθ2.
(4.21)
To do so, recall we’re assuming M0 À M1 « M2, and decompose the supports of f1 and f2
into squares (or in higher dimensions, hypercubes) of side length L « M0. Denote these squares
by t|ξ1| « M1u “ ŤiQi and t|ξ2| « M2u “ Ťj Rj . Note that since ř ξi “ 0 and M0 À M1,M2,
the square Rj “ Rjpiq is essentially determined by the square Qi. Technically, each region Qi
could correspond to up to 3d of the Rj regions, but this factor does not harm the estimates. Let
fn1,Qi “ fn1 χtξ1PQiu and fm2,Rj “ fm2 χtξ2PRju.
For the moment, consider only the inner dξ1 dξ2 integral in (4.21). For fixed θi, n, and m,
change variables by letting u “ ´ξ1 ´ ξ2 and v “ |ξ1|2 ˘ |ξ2| ´ n ´ m ´ θ1 ´ θ2. We will use u
and v to replace ξ1 and one component of ξ2. Let ξi “ pξi,1, ξi,2, . . . , ξi,dq. Computing the Jacobian
matrix for the change of variables in the two-dimensional case gives»——————–
du1
dξ1,1
du1
dξ1,2
du1
dξ2,1
du1
dξ2,2
du2
dξ1,1
du2
dξ1,2
du2
dξ2,1
du2
dξ2,2
dv
dξ1,1
dv
dξ1,2
dv
dξ2,1
dv
dξ2,2
dξ2,2
dξ1,1
dξ2,2
dξ1,2
dξ2,2
dξ2,1
dξ2,2
dξ2,2
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl “
»——————–
´1 0 ´1 0
0 ´1 0 ´1
2ξ1,1 2ξ1,2 ˘ ξ2,1|ξ2| ˘
ξ2,2
|ξ2|
0 0 0 1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
when we replace ξ1 and ξ2,1 by u and v. The result in the case when we replace ξ2,2 instead of ξ2,1
is similar – the one in the final row just moves a column to the left. Computing the determinant
of the Jacobian matrix, we see that
dudv dξ2,2 “
ˇˇˇˇ
2ξ1,1 ¯ ξ2,1|ξ2|
ˇˇˇˇ
dξ1 dξ2 and dudv dξ2,1 “
ˇˇˇˇ
2ξ1,2 ¯ ξ2,2|ξ2|
ˇˇˇˇ
dξ1 dξ2,
depending on which component of ξ2 we retain. In higher dimensions the result is parallel:
dudv dξ2,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dξ2,j´1 dξ2,j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dξ2,d “
ˇˇˇˇ
2ξ1,j ˘ ξ2,j|ξ2|
ˇˇˇˇ
dξ1 dξ2.
We may assume that M1 " 1; Case 0 dealt with the region where all Mi are small. Then
we have |ξ1,j | « M1 " 1 for some j. Without loss of generality, assume that |ξ1,1| « M1. Let
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pi : Rd Ñ Rd´1 be the projection onto the last d´ 1 components. Define
Hpu, v, ξ2,2, ξ2,3, . . . , ξ2,dq “ fn1,Qipξ1,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1qfm2,Rjpiqpξ2,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2q.
Then the dξ1 dξ2 integral in (4.21) is bounded byÿ
Qi
¡
pξ2,2,...,ξ2,dqPpipRjpiqq
f0pu, vqHpu, v, ξ2,2, . . . , ξ2,dq
ˇˇˇˇ
2ξ1,1 ¯ ξ2,1|ξ2|
ˇˇˇˇ´1
dudv dξ2,2 . . . dξ2,d
ÀM´11 }f0}L2
ÿ
Qi
›››››
ż
pξ2,2,...,ξ2,dqPpipRjpiqq
Hpu, v, ξ2,2, . . . , ξ2,dqdξ2,2 . . . dξ2,d
›››››
L2u,v
ď Lpd´1q{2M´11 }f0}L2
ÿ
Qi
}Hpu, v, ξ2,2, . . . , ξ2,dq}L2u,v,ξ2,2,...,ξ2,d
À Lpd´1q{2M´1{21 }f0}L2ξ,τ
ÿ
Qi
}Hpξ1, ξ2q}L2ξ1,ξ2
“ Lpd´1q{2M´1{21 }f0}L2ξ,τ
ÿ
Qi
}fn1,Qipξ1,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1q}L2ξ1 }f
m
2,Rjpiqpξ2,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2q}L2ξ2
ď Lpd´1q{2M´1{21 }f0}L2ξ,τ }fn1 pξ1,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1q}L2ξ1 }f
m
2 pξ2,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2q}L2ξ2 .
The last inequality follows from applying Cauchy-Schwarz to the Qi sum. Thus (4.21) is bounded
by
Lpd´1q{2M´1{21 }f0}L2ξ,τ
ÿ
nPZ
ÿ
mPZ
xny´bxmy´b
ĳ
θi“Op1q
}fn1 pξ1,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1q}L2ξ1
ˆ }fm2 pξ2,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2q}L2ξ2 dθi
By Cauchy-Schwarz in θ1 and θ2, using the fact that θi “ Op1q, and then in n and m using the
fact that b ą 12 , bound this by
Lpd´1q{2M´1{21 }f0}L2ξ,τ
ÿ
nPZ
xny´b}fn1 pξ1,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1q}L2ξ1,θ1 pθ1“Op1qq
ˆ
ÿ
mPZ
xmy´b}fm2 pξ2,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2q}L2ξ2,θ2 pθ2“Op1qq
À Lpd´1q{2M´1{21
2ź
i“0
}fi}L2ξ,τ
So in this case, the left-hand side of (4.20) is bounded by
xM0ys`αxM1y´s´r´2p1´bq´ 12L d´12 « xM0ys`αM
d´1
2
0 xM1y´s´r´2p1´bq´
1
2 .
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This is dyadically summable if α ă r ` 2´ d2 for b´ 12 ą 0 sufficiently small.
Case 1.2. M1 !M0 «M2 and |A| Á 1. In this case, we have M0 « M2 " 1. Thus M Á ||ξ0|2 ´
|ξ1|2 ¯ |ξ2|| «M20 .
If M1 " 1, we proceed just as in the previous case. (The restriction M1 " 1 is necessary to
ensure that the Jacobian is nonzero.) Break the shells tξ0 : |ξ0| « M0u and tξ2 : |ξ2| « M2u into
squares (or hypercubes) of side length L «M1 and change variables as in Case 1.1. This results in
the bound
xM0ys`α´r´2p1´bqxM1y´sM´
1
2
1 L
d´1
2 « xM0ys`α´r´2p1´bqxM1y´s` d´22
for the left-hand side of (4.20), which is dyadically summable s` α ă r ` 1`mint0, s´ d´22 u, i.e.
when α ă mintr ´ s` 1, r ´ d´42 u, for b´ 12 sufficiently small.
When M1 À 1, we can use an argument similar to that in Case 0. Notice thatżżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
f0pξ0, τ0qf1pξ1, τ1qf2pξ2, τ2q
xτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybxτ2 ˘ |ξ2|yb dξ1 dξ2dτ1 dτ2
À }f0}L2ξ,τ
››››ĳ f1pξ1, τ1qf2p´ξ0 ´ ξ1,´τ0 ´ τ1qxτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybx´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|yb dξ1 dτ1
››››
L2ξ0,τ0
p|ξ0|«M0q
.
Using Cauchy-Schwartz in dξ1 dτ1 and then in dξ0 dτ0, the last norm above is bounded by›››››››
ĳ
f21 pξ1, τ1qf22 p´ξ0 ´ ξ1,´τ0 ´ τ1q dξ1 dτ1
ĳ
|ξ1|«M1
xτ1 ` |ξ1|2y´2b
x´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y2b dξ1 dτ1
›››››››
1{2
L1ξ0,τ0
p|ξ0|«M0q
À
¨˚
˝ sup
|ξ0|«M0
τ0
ĳ
|ξ1|«M1
xτ1 ` |ξ1|2y´2b
x´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y2b dτ1 dξ1
‹˛‚
1{2 ››f21 p´¨,´¨q ˚ f22 p¨, ¨q››1{2L1ξ0,τ0
ÀMd{21 }f21 }1{2L1 }f22 }1{2L1 “Md{21 }f1}L2}f2}L2 .
The rough bound on the supremum is obtained as follows. Using Lemma 2.3.4 a) gives
sup
|ξ0|«M0
τ0
ĳ
|ξ1|«M1
xτ1 ` |ξ1|2y´2bx´τ0 ´ τ1 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1|y´2b dτ1 dξ1
À sup
ξ0,τ0
ĳ
|ξ1|«M1
x|ξ1|2 ˘ |ξ0 ` ξ1| ´ τ0y´2b dξ1 ÀMd1 .
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In this case, we thus bound the left-hand side of (4.20) by
xM0ys`α´r´2p1´bqxM1y´sM
d
2
1 ,
which is summable when s` α ă r ` 1 for M1 À 1 as long as b´ 12 is sufficiently small.
Case 1.3. M2 !M0 «M1 and |A| Á 1. The same procedure as in Case 1.1 works here, with the
simplification that no decomposition of the integration regions into squares is required. (The
decomposition served to ensure that the projection on the integration region in ξ2 onto any axis
had measure at most mintM0,M1,M2u, which is automatically true when M2 “ mintM0,M1,M2u).
Repeating the change of variables and ensuing argument givesżżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
f0pξ0, τ0qf1pξ1, τ1qf2pξ2, τ2q
xτ1 ` |ξ1|2ybxτ2 ˘ xξ2yyb dξ1 dξ2 dτ1 dτ2 ÀM
d´1
2
2 M
´ 1
2
0
2ź
i“0
}fi}L2x,t .
Thus the left-hand size of (4.20) can be estimated by
xM0yα´p1´bq´ 12 xM2y´rM
d´1
2
´p1´bq
2 .
For M2 À 1, this sums as long as α ă 1. When M2 " 1, the product is summable when
α ă 1`mint0, r ´ d´22 u, i.e. when α ă mint1, r ´ d´44 u.
Case 1.4. Resonance. |A| ! 1. Recall that A “ cosα ` |ξ2|¯12|ξ1| , so when A is small, |ξ2| À |ξ1|.
Thus we assume that |ξ1| " 1, since otherwise all |ξi| À 1. That region was addressed in Case 0.
Decompose parabolically as in Case 1.1 and take another dyadic decomposition about the
resonant surface: assume |A| « ν ! 1 dyadic. Then we need to controlÿ
ν!1
1
ν1´b
ÿ
nPZ
ÿ
mPZ
xny´bxmy´b
żżżż
θi“Op1q
|A|«ν
f0p´ξ1 ´ ξ2, |ξ1|2 ˘ |ξ2| ´ n´m´ θ1 ´ θ2q
ˆ fn1 pξ1,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1qfm2 pξ2,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2qdξ1 dξ2 dθ1 dθ2.
(4.22)
To visualize the region of integration, consider a fixed ξ1. The resonant surface A “ 0 in ξ2-space
is then a slightly distorted version of a hypersphere of radius |ξ1| centered at ´ξ1. This sphere has
equation |ξ2|2` 2|ξ1||ξ2| cosα “ 0, while the actual resonant surface satisfies |ξ2|2` 2|ξ1||ξ2| cosα¯
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Figure 4.1: Integration region in ξ2
ξ2,1
ξ2,2
Resonant curve Integration region
|ξ2| “ 0. The region of integration in ξ2 is a shell centered on this curve, with thickness À νM1.
This holds since for a fixed ξ1 and a fixed angle α,
A P rν, 2νs ñ |ξ2| P
”
2|ξ1|pν ´ cosαq ˘ 1, 2|ξ1|p2ν ´ cosαq ˘ 1
ı
,
an interval of length 2ν|ξ1|. See Figure 4.1 for a plot of this region in R2 for ξ1 P R`.
Decompose the annulus t|ξ1| « M1u into two parts – a set B where |ξ1,i| « M1 for each i, and
its complement. In two dimensions, this decomposition can be described explicitly by taking
B “
"
ξ1 : |ξ1| «M1, argpξ1q P
„
pi
8
,
3pi
8
˙
Y
„
5pi
8
,
7pi
8
˙
Y
„
9pi
8
,
11pi
8
˙
Y
„
13pi
8
,
15pi
8
˙*
.
Notice that the complement of B is simply a rotation of B about the origin. In higher dimensions,
the set B is similar – if we describe the space in hyperspherical coordinates, we require all d ´ 1
angular variables to be bounded away from multiples of pi{2 – specifically to fall in the intervals
rnpi8 , pn`2qpi8 q given above. The complement of B then consists of 2d´1´1 copies of B, each of which
can be obtained from B by a sequence of pi{4 radian rotations.
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The remainder of this calculation will consider the two-dimensional case. There is no funda-
mental difference in higher dimensions; only much more onerous notation. We perform a rotation
so that (4.22) can be written as a sum of two integrals over B. In the following Ry denotes a
rotation by y radians.
1ÿ
k“0
ÿ
ν!1
1
ν1´b
ÿ
nPZ
ÿ
mPZ
xny´bxmy´b
żżżż
θi“Op1q
|A|«ν
ξ1PB
f0pR kpi
4
p´ξ1 ´ ξ2q, |ξ1|2 ˘ |ξ2| ´ n´m´ θ1 ´ θ2q
ˆfn1 pR kpi
4
pξ1q,´|ξ1|2 ` n` θ1qfm2 pRnpi4 pξ2q,¯|ξ2| `m` θ2q dξ1 dξ2 dθ1 dθ2.
Now break the dξ1 dξ2 integration into two additional cases: one where for fixed ξ1 and ξ2,1, the
projection of the integration region onto the ξ2,2 axis is length À νM1, and one where for fixed ξ1
and ξ2,2, the projection onto the ξ2,1 axis is length À νM1. Once again use the change of variables
from Case 1.1: set u “ ´ξ1´ ξ2 and v “ |ξ1|2˘ |ξ2| ´n´m´ θ1´ θ2. In the first region, when the
projection onto the ξ2,2 axis is small, change variables to replace dξ1 dξ2 with dξ2,2 dudv. When
the projection onto the ξ2,1 axis is small, use dξ2,1 du dv.
Following exactly the same steps as in Case 1.1, we bound the (4.22) byÿ
ν!1
1
ν1´b pνM1q
1
2 {M 121 À 1,
using the fact that b ą 12 . In general dimensions, the bound is M
d´2
2
2 . Thus the quantity to be
dyadically summed is
xM0ys`αxM1y´sxM2y´rM b´11 M b´12 M
d´2
2
2 .
When A is small, there are only two possibilities: either M0 « M1 « M2 " 1 or M2 ! M0 « M1.
In the first case, we must sum xM0yα´r´2p1´bq` d´22 , which is possible when α ă r`2´ d2 “ r´ d´42 .
In the second case, when M2 Á 1 we get xM0yα´p1´bqxM2y´r` d´22 ´p1´bq, which sums as long as
α ă 12 `mint0, r´ d´32 u “ mint12 , r´ d´42 u for b´ 12 sufficiently small. When M2 ! 1, we estimate
the maximum modulation multiplier by one instead of AM1M2, and use the argument in Case 1.3
(merely drop the M
´p1´bq
i factors) to get convergence when α ă 12 .
CASE 2. M “ |τ1 ` |ξ1|2|.
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Case 2.1. M0 !M1 «M2 and |A| Á 1. When M0 À 1, the supremum argument in Case 1.2
applies. It gives the multiplier xM0ys`αxM1y´s´r´2p1´bqM
d
2
0 , which sums when s` r ą ´1, a con-
dition which is always met when s, r ą ´12 . When M0 " 1, decompose the M1 and M2 annuli
into squares of scale M0 and use a change of variables just as in Case 1.1 to get the multiplier
xM0ys`α` d´22 xM1y´s´r´2p1´bq. This sums when maxts`α` d´22 , 0u ă s` r` 1, which holds when
s, r ą ´12 and α ă r ´ d´42 .
Case 2.2. M1 ÀM0 «M2 and |A| Á 1. Apply the argument in Case 1.1 to obtain the multiplier
xM0ys`α´r´2p1´bq´ 12 xM1y´sM
d´1
2
1 . When M1 À 1, this sums if α ă r ´ s` 32 . If M1 " 1, we need
s` α ă mints´ d´12 , 0u ` r ` 32 , i.e. α ă mintr ´ s` 32 , r ´ d´42 u.
Case 2.3. M2 !M0 «M1 and |A| Á 1. Proceed as in Case 1.3 to obtain the multiplier
xM0yα´p1´bq´ 12 xM2y´rM
d´1
2
´p1´bq
2 .
When M2 À 1, this sums as long as α ă 1. When M2 " 1, we require α ă 1 `mintr ´ d´22 , 0u “
mint1, r ´ d´42 u.
Case 2.4. Resonance. |A| ! 1. The procedure is the same as that in Case 1.4, merely exchang-
ing the roles of pξ1, τ1q and pξ2, τ2q, and yields the same constraints.
CASE 3. M “ |τ2 ˘ xξ2y|. Here we must control
xM0ys`αxM1y´sxM2y´rM´p1´bq1 M´p1´bq2
żżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
f0pξ0, τ0qf1pξ1, τ1qf2pξ2, τ2q
|A|1´bxτ0 ´ |ξ0|2ybxτ1 ` |ξ1|2yb dξ1 dξ2 dτ1 dτ2.
For the 2d case, the estimates in [26] giveżżżż
ř
ξi“0ř
τi“0
f0pξ0, τ0qf1pξ1, τ1qf2pξ2, τ2q
xτ0 ´ |ξ0|2ybxτ1 ` |ξ1|2yb dξ1 dξ2 dτ1 dτ2 À
ˆ
mintM0,M1u
maxtM0,M1u
˙1{2 2ź
i“0
}fi}L2x,t .
However, for some cases the argument relies on the L4L4 Strichartz estimate, which does not hold
for d ‰ 2.
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Case 3.1. M0 ÀM1 «M2 and |A| Á 1. In this case, the arguments from [26] can be applied di-
rectly to give a multiplier of M
d´1
2
0 M
´ 1
2
1 . This means that we must dyadically sum
xM0ys`αM
d´1
2
0 xM1y´s´r´2p1´bq´
1
2 .
When M0 À 1, this sums as long as s` r ą ´32 , a condition which is certainly met for s, r ą ´12 .
When M0 " 1, we need α ă r ´ d´42 .
Case 3.2. M1 !M0 «M2 and |A| Á 1. Here again the results from [26] can be applied. Doing so
yields xM0ys`α´r´2p1´bq´ 12 xM1y´sM
d´1
2
1 . When M1 À 1, we require α ă r ´ s` 32 . When M1 " 1,
we need s`α´r´2p1´bq´ 12`maxtd´12 ´s, 0u ă 0, which holds when α ă r´s` 32 and α ă r´ d´42 .
Case 3.3. M2 !M0 «M1 and |A| Á 1. When M2 À 1, use the supremum argument which ap-
pears in Case 1.2. This yields xM0ys`α´s´p1´bqxM2y´rM´p1´bq2 M
d´1
2
2 . This sums when α ă 12 for
b´ 12 ą 0 sufficiently small. When M2 " 1, decompose the M0 and M1 annuli into squares of scale
M2 and change variables. Unlike the previous cases though, the change of variables here gives a
Jacobian of order M2 (see [26] for details). Thus we arrive at xM0ys`α´s´p1´bqxM2y´r` d´22 ´p1´bq.
To sum this dyadically, we need α ă 12 `mint0, r ´ d´32 u “ mint12 , r ´ d´42 u.
Case 3.4. Resonance. |A| ! 1. When 1 ! M2 À M0 « M1, proceed as in Case 1.4. Dyadically
decompose f0 and f1 and then change variables by letting u “ ´ξ0 ´ ξ1 and v “ |ξ1|2 ´ |ξ0|2 ´ n´
m´ θ1 ´ θ2. This leads to a Jacobian of
dudv dξ0,1 “ |ξ0,2 ` ξ1,2| dξ0 dξ1 or dudv dξ0,2 “ |ξ0,1 ` ξ1,1| dξ0 dξ1.
The result in higher dimensions is similar:
dudv dξ0,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dξ0,j´1 dξ0,j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dξ0,d “ |ξ2,j | dξ0 dξ1.
Proceed just as in Case 1.4 to arrive at xM0yα´p1´bqxM2y´r´p1´bq` d´22 , which sums when α ă
1
2 `mint0, r ´ d´32 u “ mint12 , r ´ d´42 u.
When M2 À 1, estimate the maximum modulation by 1 instead of by M´p1´bq1 M´p1´bq2 A and
apply the argument from Case 1.3 (again merely removing the M
´p1´bq
i factors) to conclude summa-
bility when α ă 12 .
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chapter 5
The “Good” Boussinesq Equation on R`
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we are concerned with the following initial-boundary value problem on the half
line, known as the “good” Boussinesq equation:$’’’’’&’’’’’%
utt ´ uxx ` uxxxx ` pu2qxx “ 0, x P R`, t P R`
up0, tq “ h1ptq, uxp0, tq “ h2ptq,
upx, 0q “ fpxq, utpx, 0q “ gxpxq.
(5.1)
The work is joint with N. Tzirakis [32]. The data pf, g, h1, h2q will be taken in the space HsxpR`qˆ
Hs´1x pR`q ˆ H
2s`1
4
t pR`q ˆ H
2s´1
4
t pR`q with the additional compatibility conditions h1p0q “ fp0q
when 12 ă s0 ď 32 and h1p0q “ fp0q, h2p0q “ f 1p0q when 32 ă s0 ď 52 . These compatibility
conditions are necessary since the solutions we are interested in are continuous space-time functions
when s ą 12 .
This equation is known as the “good” Boussinesq, in contrast to that with the opposite sign in
front of the fourth derivative, which was derived by Boussinesq [24] as a water wave model. It also
appears as a model of a nonlinear string [102]. This original Boussinesq equation is linearly unstable
because of exponential growth in Fourier modes. The “good” Boussinesq (5.1) has appeared in
studies of shape-memory alloys [41], and has been extensively studied on R and T. Bona and Sachs
showed well-posedness for data pf, gq P HspRq ˆHs´1pRq for s ą 52 [14]. Linares established well-
posedness for data in L2pRq ˆH´1pRq [72] using Strichartz estimates and the theory which Kenig,
Ponce and Vega developed for the KdV equation in [65]. Well-posedness in H´ 14 pRq ˆ H´ 54 pRq
was shown in [42], where the restricted norm method of Bourgain (Xs,b method) was used. The
result in [42] is sharp in the sense that the key bilinear estimate used in the Xs,b theory fails
for any s ă ´14 . A simple gauge transformation, [69], reduces the “good” Boussinesq equation
into a quadratic nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation, but it is not clear how one can take advantage
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of this transformation on the half-line. Later in [69] and [68], a modification of the restricted
norm method of Bourgain was introduced. The well-posedness theory was then improved for both
the real line and the torus. In particular, for the real line local well-posedness was established
in H´ 12 ˆ H´ 32 . The well-posedness theory at the H´ 12 ˆ H´ 32 level is known to be sharp, [68].
Our result is sharp, up to an endpoint, in the sense that we also obtain local well-posedness in
H´ 14`pR`qˆH´ 54`pR`q, noting that it is not obvious how one can modify the Xs,b norm and use
an appropriate transformation to simplify the equation in the case of the initial-boundary value
problem.
In this work we continue the program initiated in [38] of establishing the regularity properties
of nonlinear dispersive partial differential equations (PDE) on a half line using the tools that are
available in the case of the real line, where the PDE are fully dispersive. To this end, we extend
the data into the whole line and use Laplace transform methods to set up an equivalent integral
equation (on R ˆ R) for the solution; see (5.5) below. We analyze the integral equation using the
restricted norm method and multilinear L2 convolution estimates. To state the main theorem, we
start with a definition.
Definition 5.1.1. We say that the Boussinesq equation (5.1) is locally well-posed in HspR`q if for
any pf, g, h1, h2q P HsxpR`qˆHs´1x pR`qˆH
2s`1
4
t pR`qˆH
2s´1
4
t pR`q, with the additional compatibility
conditions mentioned above, the equation Φpuq “ u, where Φ is defined by (5.5), has a unique
solution in
Xs,bT X C0tHsx X C0xH
2s`1
4
t ,
for some b ă 12 and some sufficiently small T , dependent only on the norms of the initial and
boundary data. Furthermore, the solution depends continuously on the initial and boundary data.
Our main theorem is below. Note that it extends the result in [54], which established well-
posedness for s ą 12 . In addition we prove that the nonlinear part of the solution is smoother that
the initial data. As expected the smoothing disappears at the upper endpoint s “ 52 but not on the
lower endpoint s “ ´14 , where one can still gain a quarter of a derivative. We consider this as an
indication (along with the smoothing of order s` 12) that the “good” Boussinesq equation should
be well-posed in H´ 12 pR`q ˆH´ 32 pR`q, although a modification of our method will be definitely
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needed to overcome the failure of the bilinear estimates below H´ 14 . The reader can consult [35] for
many examples of dispersive PDE that enjoy nonlinear smoothing properties at regularities equal
to the regularities of the sharp local well-posedness theory. We finally note that the operator W t0
is the linear part of the solution of the equation (5.1), see Section 3 below.
Theorem 5.1.2. For any s P `´14 , 52˘, s ‰ 12 , 32 , the equation (5.1) is locally well-posed in HspR`q.
Moreover, we have the following smoothing estimate. For a ă mint12 , s` 12 , 52 ´ su,
u´W t0pf, g, h1, h2q P C0tHs`ax .
In addition, the solutions are independent of the extensions of the initial data.
To prove the above theorems we rely on a Duhamel formulation of the nonlinear system adapted
to the boundary conditions. This expresses the nonlinear solution as the superposition of the linear
evolutions which incorporate the boundary and the initial data with the nonlinearity. Thus, we
first solve a linear problem by a combination of Fourier and Laplace transforms, [38, 17], after
extending the initial data to the whole line. The idea is then to use the restricted norm method in
the Duhamel formula. The uniqueness of the solutions thus constructed is not immediate since we
do not know that the fixed points of the Duhamel operators have restrictions on the half line which
are independent of the extension of the data. For the case of more regular data the uniqueness
property of the solution is proved in [54]. For less regular data we take advantage of the smoothing
estimate we establish in Theorem 5.1.2 to obtain uniqueness all the way down to the local theory
threshold H´ 14`pR`q ˆ H´ 54`pR`q. We remark that this iteration is successful because the full
nonlinear estimate we provide remains valid for any s ą ´14 , matching thus the regularity of the
local theory.
As we have already mentioned our result improves the result in [54]. The initial and boundary
value problem (IVBP) for the “good” Boussinesq equation on the half line has also been considered
in [99] and [100]. In the first paper the author obtained local well-posedness for any s ą 12 (having a
different set of boundary data than [54]), while in the second paper the same author obtained local
well-posedness for L2 solutions. As far as we know our work is the first result where well-posed
solutions are constructed below the L2 space for the “good” Boussinesq equation. At this level of
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regularity, Strichartz type estimates available on the full line are not useful in the construction of
solutions obtained through fixed point theorems.
We now discuss briefly the organization of the chapter. In Section 5.2, we introduce some
notation and the function spaces that we use to obtain the well-posedness of the IBVP. In Section
5.3 we define the notion of the solution. More precisely we set up the integral representation
(Duhamel’s formula) of the nonlinear solution map that we later prove is a contraction in an
appropriate metric space. We obtain the solution as a superposition of a linear and a nonlinear
evolution. The solution of the linear IBVP can be found by a direct application of the Fourier and
the Laplace transform methods. Section 5.4 states the linear and nonlinear a priori estimates that
we use to iterate the solution using the restricted norm method appropriately modified for our needs.
In Section 5.5 we put all the estimates together and show why the solution map is a contraction
thus proving the first part of Theorem 5.1.2. Uniqueness is proved on Section 5.6. Section 5.7 is the
main body of the work, where all the estimates, linear and nonlinear, are established. Finally in
Section ?? we justify the application of the Laplace transform on the half line and the representation
formula for the solution of the linear problem with zero initial data.
5.2 Notation & Function Spaces
We define the one-dimensional Fourier transform by
pfpξq “ Fxfpξq “ ż
R
e´ixξfpxqdx.
We set xξy “ a1` |ξ|2. The characteristic function on r0,8q is denoted by χ. Sobolev spaces
HspR`q on the half-line for s ą ´12 are defined by
HspR`q “
!
g P DpR`q : there exists g˜ P HspRq with g˜χ “ g
)
,
}g}HspR`q “ inf
!
}g˜}HspRq : g˜χ “ g
)
.
The restriction s ą ´12 is needed because multiplication with characteristic functions is not defined
for Hs distributions when s ď ´12 . We will also use the Xs,b spaces corresponding to the Boussinesq
flow. These are defined for functions on the full space Rx ˆ Rt by the norm
}u}Xs,b “
›››xξys@|τ | ´aξ2 ` ξ4Dbpupξ, τq›››
L2ξL
2
τ
.
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It is helpful to note ([42]) that there exists c such that
1
c
ď
@
a´?b` b2D
xa´ by ď c for all a, b ě 0,
so the above Xs,b norm is equivalent to
››xξys @|τ | ´ ξ2Db pupξ, τq››
L2ξL
2
τ
.
The solution to the linear problem wtt´wxx`wxxxx “ 0 on R with initial data wpx, 0q “ fpxq
and wtpx, 0q “ gxpxq will be denoted by
W tR
`
fpxq, gpxq˘ “W tR,1fpxq `W tR,2gxpxq,
whereW tR,1 andW
t
R,2 are the Fourier multiplier operators with multipliers Re e
it
?
ξ2`ξ4 and Im eit
?
ξ2`ξ4pξ2`
ξ4q´1{2 respectively.
Let ρ P C8 be a cut-off function such that ρ “ 1 on r0,8q and supp ρ Ă r´1,8q. Let η P C8
be a bump function such that η “ 1 on r´1, 1s and supp η Ă r´2, 2s. The notation D0 represents
evaluation at x “ 0, i.e.
D0
“
upx, tq‰ “ up0, tq.
5.3 Statement of Results
To obtain solutions of (5.1), we begin by constructing the solution of the linear initial-boundary-
value problem: $’’’’’&’’’’’%
vtt ´ vxx ` vxxxx “ 0
vp0, tq “ h1ptq, vxp0, tq “ h2ptq,
vpx, 0q “ fpxq, vtpx, 0q “ gpxq,
(5.2)
with the compatibility condition h1p0q “ fp0q for 12 ă s ď 32 , and the additional condition f 1p0q “
h2p0q for 32 ă s ď 52 . Denote this solution by W t0pf, g, h1, h2q. For extensions fe and ge to the full
line R of the functions f and g, we may write
W t0pf, g, h1, h2q “W t0p0, 0, h1 ´ p1, h2 ´ p2q `W tRpfe, geq,
where p1ptq “ D0
“
W tRpfe, geq
‰
and p2ptq “ D0
“
W tRpfe, geq
‰
x
. We thus decompose the solution
operator as a sum of a modified boundary operator, which incorporates zero initial data, and the
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free propagator defined on the whole real line. For x ą 0, this solution formula expresses the unique
solution of (5.2). Note that W t0p0, 0, h1, h2q is the solution to the following problem:
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
vtt ´ vxx ` vxxxx “ 0
vp0, tq “ h1ptq, vxp0, tq “ h2ptq,
vpx, 0q “ 0, vtpx, 0q “ 0.
(5.3)
We will use the following explicit representation of W t0p0, 0, h1, h2q extensively. It is proved in
Section 5.8 using a Laplace transform argument. Similar expressions have been derived in [99, 100]
using the Laplace transform and in [54] using Fokas’ unified transform method.
Lemma 5.3.1. Suppose h1 and h2 are Schwarz functions. The solution to (5.3) on R` ˆ R` can
be written in the form vpx, tq “ 12pi p´A´B ` C `Dq, where
A “
ż 8
´8
eitω
?
ω2`1´x?ω2`1
?
1` ω2 iω
ˆ
iω `
a
1` ω2
˙ xh1 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯ ρ´xaω2 ` 1¯dω
B “
ż 8
´8
eitω
?
ω2`1´x?ω2`1
?
1` ω2
ˆ
iω `
a
1` ω2
˙ xh2 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯ ρ´xaω2 ` 1¯dω
C “
ż 8
´8
eitω
?
ω2`1´ixω
ˆ
iω `
a
1` ω2
˙ xh1 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯dω
D “
ż 8
´8
eitω
?
ω2`1´ixω
?
1` ω2
ˆ
iω `
a
1` ω2
˙ xh2 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯dω.
(5.4)
Here by an abuse of notation, phi denotes the Fourier transform of χhi.
This explicit form will be used to establish bounds on W t0p0, 0, h1, h2q in the subsequent sections.
Notice that the integrals A, B, C, and D are defined on the entire space Rx ˆ Rt thanks to the
inclusion of the cut-off function ρ.
It is now clear that the solution to the full initial-boundary-value problem (5.1) satisfies, for
t ď T , the equation Φpuq “ u, where the operator Φ is given by
Φ
`
upx, tq˘ “ ηpt{T qW tR`fepxq, gepxq˘` ηpt{T q ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gpuq dt1
`ηpt{T qW t0p0, 0, h1 ´ p1 ´ q1, h2 ´ p2 ´ q2q,
(5.5)
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with
Gpuq “ ηpt{T qpu2qxx, (5.6)
p1ptq “ ηpt{T qD0
”
W tR
`
fepxq, gexpxq
˘ı
, q1ptq “ ηpt{T qD0
”ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gpuq dt1
ı
,
p2ptq “ ηpt{T qD0
”
W tR
`
fepxq, gexpxq
˘ı
x
, q2ptq “ ηpt{T qD0
”ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gpuq dt1
ı
x
.
(5.7)
In the following, we will use a fixed point argument to obtain a unique solution to Φpuq “ u
in a suitable function space on Rˆ R for sufficiently small T . The restriction of u to R` ˆ R is a
distributional solution of (5.1). Furthermore, smooth solutions of Φpuq “ u are classical solutions
of (5.1).
The contraction argument is carried out in Xs,b spaces. To bound the solution to the linear
Boussinesq on R and the Duhamel term, we will use the following estimates from [42]. For any s
and b, we have
}ηptqW tR
`
f, g
˘}Xs,b À }f}Hs ` }g}Hs´1 . (5.8)
Furthermore, for any ´12 ă b1 ď 0 ď b ď b1 ` 1 and 0 ă T ă 1, the estimate›››ηpt{T q ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gpuq dt1
›››
Xs,b
À T 1´pb´b1q
›››MpGpuqq›››
Xs,b1
(5.9)
holds, where M is the Fourier multiplier operator defined by {Mpfq “ pξ2 ` ξ4q´1{2 pf . for any
´12 ă b1 ă b2 ă 12 [35]. Finally, we require the following lemma regarding extensions of HspR`q
functions. It will be used to bound the explicit linear solution given in Lemma 5.3.1, which is given
in terms of the Fourier transforms of χhi.
Lemma 5.3.2. [38] Assume h P HspR`q.
1. If ´12 ă s ă 12 , then }χh}HspRq À }h}HspR`q.
2. If 12 ă s ă 32 and hp0q “ 0, then }χh}HspRq À }h}HspR`q.
5.4 A Priori Estimates
To close the contraction argument, we need a number of estimates on the terms in (5.5).
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5.4.1 Linear Estimates
First, we give a Kato smoothing inequality, which is proved in Section 5.7.1. Similar results are
stated in [99]. This estimate is necessary to ensure that Φpuq lies in L8x H
2s`1
4
t and to control the
terms pi defined in (5.7).
Lemma 5.4.1. For any s,
}ηptqW tRpf, gq}
L8x H
2s`1
4
t
À }f}Hsx ` }g}Hs´1x
}ηptqrW tRpf, gqsx}
L8x H
2s´1
4
t
À }f}Hsx ` }g}Hs´1x .
For the solution to the linear initial-boundary-value problem we have the following estimates,
which are proved in Sections 5.7.2 and 5.7.3. These are used to bound the W t0 term in Φpuq, and
to ensure that this term lies in the desired space C0tH
s
x X C0xH
2s`1
4
t .
Lemma 5.4.2. For any compactly supported smooth function η and any s ě ´12 with b ă 12 ,
}ηptqW t0p0, 0, h1, h2q}Xs,b À }χh1}
H
2s`1
4
t pRq
` }χh2}
H
2s´1
4
t pRq
.
Lemma 5.4.3. For any s ě ´1 and intial data ph1, h2q such that pχh1, χh2q P H 2s`14 pRq ˆ
H
2s´1
4 pRq, we have
W t0p0, 0, h1, h2q P C0tHsxpRˆ Rq
ηptqW t0p0, 0, h1, h2q P C0xH
2s`1
4
t pRˆ Rq.
5.4.2 Nonlinear Estimates
Lemma 5.4.4. Let M be the Fourier multiplier operator with multiplier pξ2`ξ4q´1{2. For s ą ´14
with a ă mint12 , s` 12u and 12 ´ b ą 0 sufficiently small, we have
}Mpuvqxx}Xs`a,´b À }u}Xs,b}v}Xs,b .
This lemma is proved in Section 5.7.4. The next requirement is to control the Duhamel part of
the correction term. This is accomplished with the following estimate, which is proved in Section
5.7.5.
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Lemma 5.4.5. For 12 ´ b ą 0 sufficiently small, we have››››ηptq ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gdt
1
››››
L8x H
2s`1
4
t
`
››››ηptq”ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gdt
1
ı
x
››››
L8x H
2s´1
4
t
À
$’’&’’%
}MpGq}Xs,´b `
›››xτy 2s´14 ş χQpξ, τqxξy´1|{MpGqpξ, τq|dξ›››
L2τ
if ´ 12 ď s ď 12
}MpGq}Xs,´b `
›››ş χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ2y 2s´34 |{MpGqpξ, τq|dξ›››
L2τ
if s ą 12 ,
where Q “ t|τ | ! ξ2u X t|ξ| Á 1u and R “ t|τ | " ξ2u Y t|ξ| À 1u.
It remains to bound the left hand side of the inequality in Lemma 5.4.5. We use Lemma 5.4.4
to control the Xs,b norms; the other terms are bounded using the following lemmata, which are
proved in Sections 5.7.6 and 5.7.7 respectively.
Lemma 5.4.6. Let Q be the set t|τ | ! ξ2u X t|ξ| Á 1u. For ´14 ă s ` a ď 12 and 0 ď a ă s ` 12 ,
we have ›››xτy 2ps`aq´14 ż χQpξ, τqxξy´1 ξ2a
ξ2 ` ξ4 |xuvpξ, τq| dξ
›››
L2τ
À }u}Xs,b}v}Xs,b .
Lemma 5.4.7. Let R be the set t|τ | " ξ2u Y t|ξ| À 1u. For 12 ă s` a ď 52 and a ă mint1, s` 12u,
we have ›››ż χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ2y 2ps`aq´34 ξ2a
ξ2 ` ξ4 |xuvpξ, τq|dξ
›››
L2τ
À }u}Xs,b}v}Xs,b .
5.5 Local Theory: Proof of Theorem 5.1.2
We will first show that the map Φ defined in (5.5) has a unique fixed point in Xs,b. Let fe P HspRq
and ge P Hs´1pRq be extensions of f and g such that }fe}HspRq À }f}HspR`q and }ge}Hs´1pRq À
}g}Hs´1pR`q. Recall that
Φ
`
upx, tq˘ “ ηpt{T qW tR`fepxq, gepxq˘` ηpt{T q ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gpuq dt1
`ηpt{T qW t0
`
0, 0, h1 ´ p1 ´ q1, h2 ´ p2 ´ q2
˘
,
(5.10)
where Gpuq, pi, and qi are defined in (5.6)-(5.7). To bound the first summand in Φ, apply (5.8) to
obtain
››ηpt{T qW tR`fe, ge˘››Xs,b À }fe}HspRq ` }ge}Hs´1pRq À }f}HspR`q ` }g}Hs´1pR`q.
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For the Duhamel term, we apply (5.9) and Lemma 5.4.4 to obtain››››ηpt{T q ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gpuq dt1
››››
Xs,b
À T 1´2b}M`u2˘
xx
}Xs,´b À T 1´2b}u}2Xs,b .
Finally, for the W t0 term, we apply Lemma 5.4.2 and Lemma 5.3.2 to obtain››ηpt{T qW t0`0, 0, h1 ´ p1 ´ q1, h2 ´ p2 ´ q2˘››Xs,b
À }χph1 ´ p1 ´ q1q}
H
2s`1
4
t pRq
` }χph2 ´ p2 ´ q2q}
H
2s´1
4
t pRq
À }h1 ´ p1}
H
2s`1
4
t pR`q
` }q1}
H
2s`1
4
t pR`q
` }h2 ´ p2}
H
2s´1
4
t pR`q
` }q2}
H
2s´1
4
t pR`q
.
By Kato smoothing, Lemma 5.4.1, we have
}p1}
H
2s`1
4
t pRq
` }p2}
H
2s´1
4
t pRq
À }fe}HspRq ` }ge}Hs´1pRq À }f}HspR`q ` }g}Hs´1pR`q.
To bound the qi norms, we apply Lemma 5.4.5, Lemma 2.2.4, and Lemma 5.4.4, Lemma 5.4.6, and
Lemma 5.4.7 to obtain the bounds
}q1}
H
2s`1
4
t pRq
` }q2}
H
2s`1
4
t pRq
À T 12´b´}u}2Xs,b .
Combining these estimates, we find that
}Φpuq}Xs,b À }f}HspR`q ` }g}Hs´1pR`q ` }h1}
H
2s`1
4
t pR`q
` }h2}
H
2s´1
4
t pR`q
` T 12´b´}u}2Xs,b .
This, together with similar estimates for the difference Φpuq ´ Φpvq, yields the existence of a
fixed point of Φ for T sufficiently small:
T “ T `}f}HspR`q, }g}Hs´1pR`q, }h1}
H
2s`1
4
t pR`q
, }h2}
H
2s´1
4
t pR`q
˘
.
Next, we establish continuity in Hs. For the W t0 term, this follows from Lemma 5.4.3. The first
term of Φ, the linear flow on R, can be seen to be continuous from its Fourier multiplier formula.
Continuity of the Duhamel term follows from the embedding Xs,b Ă C0tHsx for b ą 12 along with
(5.9) and Lemma 5.4.4. The fact that the solution lies in C0xH
2s`1
4
t follows from Lemma 5.4.3 for
the W t0 term, from Kato smoothing (Lemma 5.4.1) for the linear flow on R, and from Lemmata
5.4.5-5.4.7 for the Duhamel term.
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5.6 Uniqueness of Solutions
In this section, we show that solutions to (5.1) derived in the previous section are unique. For
s ą 12 , uniqueness of C0pr0, T s, HspR`qq solutions to (5.1) holds by [54]. The solutions obtained in
the previous section also lie in this space after restriction to x P R`. Thus we have uniqueness for
s ą 12 .
Using the smoothing estimates in Theorem 5.1.2, we can now obtain uniqueness of local solutions
for the full range of Sobolev exponents in the local theory. First consider initial data pf, g, h1, h2q P
HsxpR`q ˆ Hs´1x pR`q ˆ H
2s`1
4
t pR`q ˆ H
2s´1
4
t pR`q for some s P
`
0, 12
˘
. Suppose fe and rfe are
two HspRq extensions of f , and ge and rge are two Hs´1pRq extensions of g. Let u and ru be
the corresponding solutions of the fixed-point equation for Φ. Take a sequence fk P H 12`pR`q
converging to f in HspR`q. Let fek and rfek be H 12`pRq extensions of fk which converge to fe andrfe respectively in HrpRq for r ă 12´. This is possible by Lemma 5.6.1 below. Similarly, obtain a
sequence gk in H
´ 1
2
`pR`q converging to g in Hs´1pR`q, and extensions gek and rgek of gk converging
to ge and rge respectively.
Using a contraction argument on the set!
u : }u}
X
1
2`,b ď C
`}fk}H1{2`x pR`q ` }gk}H´1{2`x pR`q ` }h1}H1{2`t pR`q ` }h2}H0`t pR`q˘)
X
!
u : }u}Xs,b ď C
`}f}HsxpR`q ` }g}Hs´1x pR`q ` }h1}H 2s`14t pR`q ` }h2}H 2s´14t pR`q˘
)
,
we construct H
1
2
` solutions of uk and ruk of the Boussinesq (5.1) using the extensions pfek , gekq and
p rfek , rgekq respectively. The smoothing estimates give us a time of existence proportional to the data
in the lower norm: T “ T `}f}HspR`q, }g}Hs´1pR`q, }h1}
H
2s`1
4
t pR`q
, }h2}
H
2s´1
4
t pR`q
˘
. By uniqueness of
H
1
2
` solutions, uk and ruk are equal on R`ˆR`. By the fixed-point argument, uk and ruk converge
in Hs´ to u and ru respectively. Thus u “ ru on R` ˆ R`. Iterating this argument, we obtain
uniqueness for s ą ´14 .
Lemma 5.6.1. [39] Fix ´12 ă s ă 12 and k ą s. Let p P HspR`q and q P HkpR`q. Let pe be an
Hs extension of p to R. Then there is an Hk extension qe of q to R such that
}pe ´ qe}HrpRq À }p´ q}HspR`q for r ă s.
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5.7 Proofs of Estimates
5.7.1 Proof of Lemma 5.4.1: Kato Smoothing
We wish to show that
}ηptqW tRpf, gq}
L8x H
2s`1
4
t
À }f}Hsx ` }g}Hs´1x
}ηptqrW tRpf, gqsx}
L8x H
2s´1
4
t
À }f}Hsx ` }g}Hs´1x .
It suffices to consider evaluation at x “ 0 since Sobolev norms are invariant under translations.
Using the Fourier multiplier form of the linear flow, write
2Ft
`
ηW tRpf, gq
˘p0, τq “ ż pηpτ ´aω2 ` ω4q pfpωq dω ` ż pηpτ `aω2 ` ω4q pfpωqdω
`
ż pηpτ ´aω2 ` ω4q ω?
ω2 ` ω4 pgpωq dω ´
ż pηpτ `aω2 ` ω4q ω?
ω2 ` ω4 pgpωq dω.
On the region where |ω| ď 1, these terms can easily be bounded in H 2s`14t since η is a Schwarz
function. When |ω| ą 1, change variables by setting λ “ ω?ω2 ` 1. The first two integrals in the
above sum are then of the formż
|λ|ą2
pηpτ ˘ |λ|q pfpωpλqqa1` ωpλq2
2ωpλq2 ` 1 dλ,
and we wish to bound ›››››
ż
|λ|ą2
xτy 2s`14 pηpτ ˘ |λ|q pfpωpλqqa1` ωpλq2
2ωpλq2 ` 1 dλ
›››››
L2τ
.
Note that the inequality xa ` by À xayxby implies that for any α, we have xa ` byα À xay|α|xbyα.
Using this, the quantity above is bounded by›››››
ż
|λ|ą2
xτ ˘ |λ|y |2s`1|4 pηpτ ˘ |λ|qxλy 2s`14 pfpωpλqqa1` ωpλq2
2ωpλq2 ` 1 dλ
›››››
L2τ
.
Since pη is a Schwarz function, we may use Young’s inequality and then change variables back to ω
to bound this quantity by›››››xλy 2s`14 pfpωpλqq
a
1` ωpλq2
2ωpλq2 ` 1
›››››
L2|λ|ą2
À }f}HspRq,
as desired. The remaining integrals, those involving g, can be treated in exactly the same way and
bounded by }g}Hs´1pRq. We obtain the bound on }ηptqrW tRpf, gqsx}
L8x H
2s´1
4
t
by the same argument.
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5.7.2 Proof of Lemma 5.4.2: Bounds on Linear Solution
Recall that we wish to establish
}ηptqW t0p0, 0, h1, h2q}Xs,b À }χh1}
H
2s`1
4
t pRq
` }χh2}
H
2s´1
4
t pRq
,
where 2piW t0p0, 0, h1, h2q “ ´A ´ B ` C ` D, and the terms A, B, C, and D are given in (5.4).
Notice that
C “ LtφC , where xφCpωq “ ´iω `aω2 ` 1¯ xh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯,
D “ LtφD, where xφDpωq “ iω `?ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1
xh2´ωaω2 ` 1¯,
and Lt is the spatial Fourier multiplier operator with multiplier eitω
?
1`ω2 . The proof of (5.8)
implies that }ηptqC}Xs,b À }φC}Hsx and }ηptqD}Xs,b À }φD}Hsx . Now
}φC}2Hsx “
ż 8
´8
p2ω2 ` 1qxωy2s
ˇˇˇxh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 dω
“
ż 8
´8
pω2 ` 1q1{2xωy2s@
ω
?
ω2 ` 1D 2s`12
@
ω
a
ω2 ` 1D 2s`12 ˇˇˇxh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 2ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1 dω
À
ż 8
´8
@
ω
a
ω2 ` 1D 2s`12 ˇˇˇxh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 2ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1 dω
“
ż 8
´8
xzy 2s`12
ˇˇˇxh1pzqˇˇˇ2 dz “ }χh1}
H
2s`1
4 pRq,
where we used the change of variable z “ ω?ω2 ` 1. Similarly,
}φD}2Hsx “
ż 8
´8
p2ω2 ` 1qxωy2s
ω2 ` 1
ˇˇˇxh2´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 dω
“
ż 8
´8
xωy2s
pω2 ` 1q1{2@ω?ω2 ` 1D 2s´12
@
ω
a
ω2 ` 1D 2s´12 ˇˇˇxh2´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 2ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1 dω
À
ż 8
´8
xzy 2s´12
ˇˇˇxh2pzqˇˇˇ2 dz “ }χh2}
H
2s´1
4 pRq.
Thus we have the desired bounds on C and D. Now we move on to A and B. Assume first that
s “ 0 and b “ 12´. Let fpyq “ e´yρpyq. Then
Apx, tq “
ż 8
´8
iω
`
iω `?1` ω2˘?
ω2 ` 1 e
itω
?
ω2`1 xh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯f´xaω2 ` 1¯dω,
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xηApξ, τq “ ż 8
´8
pηpτ ´ ωaω2 ` 1q iω`iω `?1` ω2˘?
ω2 ` 1
xh1pωaω2 ` 1qFx´fpxaω2 ` 1q¯pξqdω
“
ż 8
´8
pηpτ ´ ωaω2 ` 1q iω`iω `?1` ω2˘
ω2 ` 1
xh1pωaω2 ` 1q pf ´ξ{aω2 ` 1¯dω.
Since f is a Schwarz function, we have
| pfpξ{aω2 ` 1q| À 1
1` ξ2{pω2 ` 1q “
ω2 ` 1
1` ω2 ` ξ2 .
Note also that since η is a Schwarz function,
|pηpτ ´ ωaω2 ` 1q| À xτ ´ ωaω2 ` 1y´5{2`
À xτ ´ ω
a
ω2 ` 1y´2xτ ´ ξ2y´1{2`xω
a
ω2 ` 1´ ξ2y1{2´.
Therefore, using the bounds for f , those for η, and then moving the ξ norm inside the integral,
}ηA}
X0,
1
2´ À
›››››xτ ´ ξ2y1{2´
ż 8
´8
ˇˇˇpηpτ ´ ωaω2 ` 1qˇˇˇ |ω|?1` 2ω2
1` ω2 ` ξ2
ˇˇˇxh1pωaω2 ` 1qˇˇˇ dω
›››››
L2ξ,τ
À
›››››
ż 8
´8
xτ ´ ω
a
ω2 ` 1y´2 |ω|
?
1` 2ω2
p1` ω2 ` ξ2q1{2`
ˇˇˇxh1pωaω2 ` 1qˇˇˇdω
›››››
L2ξ,τ
À
›››››
ż 8
´8
xτ ´ ω
a
ω2 ` 1y´2 |ω|
?
1` 2ω2
p1` ω2q1{4
ˇˇˇxh1pωaω2 ` 1qˇˇˇ dω
›››››
L2τ
À
››››ż 8´8xτ ´ ω
a
ω2 ` 1y´2xω
a
ω2 ` 1y1{4
ˇˇˇxh1pωaω2 ` 1qˇˇˇ 2ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1 dω
››››
L2τ
“
››››ż 8´8xτ ´ zy´2xzy1{4
ˇˇˇxh1pzqˇˇˇ dz››››
L2τ
À
ż 8
´8
xzy1{2
ˇˇˇxh1pzqˇˇˇ2 dz “ }χh1}
H
1
4 pRq.
The last line follows from an application of Young’s inequality.
The procedure for B is exactly the same – we drop the factor of ω and replace h1 with h2 in
the integrals above to arrive at a bound ofż 8
´8
xzy´3{2
ˇˇˇxh2pzqˇˇˇ2 dz “ }χh2}
H´
1
4 pRq.
It remains to obtain bounds on A and B in Xs,
1
2
´ for general s. Notice that for any s P N, the
derivative Bsx
`
ηA
˘
is
ηptq
ż 8
´8
iω
`
iω `?ω2 ` 1˘?
ω2 ` 1 e
itω
?
ω2`1 xh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯f psq´xaω2 ` 1¯pω2 ` 1qs{2 dω,
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with a similar formula for Bsx
`
ηB
˘
. Since pω2` 1qs{2 À xω?ω2 ` 1ys{2, the desired result follows for
s P N. By interpolation, we obtain the bound for any s ą 0.
For s ă 0, let xBy´1{2x be the Fourier multiplier operator xξy´1{2. Then xBy´1{2x
`
ηA
˘
is equal to
ηptq
ż 8
´8
iω
`
iω `?ω2 ` 1˘?
ω2 ` 1 e
itω
?
ω2`1 xh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯xBy´1{2x ”f´xaω2 ` 1¯ıdω,
again with a similar statement for B. Now notice that
Fx
˜
xBy´1{2x
”
f
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯ı¸
“ Fx
˜”
xBy´1{2x f
ı´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯¸
pξq xξ{
?
ω2 ` 1y1{2
xξy1{2 .
Noting the xBy´1{2x f is also a Schwarz function, we proceed just as in the case s “ 0. In that
situation, we moved the L2ξ norm inside the integral and used the fact that } 1p1`ω2`ξ2q1{2` }L2ξ «
p1` ω2q´1{4´ ď p1` ω2q´1{4. In this case, we use››››› xξ{
?
ω2 ` 1y1{2
xξy1{2p1` ω2 ` ξ2q1{2`
›››››
L2ξ
“
›››› 1p1` ω2q1{4p1` ξ2q1{4p1` ω2 ` ξ2q1{4`
››››
L2ξ
À 1p1` ω2q1{2 .
This bound holds sinceż
1
p1` ξ2q1{2p1` ω2 ` ξ2q1{2` dξ «
ż
1
xξyx|ω| ` |ξ|y1` dξ À xωy
´1
by Lemma 2.3.4. Then the same argument we used previously yields the boundż 8
´8
ˇˇˇxh1pzqˇˇˇ2 dz.
We obtain a similar bound for B. Interpolating between the s “ ´12 and s “ 0 estimates completes
the proof.
5.7.3 Proof of Lemma 5.4.3: Continuity of Linear Flow
Recall that 2pi W t0p0, 0, h1, h2q “ ´A´B ` C `D. We start with the claim A,B P C0tHsxpRˆ Rq.
Note that
A “
ż 8
´8
f
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯
FpLtφAqpωqdω,
B “
ż 8
´8
f
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯
FpLtφBqpωq dω
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where
xφA “ iω`iω `?1` ω2˘?
ω2 ` 1
xh1 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯ , xφB “ iω `?1` ω2?
ω2 ` 1
xh2 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯ ,
the function f is given by fpxq “ e´xρpxq, and Lt is the Fourier multiplier operator with multiplier
eiω
?
ω2`1t. Now
}φA}2Hsx “
ż 8
´8
ω2p2ω2 ` 1q
ω2 ` 1
@
ω
D2s ˇˇˇxh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 dω
“
ż 8
´8
ω2xωy2s@ω?ω2 ` 1D 2s`12
?
ω2 ` 1@ω?ω2 ` 1D 2s`12
ˇˇˇxh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 2ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1 dω
À
ż 8
´8
@
ω
a
ω2 ` 1D 2s`12 ˇˇˇxh1´ωaω2 ` 1¯ˇˇˇ2 2ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1 dω
“
ż 8
´8
xzy 2s`12
ˇˇˇxh1pzqˇˇˇ2 dz “ }χh1}2
H
2s`1
4 pRq,
and similarly
}φB}2Hsx À }χh2}2H 2s´14 pRq.
Thus, using time continuity of the linear operator Lt, it suffices to show that the map
g ÞÑ T pgq “
ż 8
´8
f
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯ pgpωqdω
is bounded from Hs to Hs. Consider first s “ 0.
Rewrite Tgpxq as follows using the change of variables z “ x?ω2 ` 1:
Tgpxq “
ż 8
´8
f
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯ pgpωqdω
“
ż sgnpxq8
x
fpzq
”pg´apz{xq2 ´ 1¯` pg´´apz{xq2 ´ 1¯ı z{x2apz{xq2 ´ 1 dz.
Then
}Tg}L2x À
ż
|fpzq|
›››››χr0,zspxq pg ´˘apz{xq2 ´ 1¯ z{x2apz{xq2 ´ 1
›››››
L2x
dz,
and, expanding the L2x norm,ż z
0
ˇˇˇpg ´˘apz{xq2 ´ 1¯ˇˇˇ2 z2{x4pz{xq2 ´ 1 dx “ 1|z|
ż ˘8
0
|pgpyq|2 a1` y2
y
dy.
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On the region where |y| ě 1, the right hand side above is bounded by 1|z|}g}2L2 . Since |fpzq|{
a|z|
is in L1, this yields the desired bound. For the case when |y| ď 1, go back to the form Tgpxq “ş
f
`
x
?
ω2 ` 1˘ pgpωqdω. The region |y| ď 1 corresponds to |ω| ď 1 in this integral. So we consider
the following norm, which we bound by applying Cauchy-Schwarz in ω and then using the change
of variables y “ x?1` ω2 to replace the integration in x:››››ż 1´1 f
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯ pgpωqdω››››2
L2x
À }g}2L2
›››χr0,1spωqf ´xaω2 ` 1¯›››2
L2x,ω
“ }g}2L2
ż 1
´1
1?
1` ω2
ż
f2pyq dy dω
À }g}2L2 .
This completes the proof that A,B P C0tHsx for s “ 0.
For s ą 0, notice that for any s P N, we have
BsxTgpxq “
ż 8
0
f psq
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯
pω2 ` 1qs{2 pgpωqdω.
This and interpolation imply the desired bounds for A and B in Hsx for positive s.
Also, if we choose ρ such that
ş
f dx “ 0 so that B´1x f is a Schwarz function, then we have
B´1x Tgpxq “
ż 8
0
B´1x f
´
x
a
ω2 ` 1
¯
pω2 ` 1q´1{2 pgpωqdω.
Combining this with the s “ 0 result and interpolation, we obtain the bound for s ě ´1.
Next, recall that
C “ LtφCpxq where xφCpωq “ `iω `aω2 ` 1˘ xh1 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯ ,
D “ LtφDpxq where xφDpωq “ iω `?ω2 ` 1?
ω2 ` 1
xh2 ´ωaω2 ` 1¯ .
The C0tH
s
x bounds for these terms follow from the continuity of the linear operator F
t and the
bounds for φC and φD which were proved in Lemma 5.4.2.
It remains to prove that ηW t0p0, 0, h1, h2q is in C0xH
2s`1
4
t . Recall the form of C and D as linear
flows and apply Lemma 5.4.1 to obtain the desired bound for these terms. For A and B, write
Apx, tq “
ż
Fω
´
f
`
x
a
ω2 ` 1˘¯pyq LtφApyqdy,
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Bpx, tq “
ż
Fω
´
f
`
x
a
ω2 ` 1˘¯pyq LtφBpyqdy
where φA and φB are defined as before. Then A is equal toż
1
x
Fz
´
fpsgnpxq
a
x2 ` z2q
¯´y
x
¯
LtφApyqdy “
ż
Fz
´
fpsgnpxq
a
x2 ` z2q
¯
pyqLtφApxyq dy,
with a parallel statement for B. By Kato smoothing, Lemma 5.4.1, it suffices to show that the
function Fz
`
f
`
sgnpxq?z2 ` x2˘˘ pyq is in L8x L1y. It is enough to show that f`sgnpxq?z2 ` x2˘ is
in L8x H1z since ż
|pkpyq|dy “ ż xyy|pkpyq|xyy´1 dy À }k}H1}x¨y´1}L2 .
To this end, we consider the L2z and the
9H1z norms separately. For the L2z norm, split the integral
into two regions, one where |z| is small, and its complement:ż ˇˇˇ
f
´
sgnpxq
a
z2 ` x2
¯ˇˇˇ2
dz
“
ż
|z|ď1
ˇˇˇ
f
´
sgnpxq
a
z2 ` x2
¯ˇˇˇ2
dz `
ż
|z|ą1
ˇˇˇ
f
´
sgnpxq
a
z2 ` x2
¯ˇˇˇ2
dz.
The first term is bounded since f is bounded. Set y “ sgnpxq?z2 ` x2 in the second integral to
obtain ż
|y2´x2|ą1
|fpyq|2 ya
y2 ´ x2 dy,
which is bounded since f is a Schwarz function. The same argument serves to bound the derivative
since
d
dz
”
f
´
sgnpxq
a
z2 ` x2
¯ı
“ f 1
´
sgnpxq
a
z2 ` x2
¯ sgnpxqz?
z2 ` x2 and
|z|?
z2 ` x2 ď 1.
5.7.4 Proof of Lemma 5.4.4: Bilinear Xs,b Estimate
By duality, it suffices to show thatˇˇˇˇĳ
Mpuvqxxφ dx dt
ˇˇˇˇ
À }u}Xs,b}v}Xs,b}φ}X´ps`aq,b (5.11)
for any φ P X´ps`aq,b. The left-hand side of (5.11) is equal toˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ĳ
ξ2 xuvpξ, τqa
ξ2 ` ξ4
pφpξ, τq dξ dτ ˇˇˇˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
żżżż
ξ2 pupξ1, τ1qpvpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1qa
ξ2 ` ξ4
pφpξ, τq dξ1 dτ1 dξ dτ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ .
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Now define
ppξ, τq “ xξys@|τ | ´aξ2 ` ξ4Db pupξ, τq, qpξ, τq “ xξys@|τ | ´aξ2 ` ξ4Db pvpξ, τq,
rpξ, τq “ xξy´ps`aq@|τ | ´aξ2 ` ξ4Db pφpξ, τq.
The desired bound (5.11) is equivalent to showing thatˇˇˇˇżżżż
Mpξ, ξ1, τ, τ1qppξ1, τ1qqpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1qrpξ, τq dξ1 dτ1 dξ dτ
ˇˇˇˇ
À }p}L2ξ,τ }q}L2ξ,τ }r}L2ξ,τ ,
where the multiplier M is
M “ ξ
2xξys`axξ1y´sxξ ´ ξ1y´sa
ξ2 ` ξ4x|τ | ´ ξ2ybx|τ1| ´ ξ21ybx|τ ´ τ1| ´ pξ ´ ξ1q2yb
.
There are six possibilities for the signs of τ , τ1, and τ ´ τ1:
(a) τ1 ě 0, τ ´ τ1 ě 0,
(b) τ1 ě 0, τ ´ τ1 ď 0, and τ ě 0,
(c) τ1 ě 0, τ ´ τ1 ď 0, and τ ď 0,
(d) τ1 ď 0, τ ´ τ1 ď 0,
(e) τ1 ď 0, τ ´ τ1 ě 0, and τ ď 0,
(f) τ1 ď 0, τ ´ τ1 ě 0, and τ ě 0.
Since L2 norms are invariant under reflections, we can use the substitution pτ, τ1q ÞÑ ´pτ, τ1q to
reduce (d), (e), and (f) to (a), (b), and (c) respectively.
Consider first (a). By Cauchy-Schwarz in the ξ-τ integral, it suffices to show that››››ĳ Mpξ, ξ1, τ, τ1qppξ1, τ1qqpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q dξ1 dτ1››››
L2ξ,τ
À }p}L2ξ,τ }q}L2ξ,τ .
Using Cauchy-Schwarz and Young’s inequalities, the left-hand side of this is bounded by›››}M}L2ξ1,τ1 }fpξ1, τ1qgpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q}L2ξ1,τ1 ›››L2ξ,τ
À
´
sup
ξ,τ
}M}L2ξ1,τ1
¯
}fpξ1, τ1qgpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q}L2ξ1,τ1,ξ,τ
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“
´
sup
ξ,τ
}M}L2ξ1,τ1
¯
}f2 ˚ g2}1{2
L1ξ,τ
À
´
sup
ξ,τ
}M}L2ξ1,τ1
¯
}f}L2ξ,τ }g}L2ξ,τ .
Thus, in Case (a), it suffices to show that
sup
ξ,τ
ĳ
ξ4xξy2s`2axξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
pξ2 ` ξ4qxτ ´ ξ2y2bxτ1 ´ ξ21y2bxτ ´ τ1 ´ pξ ´ ξ1q2y2b
dξ1 dτ1
is finite. Using the fact that xayxby Á xa` by, we can eliminate the τ dependence to obtain
sup
ξ
ĳ
ξ4xξy2s`2axξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
pξ2 ` ξ4qxτ1 ´ ξ21y2bxτ1 ´ 2ξξ1 ` ξ21y2b
dξ1 dτ1
Applying Lemma 2.3.4 in τ1 and observing that ξ
4{pξ2 ` ξ4q ă 1, we are reduced to bounding
sup
ξ
ż xξy2s`2axξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
xξ1pξ1 ´ ξqy1´ dξ1.
We consider several cases.
Case 1. xξys À xξ1ysxξ ´ ξ1ys.
This case reduces to bounding
sup
ξ
xξy2a
ż
1
xξ1pξ1 ´ ξqy1´ dξ1.
Let
x “ ξ1pξ ´ ξ1q ñ 2ξ1 “ ξ ˘
a
ξ2 ` 4x and dx “ ˘aξ2 ` 4x dξ1.
Then the supremum above is bounded by
sup
ξ
xξy2a
ż
1
xx y1´aξ2 ` 4x dx.
By [38, Lemma 6.3], this is bounded by
sup
ξ
xξy2a´1`,
which is finite as long as a ă 12 .
Case 2. xξy ! xξ1yxξ ´ ξ1y and s ă 0.
Case 2a. |ξ| À 1.
In this case, we must control
şxξ1y´4s´2` dξ1, which is possible when s ą ´14 .
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Case 2b. |ξ1| " |ξ| Á 1.
In this case, we arrive at
sup
ξ
xξy2s`2a
ż
|ξ1|"|ξ|
xξ1y´4s´2` dξ1 À sup
ξ
xξy2a´2s´1`.
This is finite when a ă s` 12 .
Case 2c. |ξ| " |ξ1| " 1.
In this case, we arrive at
sup
ξ
xξy2a´1`
ż
|ξ1|!|ξ|
xξ1y´2s´1` dξ1.
Since s ă 0, this converges if a ă s` 12 .
Case 2d. |ξ1| « |ξ|.
This is only possible if |ξ ´ ξ1| " 1 and |ξ1| " 1. Thus we need to bound
sup
ξ
xξy2a
ż
xξ ´ ξ1y´1´2s`xξ1y´1` dξ1.
Using Lemma 2.3.4, we see that this can be bounded for s ą ´12 as long as a ă s ` 12 . This
completes the proof for the combination of τ signs described in (a).
For the combination of signs described in (b), we follow the same procedure of estimating using
Cauchy-Schwarz and Young’s inequalites, but exchange the role of pξ, τq and pξ1, τ1q. It then suffices
to control
sup
ξ1
ż xξy2s`2axξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
xξpξ1 ´ ξqy1´ dξ. (5.12)
Case (c) can be reduced to the same estimate by performing the change of variables pξ1, τ1q ÞÑ
pξ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q and then carrying out the same series of estimates. To bound this supremum (5.12),
we consider similar cases.
Case 1’. xξys À xξ1ysxξ ´ ξ1ys.
The procedure here is precisely the same as in Case 1.
Case 2’. xξy ! xξ1yxξ ´ ξ1y and s ă 0.
Case 2a’. |ξ1| À 1.
In this case, we must control
şxξ1y2a´2` dξ1, which is possible when a ă 12 .
Case 2b’. |ξ1| " |ξ| Á 1.
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In this case, we arrive at
sup
ξ1
xξ1y´4s´1`
ż
|ξ|!|ξ1|
xξy2s`2a´1` dξ À sup
ξ1
xξ1y´4s´1`maxt2s`2a,0u`,
which is finite if a ă s` 12 and s ą ´14 .
Case 2c’. |ξ| " |ξ1| " 1.
In this case, we arrive at
sup
ξ1
xξ1y´2s
ż
|ξ|"|ξ1|
xξy2a´2` dξ À sup
ξ1
xξ1y´2s`2a´1`,
which is finite if a ă s` 12 .
Case 2d’. |ξ1| « |ξ|.
This case only arises if |ξ ´ ξ1| " 1 and |ξ1| " 1. Thus we need to bound
sup
ξ1
xξ1y´2s
ż
xξ ´ ξ1y´2s´1`xξy2s`2a´1` dξ.
Using Lemma 2.3.4, we see that this can be bounded for ´12 ă s ă 0 and a ă 12 by
sup
ξ1
xξ1y´2s`maxt´2s,2s`2au´1`.
This is finite for a ă 12 and s ą ´14 . This completes the proof.
5.7.5 Proof of Lemma 5.4.5: Kato Smoothing for Duhamel Term
Again, it suffices to consider evaluation at x “ 0 since a spatial translation of G does not affect the
magnitude of {MpGq. At x “ 0, we haveż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gdt
1 “ 1
2i
ż ż t
0
eipt´t1q
?
ξ2`ξ4 ´ e´ipt´t1q
?
ξ2`ξ4a
ξ2 ` ξ4 FxpGqpξ, t
1qdt1 dξ.
Also, note that
FxpGqpξ, t1q “
ż
eiτt
1 pGpξ, τqdτ
and ż t
0
eit
1pτ¯
?
ξ2`ξ4q dt1 “ e
itpτ¯
?
ξ2`ξ4q ´ 1
ipτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4q .
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Thus we wish to bound ĳ
eitτ ´ e˘it
?
ξ2`ξ4a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τq dξ dτ.
Let Ψ be a smooth cut-off function such that Ψ “ 1 on r´1, 1s and Ψ “ 0 outside r´2, 2s. Let
ΨC “ 1´Ψ. Then write
2ηptq
ż t
0
F t´t12 Gdt
1 “ ηptq
ĳ ´eitτ ´ e˘it?ξ2`ξ4¯ Ψ´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τqdξ dτ
` ηptq
ĳ eitτ ΨC´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τq dξ dτ
´ ηptq
ĳ e˘it?ξ2`ξ4ΨC´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τqdξ dτ
“ I` II´ III .
By Taylor expanding, we have
eitτ ´ e˘it
?
ξ2`ξ4´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ “ ´eitτ
8ÿ
k“1
p´itqk
k!
pτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4qk´1.
Therefore } I }
H
2s`1
4
t
is bounded by
8ÿ
k“1
}ηptqtk}H1
k!
›››››
ĳ
eitτ
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯k´1 Ψ´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τqa
ξ2 ` ξ4 dξ dτ
›››››
H
2s`1
4
t
À
8ÿ
k“1
1
pk ´ 1q!
›››››xτy 2s`14
ż ´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯k´1 Ψ´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τqa
ξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››››
L2τ
À
›››››xτy 2s`14
ż
Ψ
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τqa
ξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››››
L2τ
.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in τ , this can be bounded by«ż
xτy 2s`12
˜ż
ˇˇˇ
τ¯
?
ξ2`ξ4
ˇˇˇ
ă1
xξy´2s dξ
¸˜ż
ˇˇˇ
τ¯
?
ξ2`ξ4
ˇˇˇ
ă1
xξy2s | pGpξ, τq|2
ξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
¸
dτ
ff1{2
À sup
τ
˜
xτy 2s`12
ż
ˇˇˇ
τ¯
?
ξ2`ξ4
ˇˇˇ
ă1
xξy´2s dξ
¸1{2
}MpGq}Xs,´b
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À }MpGq}Xs,´b .
The first inequality holds since on the region of interest in I, we have
1 « 1@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4Db ď 1@|τ | ´aξ2 ` ξ4Db .
The supremum bound holds since
xτy 2s`12
ż
ˇˇˇ
τ¯
?
ξ2`ξ4
ˇˇˇ
ă1
xξy´2s dξ À
$’’&’’%
1 if |τ | À 1
xτy 2s`12 şˇˇˇ
τ¯?|z|`z2 ˇˇˇă1xzy´s´1{2 dz if |τ | " 1.
The latter bound comes from changing variables ξ2 ÞÑ z. The right-hand side is finite since the
integrand is of order |τ |´s´1{2 over an interval of length « 1.
Next consider III. When |ξ| ď 1, we have, using b ă 12 , the bound››››››ηptq
ĳ e˘it?ξ2`ξ4ΨC´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τq dξ dτ
››››››
H
2s`1
4
t
À
ĳ
|ξ|ď1
}ηptqe˘it
?
ξ2`ξ4}
H
2s`1
4ˇˇˇ
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4 ˇˇˇ ΨC
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ ˇˇˇ{MpGqpξ, τqˇˇˇ dξ dτ
À
ĳ
χr´1,1spξq@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D
ˇˇˇ{MpGqpξ, τqˇˇˇdξ dτ
À }MpGq}Xs,´b
››››› χr´1,1spξq@τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D1´b
›››››
L2τ,ξ
À }MpGq}Xs,´b .
To control the part of III where |ξ| ě 1, change variables in the ξ integral by setting z “
˘aξ2 ` ξ4 « ˘ξ2. Then, noticing that the integral is an inverse Fourier transform, we obtain the
bound ›››››››ηptq
ĳ
|ξ|ě1
e˘it
?
ξ2`ξ4ΨC
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τqdξ dτ
›››››››
H
2s`1
4
t
À
›››››xzy 2s`14
ż | pGpξpzq, τq|
xτ ´ zyˇˇ4ξpzq3 ` 2ξpzqˇˇ dτ
›››››
L2|z|ě2
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À
›››››xzy 2s´14
ż | pGpξpzq, τq|
xτ ´ zyaξpzq2 ` ξpzq4 dτ
›››››
L2|z|ě2
.
By Cauchy-Schwarz in the τ integral, using the fact that b ă 12 , this is bounded by›››››xzy 2s´14 | pGpξpzq, τq|xτ ´ zybpξpzq2 ` ξpzq4q1{2
›››››
L2|z|ě2L2τ
.
Changing variables back to ξ, this is bounded by }MpGq}Xs,´b , as desired. It remains to bound II.
For II, let R denote the set t|τ | " |ξ|2u Y t|ξ| À 1u and notice that
xτy À χRpξ, τqxτ ´ |ξ|2y ` |ξ|2
and p2s` 1q{4 ě 0, so we have the bounds
} II}
H
2s`1
4
t
À
›››xτy 2s`14 ż 1xτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4y | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
À
›››ż χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ2y 2s´34 | pGpξ, τq|a
ξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
`
›››ż |ξ|s`1{2@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
The second term on the last line can be bounded by }MpGq}Xs,b using Cauchy-Schwarz in ξ provided
that
sup
τ
ż |ξ|@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D2´2b dξ ă 8,
which holds since b ă 1{2 and
sup
τ
ż |ξ|@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D2´2b dξ À supτ
ż |ξ|@|τ | ´ ξ2D2´2b dξ « supτ
ż
1@|τ | ´ zD2´2b dz.
For s ď 12 , we go back to›››xτy 2s`14 ż 1@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
and estimate using Cauchy-Schwarz in ξ to obtain the bound«ż
xτy 2s`12
˜ż
1@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D2´2bxξy2s dξ
¸˜ż xξy2s@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D2b |
pGpξ, τq|2
ξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
¸
dτ
ff1{2
,
which can be bounded by }MpGq}Xs,´b as long as
sup
τ
xτy 2s`12
ż
1@
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4D2´2bxξy2s dξ
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is finite. To see that this holds for s ď 12 , recall that xτ ˘
a
ξ2 ` ξ4y « xτ ˘ ξ2y. Consider |ξ| ! 1
first. In this case, change variables in the integral by ξ2 ÞÑ z. Then apply Lemma 2.3.4 to bound
the integral as follows:
sup
τ
xτy 2s`12
ż
1
xτ ¯ zy2´2bxzys` 12 dz À supτ xτy
s` 1
2
´mint2´2b,s` 1
2
u ă 8,
assuming that b ă 12 and ´12 ď s ď 12 . Similarly, if |ξ| Á 1, again change variables by setting z “ ξ2
and apply Lemma 2.3.4 to obtain xτys` 12´2`2b. This is finite for b ď 12 and s ď 12 .
For the estimate on the derivative term, the procedure is similar. We break the Duhamel
integral down into three pieces rI` rII´ĂIII:
ηptq
ż t
0
W t´t1R,2 Gx dt
1 “ ηptq
ĳ iξ´eitτ ´ e˘it?ξ2`ξ4¯ Ψ´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τq dξ dτ
` ηptq
ĳ iξeitτ ΨC´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τqdξ dτ
´ ηptq
ĳ iξe˘it?ξ2`ξ4ΨC´τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯a
ξ2 ` ξ4
´
τ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4¯ pGpξ, τq dξ dτ
“ rI` rII´ĂIII.
The only difference from the previous case is that each term now has a factor of iξ from the spatial
derivative and we will take fewer time derivatives: 2s´14 instead of
2s`1
4 .
To estimate rI, notice that on the region of integration τ «aξ2 ` ξ4, so the additional |ξ| factor
is equivalent to |τ |1{2. This brings us exactly back to the situation addressed above for I.
To estimate ĂIII, when |ξ| À 1, the bounds are identical to those for III. When |ξ| " 1, we
change variables as we did for III. The additional factor of ξ is equivalent to a factor of |z|1{2,
which exactly replaces the lost time derivative, and we are again back to the situation addressed
in bounding III.
Estimating rII is a bit more complex. If s ě 12 , we have
}rII}
H
2s´1
4
t
À
›››xτy 2s´14 ż |ξ|xτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4y | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
À
›››ż χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ2y 2s´34 | pGpξ, τq|a
ξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
`
›››ż |ξ|s`1{2xτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4y | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
.
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Thus when s ě 12 , we have the bound
}MpGq}Xs,´b `
›››ż χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ2y 2s´34 |{MpGqpξ, τq|dξ›››
L2τ
as before. For s ď 12 , go back to›››xτy 2s´14 ż |ξ|xτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4y | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
.
On the region where |τ | ! ξ2 and |ξ| Á 1, we obtain the bound›››xτy 2s´14 ż χQpξ, τq 1xξy | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
,
where Q “ t|τ | ! |ξ|2u X t|ξ| Á 1u.
On the region where |τ | Á |ξ|2 or |ξ| À 1, we have
}rII}
H
2s´1
4
t
À
›››xτy 2s´14 ż |ξ|xτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4y | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
À
›››ż |ξ|s`1{2xτ ¯aξ2 ` ξ4y | pGpξ, τq|aξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
›››
L2τ
,
which can be bounded by }MG}Xs,´b as we have already seen. This completes the proof.
5.7.6 Proof of Lemma 5.4.6
We want to show that››››››xτy 2ps`aq´14
ż
|ξ|Á1
|τ |!ξ2
ξ2 xuvpξ, τq
xξyaξ2 ` ξ4 dξ
››››››
L2τ
À }u}Xs,b}v}Xs,b
for 12 ´ b ą 0 sufficiently small.
Writing the Fourier transform of uv as a convolution, we have
xuvpξ, τq “ĳ pupξ1, τ1qpvpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q dξ1 dτ1.
Let fpξ, τq “ pupξ, τqxξysx|τ | ´ ξ2yb and gpξ, τq “ pvpξ, τqxξysx|τ | ´ ξ2yb. Using this and dropping the
factor ξ2{aξ2 ` ξ4, the desired bound becomes››››››››››
xτy 2ps`aq´14
¡
|ξ|Á1
|τ |!ξ2
fpξ1, τ1qgpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1qxξ1y´sxξ ´ ξ1y´s
xξyx|τ1| ´ ξ21ybx|τ ´ τ1| ´ pξ ´ ξ1q2yb
dξ dξ1 dτ1
››››››››››
L2τ
À }f}L2ξL2τ }g}L2ξL2τ .
(5.13)
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Case 1. sgnpτ1q “ sgnpτ ´ τ1q.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the ξ-ξ1-τ1 integral of (5.13), then Cauchy-Schwarz in τ ,
and finally Young’s inequality, we obtain the bounds››››}M}L2ξ,ξ1,τ1`|ξ|Á1,|τ |!ξ2˘}fpξ1, τ1qgpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q}L2ξ,ξ1,τ1
››››
L2τ
À
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
sup
τ
¡
|ξ|Á1
|τ |!ξ2
M2 dξ dξ1 dτ1
‹˛‹‹‹‚
1{2
}f2 ˚ g2}1{2
L1ξ,τ
À
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
sup
τ
¡
|ξ|Á1
|τ |!ξ2
M2 dξ dξ1 dτ1
‹˛‹‹‹‚
1{2
}f}L2ξ,τ }g}L2ξ,τ .
where
M “Mpξ1, ξ, τ, τ1q “ xτy
2ps`aq´1
4
xξyxξ1ysxξ ´ ξ1ysx|τ1| ´ ξ21ybx|τ ´ τ1| ´ pξ ´ ξ1q2yb
.
Thus, it suffices to show that the supremum above is finite. Using Lemma 2.3.4 in the τ1 integral,
along with the assumption that τ1 and τ ´ τ1 have the same sign, we arrive at
sup
τ
ĳ
|ξ|Á1
|τ |!ξ2
xτy 2ps`aq´12 xξy´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
xξy2xτ ˘ pξ21 ` pξ ´ ξ1q2qy4b´1
dξ dξ1.
Since |τ | ! ξ2 and ξ21 ` pξ ´ ξ1q2 Á maxtξ21 , ξ2u, we have
xτ ˘ pξ21 ` pξ ´ ξ1q2qy4b´1 « xmaxt|ξ|, |ξ1|uy8b´2.
Using this, and dropping the xτy term, it suffices to boundĳ xξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
xξy2xmaxt|ξ|, |ξ1|uy8b´2 dξ dξ1.
If |ξ| Á |ξ1|, this is bounded byĳ
|ξ1|À|ξ|
xξ1y´2sxξy´8bxξ ´ ξ1y´2s dξ dξ1 À
ĳ
|ξ1|À|ξ|
xξ1y´2sxξy´8bxξymaxt´2s,0u dξ dξ1
À
ż
xξy1´2sxξy´8bxξymaxt´2s,0u dξ,
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which is finite if 1 ´ 2s ´ 8b ` maxt´2s, 0u ă ´1, which holds for s ą 12 ´ 2b, i.e. s ą ´12 for
1
2 ´ b ą 0 sufficiently small. If |ξ| ! |ξ1|, we need to boundĳ
xξ1y2´8b´4sxξy´2 dξ dξ1 À
ż
xξ1y2´8b´4s dξ1,
which is finite if s ą ´14 and 12 ´ b ą 0 is sufficiently small.
Case 2. sgnpτ1q ‰ sgnpτ ´ τ1q and |ξ1| À |ξ|.
Using Cauchy-Schwarz and Young’s inequalities just as in Case 1 and dropping the xτy term, it
suffices to show that
sup
τ
ĳ
|ξ|Á1
|ξ|Á|ξ1|
|τ |!ξ2
xξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
xξy2xτ ˘ ξpξ ´ 2ξ1qy2b dξ1 dξ
is finite. Using the change of variables z “ ξpξ ´ 2ξ1q in the ξ1 integral, we arrive at
sup
τ
ĳ
|z|Àξ2
|τ |!ξ2
xξ ´ z{ξy´2sxξ ` z{ξy´2s
xξy3xτ ˘ zy2b dz dξ.
Notice that since |z| À ξ2, we have |ξ ˘ z{ξ| À |ξ|. This yields
sup
τ
ĳ
|z|Àξ2
|τ |!ξ2
xξymaxt´4s,0u
xξy3xτ ˘ zy2b dz dξ À
ż
xξymaxt´4s,0uxξy´3xξy2p1´2bq dξ,
which is finite for s ą ´12 and 12 ´ b ą 0 sufficiently small.
Case 3. sgnpτ1q ‰ sgnpτ ´ τ1q and |ξ| ! |ξ1|.
By duality, to establish (5.13), it suffices to show thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇżżżż |τ |!ξ2
1À|ξ|!|ξ1|
M fpξ1, τ1qgpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q φpτq dξ dτ dξ1 dτ1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ À }φ}L2τ }f}L2ξ,τ }g}L2ξ,τ ,
where M “ Mpξ, ξ1, τ, τ1q is defined as in Case 1. Using Cauchy-Schwarz in the ξ1-τ1 integrals, it
suffices to show that››››››››››
ĳ
|τ |!ξ2
1À|ξ|!|ξ1|
M gpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q φpτq dξ dτ
››››››››››
L2ξ1,τ1
À }φ}L2τ }g}L2ξ,τ .
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Using Cauchy-Schwarz in ξ-τ and then Young’s inequality, the left-hand side of this quantity is
bounded by ››››}Mxξy 12`}L2ξ,τ`|τ |!ξ2,1À|ξ|!|ξ1|˘}gpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1qφpτqxξy´ 12´}L2ξ,τ
››››
L2ξ1,τ1
À
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
sup
ξ1,τ1
ĳ
|τ |!ξ2
1À|ξ|!|ξ1|
M2xξy1` dξ dτ
‹˛‹‹‹‚
1{2
}g}L2ξ,τ }xξy´
1
2
´}L2ξ}φ}L2τ .
Thus it suffices to show the following supremum is finite:
sup
ξ1
ĳ
|τ |!ξ2
1À|ξ|!|ξ1|
xτy 2ps`aq´12 xξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
xξy1´xτ ˘ ξpξ ´ 2ξ1qy2b dξ dτ
À sup
ξ1
xξ1y´4s
ĳ
|τ |!ξ2
|ξ|!|ξ1|
xτy 2ps`aq´12
xξy1´xξy2bxξ1y2b dξ dτ
À sup
ξ1
xξ1y´2b´4s
ż
|ξ|!|ξ1|
xξy2ps`aq`1
xξy1´xξy2b dξ
À sup
ξ1
xξ1y´2b´4sxξ1ymaxt0,2ps`aq´2b`1`u.
If the maximum in the last line is zero, we have a finite bound for s ą ´14 if 12 ´ b ą 0 is sufficiently
small. Otherwise we require ´4b ´ 4s ` 2ps ` aq ` 1 ă 0, which holds for a ă s ` 12 as long as
1
2 ´ b ą 0 is sufficiently small.
5.7.7 Proof of Lemma 5.4.7
Recall that we want to show that for 12 ă s` a ď 52 and a ă mint1, s` 12u, we have›››ż χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ2y 2ps`aq´34 ξ2a
ξ2 ` ξ4 |xuvpξ, τq|dξ
›››
L2τ
À }u}Xs,b}v}Xs,b .
Writing the Fourier transform as a convolution and canceling the ξ2{aξ2 ` ξ4 factor, we need
to bound ›››¡ χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ2y 2ps`aq´34 |pupξ1, τ1q||pvpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q|dξ1 dτ1 dξ›››
L2τ
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“
›››¡ χRpξ, τq x|τ | ´ ξ2y 2ps`aq´34 |fpξ1, τ1q||gpξ ´ ξ1, τ ´ τ1q| dξ1 dτ1 dξxξ1ysxξ ´ ξ1ysx|τ1| ´ ξ21ybx|τ ´ τ1| ´ pξ ´ ξ1q2yb
›››
L2τ
where
fpξ, τq “ pupξ, τqxξysx|τ | ´ ξ2yb gpξ, τq “ pvpξ, τqxξysx|τ | ´ ξ2yb.
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the ξ1-τ1-ξ integral, followed by Young’s inequality as in
the proof of Lemma 5.4.6, it suffices to show that
sup
τ
¡
χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ
2y 2ps`aq´32 xξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
x|τ1| ´ ξ21y2bx|τ ´ τ1| ´ pξ ´ ξ1q2y2b
dξ1 dτ1 dξ
is finite. If τ1 and τ ´ τ1 have the same sign, we apply Lemma 2.3.4 in the τ1 integral and obtain
the bound
sup
τ
ĳ
χRpξ, τqx|τ | ´ ξ
2y 2ps`aq´32 xξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
x|τ | ´ ξ2 ` 2ξ1pξ ´ ξ1qy2b dξ1 dξ. (5.14)
If τ1 and τ ´ τ1 have different signs, it’s bounded by
sup
τ
ĳ
χRpξ, τqxλτ ´ ξ
2y 2ps`aq´32 xξ1y´2sxξ ´ ξ1y´2s
xλτ ´ ξ2 ` 2ξξ1qy2b dξ1 dξ,
where λ “ sgnpτ ´ τ1q “ ˘1. Here we have taken advantage of the fact that we’re confined to the
set R to conclude that x|τ | ´ ξ2y « xλτ ´ ξ2y. Changing variables in the ξ1 integral by ξ1 ÞÑ ξ´ ξ1,
and dropping the λ, we obtain
sup
τ
ĳ
χRpξ, τqxτ ´ ξ
2y 2ps`aq´32 xξ ´ ξ1y´2sxξ1y´2s
xτ ´ ξ2 ` 2ξpξ ´ ξ1qy2b dξ1 dξ. (5.15)
When 32 ď s` a ă 52 , we use the inequalities
x|τ | ´ ξ2y À x|τ | ´ ξ2 ` 2ξ1pξ ´ ξ1qyxξ1yxξ ´ ξ1y and
xτ ´ ξ2y À xτ ´ ξ2 ` 2ξpξ ´ ξ1qyxξyxξ ´ ξ1y
in (5.14) and (5.15) respectively. They yield the following bounds for (5.14) and (5.15):
sup
τ
ĳ
R
1
xξ1ys` 32´axξ ´ ξ1ys` 32´a
dξ1 dξ for (5.14) and
sup
τ
ĳ
R
xξys`a´ 32
xξ1y2sxξ ´ ξ1ys` 32´a
dξ1 dξ for (5.15).
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Using Lemma 2.3.4, we see that former is finite as long as s` 32´a ą 1, which holds when a ă s` 12 .
For the latter, we use Lemma 2.3.4 in the ξ1 integral, using the assumption that a ă s ` 12 , to
obtain
şxξ1ys`a´ 32´ps` 32´aq dξ1, which is convergent for a ă 1.
When 12 ă s` a ă 32 , we use the inequality xτ ´ ayxτ ´ by Á xa´ by to obtainĳ
1
xξ1y2sxξ ´ ξ1y2sxξ1pξ ´ ξ1qy 32´s´a
dξ1 dξ from (5.14) andĳ
1
xξ1y2sxξ ´ ξ1y2sxξpξ1 ´ ξqy 32´s´a
dξ1 dξ from (5.15).
In the nonresonant cases, i.e. when |ξ1|, |ξ´ ξ1| Á 1 for the first equation and when |ξ|, |ξ´ ξ1| Á 1
for the second equation, we have xξ1pξ´ξ1qy « xξ1yxξ´ξ1y and xξpξ1´ξqy « xξyxξ1´ξy respectively.
Thus we have convergence if a ă s` 12 for the first equation. In the second equation, we use Lemma
2.3.4 to the estimate the ξ1 integral. This yields a bound of
şxξy 32`s´a dξ, which is convergent if
a ă s` 12 .
The resonances can be treated simply. In the first equation, when |ξ1| À 1, we haveĳ
1
xξ1y2sxξ ´ ξ1y2sxξ1pξ ´ ξ1qy 32´s´a
dξ1 dξ À
ż 1
´1
ż
xξ ´ ξ1y´2s dξ dξ1.
This converges since s ą 12 . The remaining resonances can be handled in exactly the same way
– drop two of the three factors, and integrate, using the fact that we’re integrating over a finite
interval in one of the dimensions and that s ą 12 to obtain convergence.
5.8 Proof of Lemma 5.3.1: Explicit Linear Solution Formula
We begin by recalling a few definitions and properties related to the Laplace transform. For further
information and proofs, see [89]. First, the Laplace transform of a function uptq on r0,8q is defined
by rupλq “ ż 8
0
e´λtuptq dt.
Furthermore, by an integration by parts argument, if u is twice differentiable for t P p0,8q and Ău2
converges for some λ0 ą 0, we have
Ău2pλq “ λ2rupλq ´ λ lim
tÑ0`
uptq ´ lim
tÑ0`
u1ptq,
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for λ “ λ0 or Reλ ą λ0.
We will also need to invert Laplace transforms. This is possible since if two functions have the
same Laplace transform, they are equal almost everywhere. We have the following Mellin inversion
formula. Suppose that the transform rupλq converges absolutely for some λ0 ą 0. Then we have the
equality
uptq “ 1
2pii
ż λ0`i8
λ0´i8
etλF pλqdλ.
Taking the Laplace transform in time of (5.3), bearing in mind the zero initial conditions, yields
the equation $’&’%λ
2rvpx, λq ´ rvxxpx, λq ` rvxxxxpx, λq “ 0,
rvp0, λq “Ăh1pλq rvxp0, λq “Ăh2pλq.
The characteristic equation of this ordinary differential equation is λ2 ´ w2 ` w4 “ 0, which has
roots satisfying
w2 “ 1
2
˘
c
1
4
´ λ2.
Notice that
b
1
4 ´ λ2 can be defined analytically on Czr´1{2, 1{2s byˇˇˇˇ
1
4
´ λ2
ˇˇˇˇ1{2
eipθ1`θ2`piq{2,
where θ1 “ argpλ` 12q and θ2 “ argpλ´ 12q. This map sends
tλ P C : Reλ ě 0, λ R r0, 1{2su ÞÑ tλ P C : Imλ ě 0, λ R r´1{2, 1{2su.
Let
a “ ´
˜
1
2
`
c
1
4
´ λ2
¸1{2
b “ ´
˜
1
2
´
c
1
4
´ λ2
¸1{2
,
where the outermost root in a is defined with a branch cut in the bottom half-plane and the
outermost root in b is defined with a branch cut in the top half-plane.
Then a and b are analytic for λ in the closed right half-plane except for the branch cut
r´1{2, 1{2s. We also have Re a,Re b ď 0 for all λ in the closed right half-plane. Since we’re
interested in solutions which decay at infinity, we only need concern ourselves with these two roots
of the characteristic equation. Thus, supressing the λ dependence of a and b, we have
rupx, λq “ 1
a´ b
„ˆ
aĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙ebx ´ ˆbĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙eax .
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RiR
Figure 5.1: The contour of integration
By Mellin inversion, we have, for any c ą 12 , the equality
vpx, tq “ 1
2pii
ż c`i8
c´i8
eλt
a´ b
„ˆ
aĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙ebx ´ ˆbĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙eaxdλ
“ 1
2pii
ż c`i8
c´i8
eλt
a2 ´ b2 pa` bq
„ˆ
aĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙ebx ´ ˆbĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙eaxdλ.
We can write this as an integral along the imaginary axis plus integrals along a keyhole contour
about the branch cut and integrals along s˘ iR for s P r0, cs with RÑ8, as shown in Figure 5.1.
The loop of radius  about the singularity at λ “ 1{2 can be disregarded since the integrand is at
most order 1{pa2 ´ b2q « |λ´ 1{2|´1{2 « ´1{2 there, while the length of the contour is order .
The integration along the lines s ˘ i for s P r0, 1{2 ´ s vanishes in the limit as  Ñ 0 – the
integrals along the two lines cancel one another. This happens because apλ¯q “ apλq and bpλ¯q “ bpλq.
Thus integration over the two lines s˘ i for s P r0, 1{2´ s is equal to twice the imaginary part of
the integral over one of the lines. But the imaginary part of the integrand vanishes as Ñ 0.
The decay of the integrals along s ˘ iR for s P r0, cs as R Ñ 8 is justified as follows. By
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integration by parts, we have the boundˇˇˇ rhips˘ iRqˇˇˇ À R´1´}hi}L8 ` }hi}L1 ` }h1i}L1¯
for s P r0, cs. We also have
|a|, |b| À R1{2 and |a2 ´ b2| « R
for λ “ s ˘ iR with R large. Thus, on these segments the integrand is order at most R´1. Since
the intervals are of finite length, we obtain decay as RÑ8.
Thus we change the contour of integration to the imaginary axis, and arrive at
vpx, tq “ 1
2pii
ż i8
´i8
eλt
a´ b
„ˆ
aĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙ebx ´ ˆbĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙eaxdλ
“ 1
2pii
ż i8
´i8
eλt
a2 ´ b2 pa` bq
„ˆ
aĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙ebx ´ ˆbĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙eaxdλ
“ 2 Re 1
2pii
ż i8
0
eλt
a2 ´ b2 pa` bq
„ˆ
aĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙ebx ´ ˆbĂh1pλq ´Ăh2pλq˙eaxdλ.
Make the change of variables λ “ iµaµ2 ` 1. Then dλ “ i 2µ2`1?
µ2`1 dµ. On the positive imaginary
axis
a “ ´iµ and b “ ´aµ2 ` 1,
so v “ 1pi RepA0 `B0 ` C0 `D0q, where
A0 “ ´
ż 8
0
eitµ
?
µ2`1´x
?
µ2`1a
1` µ2 iµ
ˆ
iµ`a1` µ2˙ xh1 ´µaµ2 ` 1¯dµ
B0 “ ´
ż 8
0
eitµ
?
µ2`1´x
?
µ2`1a
1` µ2
ˆ
iµ`a1` µ2˙ xh2 ´µaµ2 ` 1¯dµ
C0 “
ż 8
0
eitµ
?
µ2`1´ixµ
ˆ
iµ`a1` µ2˙ xh1 ´µaµ2 ` 1¯dµ
D0 “
ż 8
0
eitµ
?
µ2`1´ixµa
1` µ2
ˆ
iµ`a1` µ2˙ xh2 ´µaµ2 ` 1¯dµ.
For x ě 0, this is equivalent to 2pivpx, tq “ ´A ´ B ` C ` D. Here we used the formula
2 Re z “ z ` z to rewrite the real parts of A0, B0, C0, and D0, and added the cut-off function ρ in
A and B so that the integrals converge for all x.
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